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Inscription 

Early re_ferences to bottlenose dolphins in the area 

Maori origin:. 

A rock drawing by early Maori at Weka Pass on the South Island of New Zealand, probably 

depicting a bottlenose dolphin. 

European (Pakeha) origin: 

" ... We did not go within 200 yards of them, but they kept so close to the surface that we could see their 

forms under water; and one of them must have seen our sail, for it left its companions & came like an 

arrow, swirling up the water within an oar's length and passing right under the boat. I did not like it 

going past in such a hurry, for it was as long as the boat, and if it made a slight mistake & gave us a 

bump we would have got a wetting. In coming back we saw them near another cascade further up & 

had quite a different experience. Before we came within one cooie, one of them jumped high out of the 

water and they all bolted down the sound. It was a clear case of fright & stampede, because we saw 

them for some time quietly swimming around until they heard or felt the stroke of our oars, which they 

mistook for something they fear. All those animals must have some means of signalling under water 

which we do not understand. In their fright they took short dives & long leaps over the water. I suppose 

they found the air thinner and easier to get through than water, but I wonder how they did it." 

(Richard Henry to Melland; 3.0ct.1894) 

When you travel today the Acheron Passage in Dusky Sound, where this 

incident took place, you may still encounter exactly the same scene. At times 

it seems as if little has changed here during the last hundred years .... 



Abstract 

On 353 days during three years of fieldwork from 1994 to 1997 in Doubtful 

Sound, New Zealand I collected data on abundance, body proportions, 

seasonal movements, diving behaviour, surface behaviour and association 

patterns of a population of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus). This 

population lives at the southern limits of the species' distribution. 

ii 

Most of the dolphins could be found year-round in the fiord. Mark-recapture 

analysis estimated the population size to be around 67 (cv=1.9%). 

Photogrammetric measurements of body size and proportions showed that 

the dolphins in Doubtful Sound grow considerably larger than bottlenose 

dolphins in lower latitudes. This effect was interpreted as morphological 

adaptation to the cool climate. The dolphins also showed behavioural 

adaptations to the extreme environment. They showed seasonal differences in 

habitat usage and moved along a gradient of surface temperature. In summer 

the dolphins were found predominantly in the upper arms where they also 

gave birth. In winter the entrance areas of the fiord system were preferred. A 

variety of techniques was employed to study the diving behaviour of this 

population in order to infer on the feeding habits. It was found that these 

dolphins at least sometimes dive to great depth (222m) and that probably a 

mixture of individual and cooperative feeding takes place in this population. A 

sequence analysis of surface behaviour events showed a 'surface' cluster and 

an 'aerial' cluster of behaviours which may describe different motivational 

states. The analysis led to the development of a field key, which will help 

researchers to compare quantitatively behaviour studies in the field. A detailed 

analysis of data on associations amongst the resident dolphins of the 

population showed that the community is matrifocal; organised around old and 

probably post-reproductive females, together with mothers of young calves 

near the centre of interest. Males are either associated with each other in the 

periphery or associated to females in. the centre. 
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Chapter 1 
General Introduction 

Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) are the most extensively studied of 

all cetaceans. More than one quarter of the papers published on dolphins 

since 1990 were on bottlenose dolphins (Science Citation search, March 

1999). This might not seem extraordinary until one recognises that there are 

32 species of dolphins currently recognised by the IUCN (Klinowska, 1991 ). 

Bottlenose dolphins have been the focus of so many studies because they are 

abundant (Kenney 1990), widely distributed (Leatherwood and Reeves 1983), 

and predominantly coastal (Shane et al. 1986), and also because they have 

been held and studied in captivity more successfully than any other of the 

dolphins and porpoises (e.g. Townsend 1914, McBride and Hebb 1948, 

Essapian 1953, Lang and Smith 1965, Tavolga 1966, Caldwell and Caldwell 

1972, Schroeder 1990). The species is truly the "white rat" of cetaceans. 

Ecologically and behaviourally, bottlenose dolphins are extremely flexible. 

Their distribution is cosmopolitan, extending from the tropics to cool

temperate waters in both hemispheres (e.g. Saayman and Tayler 1973, Ross 

1977, Wursig 1978, Shane 1980, McBrearty et al. 1986, Wells et al. 1987, 

Read et al. 1988, Hansen 1990, Scott and Chivers 1990, Balance 1990, 

Hammond and Thompson 1991, Baird et al. 1993, Wells and Scott 1994, 

Brager and Schneider, 1998). They exploit a very diverse range of habitats 

including estuaries, riverine systems, shallow coastal areas, deep fiords and 

offshore zones beyond the continental shelf (Leatherwood 1979, Irvine et al. 

1981, Scott and Chivers 1990, Williams et al. 1993). In the light of this 

versatility it is not surprising that diet and feeding behaviour are opportunistic 

and adaptable (e.g. Hoese 1971, Leatherwood, 1975, Norris and Dahl 1980a, 

Irvine et al. 1981, Wursig and Wursig 1979, Acevedo-Gutierrez 1997, 

Rossbach 1998). Social organisation and migratory behaviour varies widely 

among populations (Kenney 1990). Because of the easy accessibility of 
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subtropical coastal populations of bottlenose dolphins, it is these which have 

attracted most research (e.g. Leatherwood 1979, Connor et al. 1985, Wells et 

al. 1987, Balance 1990, Shane 1990a, 1990b, Acevedo 1991, Brager et 

al.1994, Rossbach 1998, Weller 1998). Despite the intensity at which the 

species has been studied, little is known about the ecology and behaviour of 

resident bottlenose dolphins in temperate latitudes and cool waters. 

An exception is Wilson (1995), who studied distribution and abundance and 

social structure of bottlenose dolphins close to the northern limit of distribution 

in the Moray Firth, Scotland between 1990 and 1993. He encountered 

dolphins in the inner Moray Firth all year round but found lower numbers in 

winter and seasonal movements within the home range. Births occurred only 

in summer and autumn and seemed strictly temperature related. Social 

cohesion between individuals was low except for mother-calf pairs and the 

composition of groups was fluid. Wilson (1995) suggested the dolphins in the 

Moray Firth belong to a fusion-fission society (Struhsaker and Lehland 1979), 

as has been suggested for semitropical dolphin populations before (Connor et 

al. 1992a). 

Another exception is a study by Williams et al. (1993) who collected the first 

data on bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound, Fiordland, New Zealand, at 

the southern limits of distribution. They found a semi-closed population of 

about 60 bottlenose dolphins resident all year round in the limits of the fiord. 

This study is based on the findings in Williams et al. (1993) and also made 

use of the photo-ID catalogue set up by them. One of the motivations for this 

study was to study a population at its ecological limits, and hence gain some 

insight into the constraints on the behavioural and ecological flexibility of the 

species. 

Just as most studies are conducted in (semi)tropical waters, most are also 

short-term, each lasting three years or less. Studies that concentrated on one 

resident population and have run for 10 years (the current duration of our 

Doubtful Sound study) are rare (Sarasota Bay (Florida), Wells et al. 1987; 
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Shark Bay (Australia), Smolker et al. 1992; Moray Firth (Scotland), Wilson 

1995). The longest-running study, which has focussed on the dolphins of 

Sarasota Bay over the last 30 years, has provided extraordinarily detailed 

insights. This study has employed individual identification via photo-ID and 

tagging, routine boat surveys, behavioural observations, and capture of 

individuals for marking, aging (via extraction of a tooth) measurement, DNA 

sampling and much more. Most individuals within this population have been 

captured several times, hence the relationships and age structure within the 

community are known in detail. The approximately 100 dolphins in the 

Sarasota community live in stable sub-units. Females live and give birth in 

one of three resident bands, each with its own but overlapping home range. 

Within the bands females associate with others that have calves of the same 

age. Subadults of both sexes group up together until sexual maturity, when 

the females return to their natal band. Adult males tend to travel from one 

female band to another, either on their own or in strongly bonded groups of 

two or three (Wells 1991 ). 

Our work on the bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound cannot compete with 

that in Sarasota Bay in longevity, or in ability to capture individuals repeatedly 

(which is only practical in very shallow water). However, Doubtful Sound 

provides opportunities to study a population in an unusual habitat, and, 

because the same dolphins are found day after day, to study their behaviour 

and social organisation, non-invasively, at an extraordinary level of detail. I 

employed a technique of observation developed by primatologists in the 

1960s for monitoring ape and monkey populations long term and in great 

detail, (e.g. chimpanzees, Goodall 1968, 1971, 1975). These studies 

depended on maintaining such routine contact with the study population that 

most individuals within it were habituated to the observer, and went about 

their daily lives essentially unaffected by his/her presence. Familiarity with 

habituated individuals revealed new and unexpected aspects of behaviour 

and revolutionised field primatology (e.g. Goodall 1977). Because of the 

notorious difficulties in observing cetaceans for an extended time in the open 

sea, this approach can not usually be applied to dolphins in the wild. 

3 
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Chapter 1 . General Introduction 

The fiords in the Fiordland National Park, New Zealand, provided a unique 

opportunity to try this approach on free-ranging dolphins. Doubtful Sound 

harbours a resident population of bottlenose dolphins. The fiords somewhat 

restrict and channel movements, making their whereabouts more predictable 

than other populations. Hence it was possible to find and observe the same 

individuals on an almost daily basis and habituate them to the presence of the 

boat. 

In the chimpanzee studies in Gombe (Goodall 1983) and Mahale (Hasegawa 

and Hiraiwa-Hasegawa 1983), habituation has been supported by 

provisioning the study animals with food (Wrangham 197 4 ). The possible 

effects of food provision on the observed behaviour have been subsequently 

criticised (e.g. Reynolds 1975, Ghiglieri 1984 ). It was aim of this study to 

maximise habituation by prolonged presence but to keep the interaction 

between observer(s) and study animals to a minimum. This approach ruled 

out feeding the dolphins, but it also required research techniques that were 

non-invasive. A 'code of practice' was put into place that aimed to make the 

observer predictable for the dolphins and minimise interaction between the 

two (Chapter 2). Additionally, innovative research techniques were used to 

facilitate gathering of some data which would traditionally require catching the 

dolphins (Chapter 4, Chapter 6). 

Chapter 4 is co-authored with Albert Chong who obtained the photo

grammetric measurements on the stereo-photographs that I took in the field. 

The rest of the analysis is entirely my work. Each of the Chapters 3 to 8 is a 

relatively self contained unit ultimately intended for submission to scientific 

journals. This approach inevitably leads to some overlap in content. I have 

tried to reduce this overlap by giving the methods common to all chapters in a 

stand-alone chapter (Chapter 2). 

4 
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Chapter 1. General Introduction 

Section 1 examines the structure of the population in Doubtful Sound. 

• Chapter 3 describes the basic demographics (abundance, 

distribution of age, sex and group size) and discusses the status of 

the population in comparison to data from Williams et al. (1993). 

• Chapter 4 introduces a new method to measure bow-riding 

dolphins photographically and presents a preliminary estimation of 

growth rate and asymptotic size for dolphins in Fiordland. 

Section 2 investigates interactions between the dolphins in Doubtful Sound 

and their environment. 

• Chapter 5 analyses seasonal movements of the dolphins in the 

fiord system. 

• Chapter 6 explores the diving behaviour of the dolphins with a 

variety of techniques to make inferences about their foraging 

behaviour. 

Section 3 inspects the social interactions between the dolphins in Doubtful 

Sound. 

• Chapter 7 investigates surface behaviour sequences in detail. It 

also proposes a key to interpret group behaviour categories in the 

field, and make such observations comparable among populations. 

• Chapter 8 presents a detailed analysis of associations amongst the 

resident dolphins in Doubtful Sound including their changes over 

the seasons. 

5 
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Chapter 2 
General Materials and Methods 

This chapter provides an overview of the materials and methods that apply to 

all chapters that follow. Materials and methods that apply only to certain 

chapters are referred to in the respective Chapters. 

The physical environment . 

The Fiordland National Park covers a land area of 12,524 km2 in the 

Southwest of the South Island of New Zealand (Figure 2.1 ). 

Doubtful Sound (45°30'S, 167°00'E) (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3), with its 

40.3km length is the second longest of the14 fiords in the National Park. Its 

steep walls plunge to an average depth of around 200m. Also the deepest 

basin of the fiords in Fiord land (421 m) can be found in Doubtful Sound. Sills at 

the entrance of the fiord and the arms restrict horizontal circulation and in 

some of the deep water basins such as Hall Arm, Deep Cove, Crooked Arm 

and Precipe Cove (Bradshaw Sound) the deep water exchange may be 

inhibited (Grange 1990). Stanton and Pickard (1981) measured oxygen values 

in Milford Sound and found 100% saturation at the surface but only 13% 

saturation on the bottom of Deepwater Basin, suggesting that water exchange 

with the ocean may be very slow and take several years (Grange 1990). 

Fiordland is one of the wettest places on earth. Mean annual rainfall in Deep 

Cove in Doubtful Sound is 5290mm and only a few kilometres away, but 600m 

higher, on Wilmot Pass, the annual rainfall reaches 6747mm (Stanton and 

Pickard, 1981 ). The rugged and steep-walled terrain soaks up little rain, and 

so the creeks and rivers respond almost instantly to rainfall. The daily peak 
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Figure 2.1. The fiords in the south west of the South Island of New Zealand 
(after Grange 1990). 
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Figure 2.2. Map of Doubtful Sound with place names mentioned in the thesis. 
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Figure 2.3. View from Wilmot Pass into Doubtful Sound. In the midground 
Deep Cove, the access road and the tailrace of the Manapouri power scheme. 
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flows of the rivers coincide with the daily peak rainfalls (Grange 1990). The 

freshwater runoff is darkly stained with tannins and floats on top of the denser 

sea water, forming a halocline between 5 -1 Om depth (Pickrill 1987). The dark 

surface layer reduces light levels and renders the marine habitat below a 

unique environment. Because of the lack of light, normally deep-dwelling 

organisms such as black coral (Antipathes fiordensis) can be found as shallow 

as four metres (Grange 1990). 

In summer the low-salinity surface layer is warmest (12-17°C), with a sharp 

drop at the halocline, whereas in winter the temperature gradient is reversed 

with a temperature maximum at around 50-1 OOm (Pickrill 1987). 

Fiordland lies within the 'Roaring Forties' with predominant and strong 

westerly winds. The continental shelf ends only a few hundred metres off the 

Fiordland coast and within a nautical mile most entrance sills drop away to 

more than thousand metres in the Tasman Sea (van der Linden and Hayes 

1972). Therefore waves hit the coast almost unrefracted, producing 

considerable swells averaging 3.5-4.5m height (Pickrill and Mitchell, 1979). 

This swell is usually broken in Doubtful Sound at the entrance and the waters 

inside the fiord are reasonably calm. However during summer a common sea 

breeze produces short steep chop after noon in the Main Fiord, Bradshaw 

Sound and Thompson Sound, which sometimes restricted the dolphin 

observations. 

Materials 

Surveys were carried out on a 4.8m aluminium boat powered with a 45 HP 4-

stroke outboard engine. The boat had a reinforced hull (5mm) to better 

withstand the wave pressure and a fold-back canopy that gave rain protection 

when required. This set up enabled me to continue observations even 

10 
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Figure 2.4. A viewfinder mounted to a helmet provided underwater vision through the 

pole-cam and left the hands free for handling the camera and steering the boat 

(photograph: S. Dawson) 

~ : 
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Figure 2.5. Map of Doubtful Sound with borders for the eight zones used for quantitative 
assessments of temperature and sighting data. The dotted line with the arrowheads depicts 
the route of the monthly surveys. 
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when the weather was not calm and dry. However, searching for dolphins was 

only conducted with wind speed below Beaufort 4 and no heavy rain. 

Photographic identification of dolphins was achieved with a Nikon F-801 with 

a Nikkor 35-135mm f.3.5-4.5 or a Nikkor 80-200mm f.2.8 zoom lens on 

400ASA T-Max B/W film. For video identification I used a Yashica TR 1-chip 

CCD camera on Hi-8 cassettes. Occasionally a Sony 3-chip VX-1 E CCD 

camera was utilized for the same purpose. This same camera was also the 

recording device for underwater video. A custom made waterproof 'pencil

cam' (8 mm lens) on a pole was connected to the 3-chip camera-recorder and 

to a separate viewfinder, which was attached to a helmet (Figure 2.4 ). This 

set-up enabled me to view and record underwater video with my hands free 

for steering the boat and manipulating the camera pole. 

Surveys and effort 

From July 1994 to August 1997 I spent 1717 hours on 353 days in Doubtful 

Sound looking for dolphins. Dolphins were found on 347 days(= 98.3%) and 

identification data were collected. I spent 1133 hours (66% of effort) following 

dolphin groups logging data for identification of individuals and group 

behaviour estimates. During my surveys I covered approximately 12700 

nautical miles in Doubtful Sound. 

Each day, whenever the weather permitted, I searched the fiord systematically 

for dolphin groups. Once a group was found, I followed it at close range to 

document group membership via photo and video identification, then moved 

further away (50-200m) to minimise disturbance while documenting 

movement patterns. Such 'follows' usually lasted several hours. Each month 

(except for August 94, May 95, May 96 and June 96) I searched the entire 

fiord system to ensure that all dolphin groups were found. I divided the survey 

area into eight zones of approximately the same size (except for the entrance 

13 
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zones 5 and 8 which ended in line with the coast) to quantify differences in 

dolphin abundance (Chapter 5). The effort for each zone in days visited, 

together with the route of the monthly survey is shown in Figure 2.5. The 

differences in effort stand in direct relation to the distance from base, which 

was a hut (the "Treehouse") in Deep Cove. Also some areas (like zone 8) 

were rarely visited by the dolphins (Chapter 5). Therefore less time was spent 

in the area. 

Estimates of group size were collected at half-hour intervals over 1133 hours 

by visual scan sampling (Altman 197 4 ). 

A 'Code of Practice' 

My method of observation involved staying in the vicinity of a group of 

dolphins for prolonged times (in summer sometimes up to 10 hours). I tried to 

minimise the impact of my presence. In cases when I was travelling with a 

group of dolphins and the group repeatedly(> 3 times within 5 min.) changed 

direction away from the boat and individuals performed tailslaps (Chapter 7) in 

front of the boat, this was interpreted as sign of disturbance. If dolphins 

showed these signs I moved off to a distance of 200m or more and only 

recorded movement data. After one hour another approach was attempted. 

Often the mood of the group had changed and my presence seemed to be 

accepted. If this was not the case, the procedure of maintaining distance was 

repeated for another hour or data collection on that group was terminated. 

At close range with a group of dolphins(< 50m) the boat was kept at idling 

speed or just fast enough to maintain the distance on a parallel course. 

Speeding up was signalled by pushing the trim/tilt switch on the outboard 

motor twice briefly, to give the dolphins an acoustical warning to stay clear of 

the propeller. The tilt-motor gave a characteristic sound underwater. This 

signalling was recognised soon by the dolphins and obviously understood, 

14 
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because it often led to individuals approaching the bow of the boat in 

anticipation for being able to ride on the bow-wave (unpub. observation). 

Photo-Identification 

Both photography (2000 b/w photographs) and increasingly video (80 hours, 

Hi8) were used to catalogue the dorsal fins and body markings of all members 

of the Doubtful Sound population. In 1994 only photographs of dorsal fins 

were taken. From the beginning of 1995 onwards groups were primarily 

scanned for identification using video from close range (approx. 5m). 

Evaluating natural scars of their dorsal fins or body in photographs or video

stills usually identified dolphins. Twenty-three very well marked individuals 

were also counted as identified by visual observation. Digitised video-stills 

allowed relatively easy update of the catalogue. Video also provided more 

information about associations amongst dolphins, because surfacing patterns 

(who is surfacing close to whom) could be monitored in time. After the 

scanning operation was finished I maintained a greater distance of 20 to 150m 

to record behaviour patterns and ecological data. The video scan was 

repeated after four hours or whenever groups met/split. 

The main assumption in this study was that all dolphins in the population, 

except calves, were marked by natural marks and could be identified. High 

field effort was maintained to facilitate the monitoring of even subtle changes 

in natural marks (Figure 2.6). The catalogue was continuously updated. 
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10/1/91 (photograph 
by J.A. Williams) 

16/10/94 (photograph) 

7 /10/95 (video frame) 

7 /10/96 (video frame) 

11 /4/97 (video frame) 

16 

Figure 2.6. Example of only subtle changes in the natural markings on the dorsal fin of 
the female TR40 over a period of six years. This example also demonstrates that the 
quality of Hi-8 video records is sufficient to monitor such changes. 
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Sexing of dolphins 

The gender of dolphins was determined by direct observations of the genital 

area. This was possible when they turned belly-up or showed an erection in 

close vicinity to the boat, and via using the underwater video camera on a 

pole fixed to the side of the boat. Any dolphin that was constantly 

accompanied by a small calf was assumed to be its mother and therefore 

female. When no video still or photograph was available as proof, the sex was 

considered 'presumed', requiring a second sighting for confirmation. 

Size estimates 

Individuals were sorted into five size categories by comparing them to 

reference points on the boat when swimming alongside. Additionally, two 

specimens were found dead during the study (one 7-year old male measuring 

320 cm, the other a 3-year old female measuring 282 cm). Five size classes 

were defined using broad categories: 

• very small s 150 cm (young calves) 

• small = 151 - 200 cm (subadults) 

• medium = 201 - 250 cm (subadults, adults) 

• large= 251 - 300 cm (subadults, adults) 

• very large> 300 cm (adults) 

This analysis considers the size of each individual at its last sighting. 

Group behaviour 

A 'group' was defined as an aggregation of dolphins that operated as a unit. 

Members of a group headed towards the same general direction and/or were 

scattered over less than 1 km2 (Schneider et al. 1998). 
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Every half-hour I spent with a group of dolphins, I noted the predominant 

behaviour state (determined via visual scan sampling over a period of five 

minutes) and recorded group size. The data collected were included into a 

sighting database. 

Group behaviour states included: 

"travel": moving steadily in one direction, often cutting corners and bays of the 

fiord. In the field I distinguished between: 

• "just travel"= swimming with short surface intervals (0.5-3s.) 

and short dive intervals (<30s.) at 2-4 knots, head and back 

only partly exposed on the surface, (sub)group close together 

(inter individual distance<= 2 to 3 body lengths). Next surface 

location can be predicted. 

• "leap travel"= fast travel with same features except that 

speed >4 knots and that a major part of the back is visible 

during surfacing ('active surfacing'), a pressure wave is 

noticeable. 

• "widespread travel" = same features as travel but inter

individual distance> 3 body lengths. Usually the group is 

scattered over an area of about one square nautical mile and 

therefore easy to distinguish from travel. 

• "widespread leap travel" = leap travel in a group that is 

travelling widespread. 

"social": No steady forward movement. Aerials and active surface behaviour 

displays ('leaps', splashes, 'lobtails', 'chasing') and physical contact 

between some or all group members. Hydrophone recordings show a 

lot of vocal activity (whistles, squeaks, barks). 

"dive": Two variations: 1. dolphins follow the coastline close to shore and the 

group dives synchronously (often with the exception of the calves 
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and a few adults) for longer periods. 2. Dolphins are scattered in the 

centre of the fiord (above sills and basins) and they dive either in 

small subgroups at a time or as a group synchronously. They 

sometimes do not head steadily in one direction. Diving may 

represent the category "feeding" in other studies (e.g. Shane 1990a). 

Since "feeding" was almost never observed directly during this study, 

the more neutral expression "dive" was preferred. 

"rest": Moving very slowly, often with long surface intervals. The hydrophone 

recorded no or very little vocal activity. 

"mill": No obvious travel direction. The dolphins move in various directions but 

show little surface activity. 

A 'subgroup' was an aggregation within a group, comprising individuals which 

noticeably stayed closer together to each other than to other dolphins (less 

than two body lengths) for at least two surface-intervals. 
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Chapter 3 
Abundance and Structure of the Bottlenose Dolphin 

Population in Doubtful Sound. 

Introduction 

Knowledge about the size of populations is important for conservation and 

management. Monitoring dynamics over extended time periods can be crucial 

in assessing the status of populations. 

Cetaceans, because of their environment, are notoriously difficult to work on. 

The question "how many are there?" can be difficult to answer with acceptable 

precision. There are two general approaches in common use: the first is 

based on counts of animals made on surveys using line-transect or strip 

transect methodology (Buckland et al. 1993). The second is based on 

capture-recapture analysis of marked individuals (Jolly 1965, Seber 1965), 

usually identified from natural marks using photographic identification (see 

Hammond et al., 1990, for examples). Line-transect methods (generally 

preferred over strip transects) require several observers working from an 

elevated platform (so that sightings can be made at a distance), and therefore 

require a vessel of reasonable size. Photographic identification, on the other 

hand, is usually done most effectively from small boats, and the information it 

provides is not only useful for abundance assessment, but also for studies of 

survival and calving rates, movement, behaviour and social affiliation. In 

addition, if the resightings are frequent, mark-recapture analysis can provide 

abundance estimates of high precision (see Williams et al. 1993). 

Little is known about the structure of bottlenose dolphin populations in 

temperate regions. Most intensive work has been done in the (sub)tropics and 
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in shallow waters (Wells et al. 1987, Balance 1990, Smolker et al. 1992). The 

only exceptions to date are Wilson's (1995) three-year study on a population 

in the Moray Firth, Scotland and this study, which is a continuation and 

development of work begun in Doubtful Sound in 1990 (Williams et al.1993). 

In this chapter I will compare the abundance data of my three-year study with 

those of Williams et al. (1993) and thereby discuss the status of this 

population. I will also present data on population structure, observed group 

sizes and sex ratio within the community, to provide a basis for more detailed 

analyses in the sections 2 and 3. 

Methods 

During 353 field days I spent 1133 hours following dolphin groups to gather 

sighting data for identification of individuals and studies of group behaviour. 

On 347 days dolphins were sighted and identification data collected. During 

my surveys I covered approximately 12500 nautical miles in Doubtful Sound. 

A description of methods of identification of individuals can be found in 

Chapter 2; General Methods. 

Group size estimates were collected in half-hour intervals over 1133 hours by 

using visual scan sampling (Altman 197 4 ). 

Sexing of dolphins 

The gender of dolphins was determined by direct observations of the genital 

area. This was possible when they turned belly-up or showed an erection in 

close vicinity to the boat, and via using an underwater video camera on a pole 

fixed to the side of the boat. Any dolphin that was constantly accompanied by 

a small calf was assumed to be its mother and therefore female. When no 

video still or photograph was available as proof, the sex was considered 

'presumed', requiring a second sighting for confirmation. 
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Population size estimates using 'mark-recapture' analysis 

Six seasons in the field in Doubtful Sound from southern summer 1994-95 to 

winter 1997 were used for a 'mark-recapture' analysis. Identification of 

individuals via photographs of natural marks has become a standard method 

in cetacean research (Wursig and Wursig 1977, Hammond et al. 1990). In this 

study, individuals were identified via photography or videography. For 

calculation of population size, each season was split into two halves; an initial 

"marking" period, followed by a "recapture" period. To avoid biases potentially 

arising from imbalance of concentration of field days at one end of the season, 

this split was done on the basis of months in the field (Table 3.1 ). Two models 

were employed to estimate the population size for each season. Both the 

Chapman- and the Bailey model are modifications of the Lincoln - Peterson 

model (Hammond 1986, Williams et al. 1993) and require the assumption of a 

closed population, which proved reasonable in the previous study of this 

population (Williams et al. 1993). Therefore I took the same approach in this 

analysis. These mark-recapture analyses estimate the number of marked 

animals in the population. To obtain a total population estimate requires 

information on the proportion of that population that is marked. Williams et al. 

(1993) scaled up their mark-recapture estimates of animals with fin nicks 

using the proportion of animals with those marks in a sample of randomly 

taken photographs. This should be unbiased if nicked and unnicked animals 

are equally likely to be photographed. Like Williams et al. (1993), I used mark

recapture analysis to estimate the number of animals marked with fin nicks. I 

added a further criterion that these animals had to be resident, i.e. present in 

more than half the months for each of the years 1995 and 1996 (see Chapter 

8). I estimated the proportion of nicked animals differently, however. Field 

effort in my study was very high, allowing me to use subtle marks to identify 

individuals. In addition, near daily contact with the animals ensured that 

animals with marks that changed over time (e.g. toothrakes) could be 

identified reliably over at least several months. Therefore, I assumed that all 

adults in the population were identifiable from either nicks or more 

subtle/labile marks. I used the number of nicked resident animals divided 
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by the total number of animals identified (from any mark type) to estimate the 

proportion of nicked animals, and used this to scale estimates of nicked 

animals to total population size. Because the population was known so well I 

assumed the mark rate to be without error. Calves are excluded from this 

analysis. Confidence intervals calculated for these data are log-normal 

because uncertainty in abundance estimates is frequently not symmetrically 

distributed (Buckland et al., 1993). 
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Results 

From July 1994 to August 1997 I spent 353 days on Doubtful Sound looking 

for dolphins. Dolphins were seen, and photo/video-ID work undertaken, on 

347 days. In total 108 individuals were identified. During the field work 2255 

different groups were seen, ranging in size from 2 to 60 (mean= 26.7; cv = 

44.9%, Figure 3.1 ). Average group size was similar (and not significantly 

different) between summer and winter seasons (meansummer = 26.4, cv = 

45.4%; meanwinter = 26.9, cv = 44.6%). The only striking difference between 

the seasons is the higher number of groups containing 16-20 individuals in 

winter (Figure 3.2). 

Including animals identified from only one side, the catalog contained 108 

individuals. Note that this is the total number of individuals (including calves) 

identified over three years - at any one time far fewer animals were present in 

the fiord (Table 3.2). 

The discovery curve for the dolphin population in Doubtful Sound shows 

episodic increases of numbers throughout the study (Figure 3.5). The curve 

tends to rise in the early part of each season as new identifications are 

gained, then flattens, indicating that within seasons the population is 

effectively closed (apart from births). Closure was not complete, however, as 

while most dolphins were seen many times (Figure 3.6), some were seen 

relatively infrequently (<20 times), and may be occasional visitors. It is also 

possible that their identifying marks were sufficiently subtle that they were not 

always identified when present. 

I was able to sex 45% of the identified individuals (Figure 3.3). The number of 

sexed females is about 10% higher than the number of sexed males. This 

effect may be due to the fact that individuals which were seen constantly in 
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close association with a young calf, were assumed to be the mothers and 

hence sexed female. 

The distribution of size classes amongst the dolphin population resembles a 

normal distribution that is skewed towards the large individuals (Figure 3.4 ). A 

size estimate was obtained for 83 individuals (75% ). The class 'very small' 

contained only the three calves of the 1996-97 summer season and a calf that 

disappeared during its first year of life (Table 3.2). The 'small' category 

contained older calves which were born during my fieldwork but also 

individuals which were older than three years (they were already born before 

my project started). The main category is the 'middle' class, combining small 

Table 3.1. Description of effort for the mark - and the capture - period for six 
seasons between October1994 and July 1997. The first 16 field days in July 
and September 1994 are not included. 

mark -period field-days capture-period field-days total field-days 
SU 94-95 Oct., Nov., Dec. 32 Jan.,Feb., Mar. 45 77 
wi 95 Apr., Jun., Jul. 26 Aug., Sept. 16 42 
SU 95-96 Oct., Nov., Dec. 46 Jan.,Feb., Mar. 22 68 
wi 96 Apr., May 19 Jul., Aug., Sep. 18 37 
SU 96-97 Oct., Nov., Dec. 35 Jan.,Feb., Mar. 41 76 
wi 97 Apr., May 24 Jun., Jul. 13 37 
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Figure 3.1. Group size estimates(n=2255). 
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Figure 3.2. Seasonal distribution of the group size data. 
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Figure 3.3. Distribution of sexes among the identified dolphins in Doubtful 
Sound (n=108). 
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Sound. 
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reproductive individuals (e.g. mothers) with subadults. Even the 'large' 

category contained subadult individuals - the corpse of female TR95 

measured 282 cm, but an analysis of dental layers (GLGs) in a tooth revealed 

she was only three years old. Fourteen 'very large' individuals were heavily 

scarred and probably all mature. Males and females were both found in this 

category (Table 3.2). The months of sighting, the effort in 'field days per 

month' and the sex for each identified individual in Doubtful Sound are given 

in Table 3.2. 

Abundance estimates were calculated for each single season separately 

because I assumed the population to be closed only within each season. 

Therefore the proportion of identifiable individuals (nick-categories) was 

calculated for each season separately (Table 3.3). 

The results of the Chapman's and the Bailey's population estimates for each 

season are given in Figure 3.7. From the early 90s (Williams et al. 1993) to 

my results in 1997 the population has grown from about 58 to about 67 (cv = 

1.9%). This represents an increase of 16%. Two to four calves were born 

each year (Figure 3.5) during my fieldwork. This would just account for the 

increase in population size if not for losses over that period (Table 3.2). 

Individuals thought or known to have died were seen often and known well. 

Additionally three calves were stillborn or died soon after birth. The real 

number of losses is probably higher. Recorded recruitment and losses were 

almost equal during the study (9 successful births, 10 probable or verified 

deaths). 

The 'nicked' individuals in the photo-ID-catalogue of this study were compared 

with Williams et al's. (1993) catalogue (Table 3.4). The likelihood of re-sighting 

was 76% after an interruption of two years in which no surveys were 

undertaken. Twenty-nine individuals with nicks in their dorsal fins out of 38 in 

Williams et al. (1993) catalogue could be matched during my study. Of these 

four individuals were either verified dead (1) or missing and presumed 
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dead (3) at the end of my study. This computes to an annual adult survival 

rate of 0.951 during the seven years between the beginning of Williams et al. 

(1993) study and the end of my study. As would be expected, toothrakes were 

not nearly as useful for long-term identification. Of 12 individuals in Williams et 

al's catalogue, only 3 were identified in my study. 

Except for winter 1997, the number of identified dolphins that could be seen 

on any one day during winter was lower than during summer (Figure 3.8). The 

highest numbers were counted at the end of summer in March 1996 and 

February 1997. 
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Table 3.2a. Resighting catalogue for the resident individuals (c.f. Chapter 8) in Doubtful 
Sound. Given are ID-Code of each individual, which body side was identified , gender and 
months of sighting. Also given is the effort in days /month. L - Left; R - Right; 
0 - not sighted; • - sighted; 'u'? - Presumed Dead; 'u' - Verified dead. For abbreviations 

for size classes see text. 
.. '<t "' "' "' "' (0 (0 (0 
,:, 0) 0) 0) qi ~ 

0) qi 0) 

ci;i t5 <ii t5 > <ii > 
Months 0 Q) t5 0 

Cl 

ode 
S 1 LR 
SN3 LR 
SN4 LR 
SN9 LR 
SN11 LR 
SN1 3 LR 
s 15 LR 
s 40 LR 
s 63 LR 
s 64 LR 
s 67 LR 
SN68 LR 
SN72 LR 
SN76 LR 
SN81 LR 
S 89 LR m 
S 90 LR 
SN96 LR 
SN1 00 LR 
SN1 02 LR 
TSN83 LR 
TSN103 LR fem. 
DN16 LR 
DN62 LR fem. 

DN63 LR 
DN69 LR 
DN74 LR 
DN89 LR 
DN209 LR 
SDNS LR 
SDN66 LR fem. 
SDNSO LR 
SDN1 01 LR fem. 
MN23 LR vi 
MN25 LR vi fem. 
MN30 LR vi fem. 
MN31 LR I 

N32 LR 
N33 LR 

MN34 LR 
MN35 LR 
MN38 LR vi 
MN39 LR I 
MN60 LR vi 

N75 R vi 
MN83 LR vi 
MN105 LR vi 
DMN18 LR vi 
DMN82 LR m 
SMN2 LR 
SMN5 LR vi 
TR40 LR m fem. 
TR 8 LR I fem. 
TR61 LR m fem. 
TR73 LR m 
TR77 LR m 
TR78 LR s 
TR82 LR m 
TR88 LR m 
TR95 LR 
TR99 LR fem. 
TR106 LR 
TR107 LR 
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Table 3.2b. Resighting catalogue for the individuals that were not resident (c.f. Chapter 8) 
in Doubtful Sound. Given are ID-Code of each individual, which body side was identified, 
gender and months of sighting. Also given is the effort in days /month. L - Left; R - Right; 
D - not sighted; • - sighted; 'u'? - Presumed dead; 'u' - Verified dead. * - Month of birth. For 
abbreviations for size classes see text. 
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Figure 3.5. Cumulative discovery curve for the dolphin population in Doubtful Sound between 
July '94 and July '97. Dotted lines represent months without fieldwork. Months in wh ich calves 
were born that survived the birth are marked with an arrow. 
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Figure 3.6. Sighting frequency of individuals (n=108) sighted on 353 days in Doubtful 
Sound. 
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Table 3.3. Proportion of identifiable dolphins (carrying nicks in their dorsal fin) in the ID
catalogue, calculated for the marking period (1st half) and the capture period (2nd half) 
of each season. Also given is the average proportion between marking period and 
capture period of each season, which was used for the calculation of the mark -
recapture models. 

summer 94-95 winter95 summer 95-96 winter96 summer 96-97 winter97 
1.half 2. half 1.half 2. half 1.half 2. half 1.half 2. half 1.half 2. half 1.half 2. half 

identified dolphins (nick- categories) 45 47 46 48 49 50 45 43 46 45 43 41 
rest of catalogue (calves excluded) 18 23 11 12 12 15 15 12 17 20 19 21 
proportion of identified dolphins (%) 71.4 67.1 80.7 80.0 80.3 76.9 75.0 78.2 73.0 69.2 69.4 66.1 

average% 69.3 80.4 78.6 76.6 71.1 67.7 
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Figure 3.7. Population size estimates for the bottlenose dolphin population in Doubtful Sound. 
Given are the Chapman and the Bailey estimate(+- 95% log-normal Cl). The estimates (and the 
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Figure 3.8. The maximum number of identified dolphins seen on a single day is 
compared to the effort (in field days) for each month (modified from Brager and 
Schneider 1997). 
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Table 3.4. Comparison of the ID-catalogues of Williams et al. (1993) and 
this study. Individuals were ordered in my catalogue according to the 
categories of Williams et al. (1993). 

(%)of Wiliam's et al. (1993) 

Category Williams et al.(1993) this study # of matches catalogue matched 

Single nicks 15 22 11 73.3 

Double nicks 7 11 6 85.7 

Multiple nicks 16 18 12 75.0 

Total 38 51 29 76.3 
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Discussion 

The comparison of Williams' et al. ( 1993) catalogue and my ID-catalogue 

showed that nicks and notches in the dorsal fin are long-lasting and provide 

reliable identification. That only 25% of the tooth-raked category could be re

sighted after two years is a strong indication that these marks are not 

sufficiently long-lasting for use without constant monitoring. The high number 

of field days spent in the fiord ensured that changes in marks could be 

monitored. 

The size of the dolphin population in Doubtful Sound seemed to be stable 

during the three years of my study. Comparison with Williams et al. (1993) 

shows a population increase of 20-30%. However, recruitment and losses 

within the population were roughly equivalent (10 probable deaths versus 9 

recorded births) during my observation period. The increase of the population 

estimates between Williams et al. (1993) and this study could be explained by 

immigration from populations in other fiords (Brager and Schneider 1997). 

Additionally, Williams et al. (1993), because of much lower field effort (55 

days), were presumably much more likely to miss animals than the current 

study (353 days). Heterogeneity in the data sets could also account for some 

of the difference in abundance estimates. 

Immigration from other fiords is indicated in Figure 3.5 by additions to the 

discovery curve that were not recruits from within the population. Transient 

dolphins were also observed throughout the study (Figure 3.6, Table 3.2). The 

total of 35 transient dolphins over a period of three years would account for 

the difference between Williams et al.(1993) and my estimates. Since Williams 

et al. (1993) did 55 surveys in total and only eight of those during the winter 

season 1991 they could have easily missed several transient dolphins, which 

during my study often stayed only for a short period (Figure 3.6). The third 

possible influence on those differences may be heterogeneity in the data set 

(Wilson, 1995). The capture probability of individuals may have been different 

for some dolphins. Individuals may have been more or less shy towards 
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the observing boat or marks may have been less obvious, completely 

disappeared or changed beyond recognition. 

Williams et al. (1993) and this study also, reduced one possible source of 

heterogeneity by restricting analysis to individuals that were carrying long

term marks (nicks and notches, but no tooth-rakes). Both studies used a sub

sample of individuals and extrapolated to the entire population. However I 

chose a different way of estimating the proportion of identifiable individuals in 

the population. Williams et al. (1993) analysed the proportion of identifiable 

dolphins in 908 photographs taken throughout the study. Of these 585 (64%) 

were depicting identifiable dolphins. They used this percentage as estimate of 

proportion. This method may have two drawbacks: 

1. It does not diminish heterogeneity amongst the unidentified dolphins. An 

unidentified 'boat-friendly' (capture-happy) dolphin could have been 

photographed again and again without knowing, biasing the proportion of 

not identified individuals in the population. This is a problem especially with 

older calves, which are often unmarked but very 'boat-friendly' (pers. 

observation). 

2. The photographs were taken throughout the entire study and not 

separately for each season - suggesting that the proportion of identified 

dolphins stayed constant for the entire period. Since the population was 

only assumed to be closed within each season, migration could have 

occurred without detection. 

I went a different way calculating the proportion of identifiable individuals. I 

assumed that all individuals were marked within each season and calculated 

the proportion of identifiable dolphins ('nick-categories') against the catalogue. 

I maintained a very high sighting effort to be able to observe even subtle 

changes (i.e. fading of tooth-rakes). I also excluded all calves from the 

abundance estimates and calculated the proportion of identifiable individuals 

for each season separately, following the assumption that the population 
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was only closed within each season. I yielded higher proportions of identifiable 

individuals ranging between 69% and 80% in the different seasons and very 

consistent estimates of population size (Figure 3.7). The lower proportion of 

unidentified individuals in my study renders my population estimates more 

conservative than Williams et al. 1993. 

The coefficients of variation (CV) in my study were very small and ranged 

from 0.006 - 0.021 for the Chapman estimate and from 0.022 - 0.052 in the 

Bailey estimate. Williams et al. (1993) also had small CVs between 0.028 -

0.069 in their study of the same population. Scott et al. (1990) had a CV of 

around 0.05 (my calculation) for the population of Sarasota Bay (Florida). 

Wilson (1995) calculated larger CVs in his study in the Moray Firth (0.07 -

0.31) and explained this difference with low capture probabilities in his study. 

The very low CVs in my study appear to indicate that all dolphins that were 

living in the Doubtful Sound area were 'captured' and part of the ID-catalogue. 

The mean group size of 26.7 in Doubtful Sound lies close to the upper end of 

the range for many study sites. Much larger group sizes are only reported 

from the South African coast (Saayman and Tayler 1973, Ross et al. 1989) 

and from the eastern tropical pacific (Scott and Chivers 1990). Similar group 

sizes are found along the Californian coast (Defran 1986, Hansen 1990, 

Weller 1991 ), in the Gulf of California, Mexico (Balance 1990), in the northern 

Gulf of Mexico (Leatherwood et al. 1978) and in the Sada estuary in Portugal 

(dos Santos and Lacerda 1987). All other study sites, especially those which 

were also observed with a considerable long-term effort, show smaller group 

sizes, generally with a mean of under 10 (review in Wilson, 1995). Wells et al. 

1980 found larger groups in pelagic environments, whereas populations in 

riverine or coastal habitats formed smaller groups. They suggested that in 

shallow riverine habitats cetaceans are highly constrained by the physical 

environment and therefore form small groups. On the other hand the authors 

implied two reasons favouring large group sizes in pelagic bottlenose 

dolphins: 
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1. With increasing uniformity of the environment prey species have less 

chance to hide and are therefore forced into schools for protection 

(Williams 1964 ). This patchiness of resources enables the dolphins to hunt 

cooperatively in larger groups, relying on searching and herding 

capabilities of conspecifics. 

2. The increased vulnerability of the dolphins to predation in open water 

habitats also forces the dolphins into larger groups. 

Doubtful Sound is a very unusual habitat for bottlenose dolphins. It is situated 

inshore, but its average depth of 200 m and its very steep, almost vertical 

shoreline, renders the fiord a more pelagic than coastal or riverine habitat. 

The ecology and distribution of fish in the fiords has not been studied yet, but 

occasionally the echosounder on my boat indicated schools of fish and squid 

in the middle of the fiord (unpub. Observation, see also Chapter 6) 

Predation by sharks may also be a factor for forming larger groups in the fiord. 

Great white sharks and Mako sharks have been observed occasionally within 

the fiord (anecdotal reports by local fishermen). During this study I saw 

evidence of shark attack once, in a seven year-old male (MN23) found dead 

with large gaping wounds (50 X 30 cm). Again, the deep-water habitat in the 

fiord puts the same or similar constraints on the dolphin community as it does 

on pelagic dolphins. The fiords may offer a unique opportunity to study pelagic 

bottlenose dolphins in an accessible inshore situation. 
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Chapter4 

How big are they? A Preliminary Investigation of Body 

Proportions using Photogrammetry 

Introduction 

Bottlenose dolphins are considered ecological generalists because they are 

able to thrive in very diverse marine habitats, from shallow warm-water 

estuaries to deep, cool, open ocean habitats (Scott et al. 1990, Kenney 1990). 

Differences in movement patterns, social structure and activity budgets have 

been associated with habitat characteristics (Wells et al. 1980, Walker 1981, 

Wilson 1995, Weller 1998, this study: Chapter 5, Chapter 7). A similar degree 

of plasticity can be found in the morphology of the genus. Large variation in 

sizes, coloration patterns, cranial proportions, genetics, physiology and fin 

shapes (Mitchell 1970, Hersh and Duffield 1990, Mead and Potter 1990, van 

Waerebeek et al. 1990, Weller 1998) is found in different parts of the world 

and has (re )fueled debate about the taxonomic status of bottlenose dolphins 

(Mead and Potter 1990, Ross and Cockroft 1990, Curry and Smith 1997). 

However, it is generally accepted that different 'ecotypes' or 'morphs' exist in 

shallow warm waters (often assigned 'inshore' types) and in deep cold waters 

(often assigned 'offshore' types) (Mitchell 1975, Hersh and Duffield 1990). 

Despite the fact that the taxonomic status of bottlenose dolphins is open to 

question I will here assume the genus is monospecific (Tursiops truncatus) 

and compare the ecotype that is found in Fiordland, New Zealand with 

bottlenose dolphins in other parts of the world. 

Bottlenose dolphins in Fiordland live at the southern limits of the species' 

range in a temperate deep - and cool water habitat, which is an unusual 

combination for the species. Due to Fiordland's remoteness and paucity of 
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beaches stranded dolphins are very rarely found and therefore there are very 

few data about body size and proportions of dolphins from this population. 

Catching dolphins for measurements (even if we could have gained a 

Department of Conservation permit to do so) was not considered because 

negative reactions to the research boat would have undermined other aspects 

of this study. 

Photogrammetry is the science of using photographic techniques for high 

precision three-dimensional measurements of anything from landscapes to 

surgical instruments. Usually stereo-photography is employed as technique to 

obtain the spatial data. Stereo-photogrammetry has been employed in marine 

science applications to estimate the size of fish (Klimley and Brown 1983, 

Harvey and Shortis 1996, van Rooij and Videler, 1996) and cetaceans in their 

natural environment (RUther and Adams 1984, Cubbage and Calambokidis 

1987, Best and RUther 1992, Ratnaswamy and Winn 1993, Dawson et al. 

1995, Brager and Chong 1999). 

This ~hapter describes the employment of a new photographic technique to 

obtain data on body size and proportions of submerged bowriding dolphins. A 

small sample of photogrammetric measurements obtained on bottlenose 

dolphins in Doubtful Sound (OS), Fiordland was compared with previously 

published data of stranded dolphins from the Texan coast (Fernandez and 

Hohn 1998) and with previously published data from the Atlantic East coast of 

the US (Mead and Potter, 1990). Growth functions for these data were fitted to 

the photogrammetric data obtained from OS to enable estimation of the age of 

the photographed dolphins and a prediction of their body proportions. 
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Methods 

Body-measurements of two dead dolphins were carried out at shore, using a 

tape measure, following Norris (1961 ). Several teeth were extracted for an 

age estimate using Growth-Layer Groups (GLGs) (Perrin and Myrick, 1980). 

After de-composition the skulls were collected and cranial measurements 

were taken (following Perrin, 1975) using vernier calipers. 

Growth functions were fitted to size-at-age data from bottlenose dolphins 

stranded in Texas (Fernandez and Hohn 1998) and to similar data from the 

East Atlantic coast of the U.S. (Mead and Potter 1990). Two different models 

were applied. The Gompertz equation: 

S = A (exp(-b exp(-kt))) 

where S is the measure of size, A is the asymptotic value, b the constant of 

integration, k the growth rate constant (y(1), and tis the age (Fitzhugh 1975 , 

Read et al. 1993). The other equation used was the Brody-Bertalanffy 

equation: 

St = S ( 1 - b e (-kt)) 

with b = (S - So)/ S 

where St =size at age t (yrs); S = asymptotic size(cm); K = growth rate 

constant (y(1); So = size at t0; and b = scaling parameter that accounts for the 

fact that the size is unequal to O at t0 (Ebert and Russell, 1993). 

The data were entered into an Excel spreadsheet and the "plugin" 'Solver' 

used to find the best fit, by minimising the sum of squares of the differences. 
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Photogrammetry 

An aluminum boom carrying two photographic cameras and a video camera 

was mounted on the mast of an 18-foot cabin cruiser equipped with a 15 HP 

outboard motor (Figure 4.1 ). The boom was mounted pointing towards the 

bow and carried a t-bar (base). Two low-cost non-metric domestic 35mm 

photo cameras (Pentax Espio 738) were modified so that they could be 

triggered simultaneously by electronic cable. The cameras had fixed focus, 

were set at 38-mm nominal focal length and mounted exactly parallel on the 

base. They were each mounted in a weatherproof housing pointing 

downwards on both ends of the base (base length= 2000 mm). The methods 

used to calibrate the cameras are described in detail elsewhere (Brager and 

Chong 1999, Chong and Schneider in prep.). 

A video camera with an 8mm wide-angle lens was mounted at the centre of 

the base and surveyed a wide area in front of the bow. The pictures were 

viewed on a video screen on the deck of the yacht. The area on the water 

surface that was covered by both photo cameras was marked on the video

screen. The screen provided valuable information about whether bowriding 

dolphins were within the measurable area and whether the water surface was 

calm enough to take photographs. 

The boom could be lowered with a winch to (de)mount the cameras and 

change film (Figure 4.2). In operating position the film-plane of the cameras 

was located 6970 mm above the water-line. The exact positioning of the 

cameras and the mounted setup was guaranteed for the cameras by a set of 

steel pins that fitted into holes in the boom and an arrangement of stay wires 

and optical marks for the boom. 

Each stereo pair was calibrated individually, using 10 targets with known 

coordinates that were stuck to the deck of the boat and which were visible in 

each frame. 
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In the 1960s a number of photogrammetric research projects examined two

media photogrammetry, especially dealing with refraction on air-water 

surfaces (Tewinkel 1963, Greenfeld Meyer 1969 and Rinner 1969). These 

studies assumed planar sea surfaces (i.e. flat, calm). Depth errors were 

reported by all of these authors. Okamoto (1984), Fryer (1984) and Tan 

(1989) discussed the effect of waves on stereophotogrammetric 

measurements. All three authors concluded that planimetric errors are very 

small in through-water photogrammetry, even when waves are present, but 

Tan (1989) showed that depth errors (in the z-axis) occurred. They peaked 

near the extremities of the photographs and the error size was symmetrical 

around the y-axis. Since refraction affects the accuracy of stereoscopic 

measurement it is necessary to correct these errors in the measured dolphin 

body proportions. Two correction techniques were examined: 

1. The Rinner correction technique: Rinner (1969) provided a set of 

equations to compute the correction for refractive errors. This computation 

procedure is similar to the atmospheric correction computation used in 

aerial photogrammetry. Data from five stereo-pairs of dolphin photographs 

were used to compute the corrections. 

2. In-situ calibration: A wooden model was measured precisely in the 

laboratory (Figure 4.3), then used for calibration in the field. The model 

was lowered from the boat to a depth of 400 cm in intervals of 50 cm and 

photographs taken to calculate the potential errors by refraction in different 

depths (Figure 4.4 ). The photographs were stereo-digitized in the 

laboratory using a Leica DVP system. Three-dimensional distances 

between the limbs were computed from the measured coordinates. This 

was used to compute a mean scale factor for each measured distance by 

dividing it with the true distance. At each depth a mean scale factor was 

obtained. 

Photographic data were collected during extremely calm conditions (0-1 

Beaufort) using 400 ASA T-Max b/w film on two frosty days in July 1997. 
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Figure 4.1. A boom, carrying two photo cameras and video camera for surveillance 
was attached to the mast of a 18-foot cabin cruiser 
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Figure 4.2. The boom could be lowered down with a winch for travelling and to access 
the cameras for maintenance. 
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Figure 4.3. A wooden model was measured up photographically in the laboratory. 

Reflecting targets with known coordinates in the background provide a highly 

accurate orientation. 
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Figure 4.4. In situ calibration of the photogrammetric system. In Doubtful Sound the 
wooden model was lowered to depths varying from O to 400 cm in 50 cm intervals and 
photographed using the stereo-cameras. Also visible in this photograph are some of the 
marks that were used for relative orientation of the stereo photographs. 
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Results 

Size estimates of dolphins swimming close to the boat indicated that the 

bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound are larger than bottlenose dolphins in 

lower latitudes. During my study two dead bottlenose dolphins were found in 

the fiord. Both were members of the resident population (Chapter 3, Chapter 

8) and could be identified by nicks and toothmarks on their dorsal fins. Counts 

of GLG in the teeth indicated that the female (TR95) was 3 years old and the 

male (MN23) was 7 years old. Morphological measurements of the bodies and 

the skulls were compared to those published by Hersh and Duffield (1990), 

which were taken off stranded bottlenose dolphins along the Atlantic coast in 

Florida. 

Morphological proportions and cranial measurements 

The comparison of morphological proportions of body and skull between the 

two DS dolphins and measurements taken by Hersh and Duffield (1990) on 

mature dolphins (>10 years of age) in Florida indicated the immature 3-year 

old female TR95 had quite similar proportions to the mature offshore morphs 

in Florida (Figure 4.5, Table 4.1 ). The 7-year old male MN23, however, was 

larger and more robust in most measurements taken. The skull of MN23 was 

longer than both the inshore and the offshore tropical morphs, whereas the 

skull of TR95 was the shortest of all (Figure 4.5. measurements 1, 2, 7, 8, 24 

and 30) but the tip of the rostrum was probably incomplete. The differences 

between OS and the morphs from Florida were not as obvious in proportions 

representing the width of the skull. However in these measurements TR95's 

skull was as wide or wider than the Florida dolphins' skulls (measurements 3-

6 and 9-14). Both dolphins from OS had fewer teeth than the tropical dolphins, 

but TR95's rostrum was missing the tip. It appeared it had been abraded by 

waves at the beach. Hence the fact she carried only about half as many teeth 

in the upper jaw than the Florida dolphins (measurements 25-28), may not 

mean much. The body proportions of both Fiordland dolphins were generally 

larger than the mean measurements of both Florida morphs (Table 4.1 ). 
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Growth 

Growth functions, using two different models, were drawn for 83 dolphins 

(aged by Fernandez and Hohn 1998) that had been found stranded at the 

coast of Texas (Figure 4.6). The results of both models were almost identical. 

The Brody-Bertalanffy model showed slightly smaller residuals (Root Mean 

Square; RMS = 12. 72) and a slightly higher Pearson correlation coefficient (r= 

0.968) compared to the Gompertz function (RMS= 13.0; r= 0.967). However, 

to facilitate comparison with other studies (Read et al. 1993, Fenandez and 

Hohn 1998) the Gompertz model was chosen for the remainder of the 

analysis. Age-length distributions for bottlenose dolphins in Texas have been 

drawn before (Fernandez and Hohn 1998, Weller 1998). Based on asymptotic 

length Weller (1998) considered a body length of 230 cm as the size at which 

a dolphin reaches physical maturity. Fernandez and Hohn (1998) provided 

different estimates for females (247 cm) and males (268 cm). My data set 

from Texas (Figure 4.6), which did not distinguish between the sexes, showed 

an asymptotic length of 250cm length. 

The data from Texas were compared with another sample of stranded 

dolphins from slightly higher latitudes. Age and total lengths of 125 bottlenose 

dolphins stranded along the Atlantic coast of the US had been published 

before (Mead and Potter, 1990) but no growth function had been calculated. I 

plotted a growth function for these data and compared it to the Texan 

strandings (Figure 4.7). The curves were very similar, the minimal length was 

113 cm and 114 cm respectively and both reached an asymptotic value at 

250cm. However, the growth rate of the Atlantic dolphins was steeper (k= 

0.455, compared to k= 0.322) indicating that the dolphins in higher latitudes 

may grow faster and reach their asymptotic length faster. Mead and Potter 

(1990) described an asymptotic length of 245 cm and a mean age of 13.09 

(GLGs) as the point of physical maturity. 

The two carcasses found in Doubtful Sound did not fit to either of the curves 
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Table 4.1. Comparison of morphological proportions between adult (>10 years) Florida 
inshore and offshore morphs (Hersh and Duffield, 1990) and bottlenose dolphins from 
Doubtful Sound. 

Florida (Hersh & Duffield, 1990) Doubtful Sound 
Measurement (n insh./ n offsh.) mean INSHORE cv(%) mean OFFSHORE cv(%) TR95 MN23 

Total length (9/4) 247.7 2.8 289.3 4.7 282.0 320.0 
Snout to eye (9/4) 31.2 4.5 31.0 11.0 41.0 n/a 
Length of gape (8/4) 25.9 3.1 28.3 10.2 n/a 34.0 
Snout to blowhole (7/4) 34.1 3.5 33.3 7.2 34.0 35.0 
Flipper length (anterior) (9/4) 41.1 7.1 43.5 5.7 42.0 49.0 
Flipper length (posterior) (9/4) 30.7 13.4 28.8 10.8 n/a 27.0 
Maximum width of flipper (9/4) 16.6 5.4 15.6 9.0 n/a 18.0 
Height of dorsal fin (9/4) 23.7 10.5 26.5 10.9 26.0 30.0 
Width of flukes (9/3) 63.3 8.2 65.7 2.3 69.0 73.0 
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Figure 4.5. (A) Comparison of mean cranial measurements of adult (1 O years or older) 
inshore (n is given in brackets in the table) and offshore bottlenose dolphins (n=2) from the 
east coast of Florida (Hersh and Duffield, 1990) with the skulls of two dolphins found in 
Doubtful Sound. TR95 was 3-year old female and MN23 was a ?-year old male. Skull 
measurements and drawings after Perrin (1975). The number codes in the drawing refer to 
the numbers of the measurements in the graph. (B) Dorsal view of skull. (C) Ventral view .. 
(D) Lateral view from left side. (E) Internal lateral View of left ramus of the mandible. 
Measurements 22, 23 and 25-28 are not pictured. ~; 
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Figure 4.6. Two models, the Gompertz-model and the Brody-Bertalanffy model, 
were used to plot growth functions for 80 aged (GLGs) bottlenose dolphins from 
Texas. 
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Figure 4.7. Comparison of age-length distributions of stranded Texan bottlenose dolphins 
(sub-sample of Fernandez and Hohn 1998) with a distribution of dolphins stranded at the 
Central Atlantic coast of the US (Mead and Potter, 1990). Gompertz-growth curves were 
fitted to both distributions. The two aged dolphins from Doubtful Sound are also given for 
comparison. 
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(Figure 4. 7), showing that at least some bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful 

Sound are indeed much larger than those from warmer waters. 

Calibration of the camera system for errors resulting from refraction 

The results of the in-situ calibration were more precise than the 'Rinner 

technique'. Therefore I decided to use this method to correct the values 

obtained in the field. The average depth of a dolphin in each pair of 

photographs was determined by measuring the depth of several body parts 

(e.g. tip of snout and tips of fluke). A scale factor was calculated for each 

depth from O to 400cm (Figure 4.8), and intermediate values determined via 

interpolation*. 

* The 'dents' in the graph at 150cm and 350cm depth suggest the influence of 'haloclines'; 
layers of different salinity and density in the low-salinity surface layer. 
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Figure 4.8. As a result of the in situ calibration I obtained a scale factor that was 
used to correct the photogrammetric measurements for different water depths. 
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Stereo-photogrammetric measurements of bowriding dolphins in 

Doubtful Sound 

The camera system for measuring dolphins could only be used on two calm 

days in July 1997 because the yacht that carried the system was present in 

the fiord for a brief period and the weather conditions were not calm enough 

most of the time. The two days in the field yielded 62 pairs of photographs of 

dolphins. Nineteen pairs were of sufficient quality to be analysed. Disturbance 

of the water surface was the main reason for rejecting photographs from 

analysis. The photographs were taken through the surface, of totally 

submerged dolphins. Therefore the surface had to be very calm to provide 

useful images (Figure 4.9). The technique of taking stereo-photograps of 

dolphins from above had another limitation. The number of proportions that 

can be measured is much more limited than in captive or dead individuals. 

Measurements of the ventral side are usually not possible. However, I was 

mainly interested in comparisons of body proportions and appendages. 

Therefore I restricted measurements to total length, width of flukes and 

anterior length of flippers (posterior flippers length and maximum flipper width 

may have been partly obscured by the bulging belly - and hence were not 

analysed). 

Out of 19 pairs of good quality photographs, two pairs were taken of the same 

individual. They could be matched by identifying marks (Figure 4.9), leaving a 

total of 18 individuals measured. The individual double photographed served 

as a control to evaluate the precision of the photogrammetric method. The 

values for the two measurements: total length and anterior flipper length give 

some insight into the measurement error (Figure 4.9) with this method. The 

errors are very small, with the proportionally smaller error(± 8.3 mm; 0,3 %) in 

the longest distance measured: the total length. The shorter measurement, 

the anterior flipper length, includes very much the same absolute error but it is 

proportionally larger(± 8.7 mm; 1.9%). 
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Comparison of the correlation between some body proportions of Texan 

dolphins and Doubtful dolphins 

The measurements obtained photographically (n=18) and measured by hand 

(n=2) in DS were plotted together with the proportions of 298 dolphins 

stranded at the Texan coast (Figure 4.10). Linear regressions were calculated 

for the Texan data. The r2-statistics indicate a very good fit between the linear 

regressions and the distribution of the Texas data. The width of the fluke has 

the best fit (r2 = 0.917) with RMS residuals of 4.919 cm. The anterior flipper

length has a value of r2 = 0.884 but a smaller residual of 2.807 cm. The data 

from DS are found in the large end of the data cloud, indicating again that the 

dolphins in Fiordland are larger than bottlenose dolphins in Texas. No 

regression was calculated for the DS data, because it seemed that more data 

from smaller dolphins were needed to 'anchor' the regression. However, the 

positions of the aged DS carcasses (MN23, TR95) in the plots suggests that 

many of the dolphins photographed were subadults, just like TR95. 

Assuming that the 7-year old male MN23 was physically mature, as judged by 

the partial fusion of maxilla and premaxilla ( Walker 1981, Mead and Potter 

1990*), the Texan age-length curve was fitted to the DS data. (Figure 4.11 ). 

The size of MN23 was chosen as asymptotic value. I assumed the calves in 

DS to be born with the same size as in Texas. Because the curve was fixed at 

the Texan birth size, the fitting of the curve led to a much higher growth rate 

(k=0.73) for the DS dolphins. The fitting enabled a preliminary prediction of 

age for the dolphins photographed during the photogrammetric measurement 

trials in DS. The predicted age is likely to be a slight over-estimate, because 

the birth size in DS is probably larger than in Texas, resulting in a less steep 

curve. However, differences in birth size do not influence the slope of the 

graph very strongly. For instance an assumed birth size of 140cm (instead of 

117cm) still produced a slope of k=0.65 for the best fit. Therefore it is likely 

that all the dolphins that I stereo-photographed on the bow were immature, 

• Mead and Potter (1990) found the fusion of the epiphysis in a midthoraic vertebra a more 
reliable measure than the fusion of rostral bones, but vertebrae were not available in this 
case. 
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ranging in age from 1.5 to 4 years. These predicted age data were used to 

predict growth functions for two morphometric measurements: 'width of flukes' 

and the 'anterior length of the flippers' (Figure 4.12). 

The resulting growth functions indicate that the dolphins in OS have 

considerably larger bodies, indicated by an increase of total length of 28%, 

whereas the difference is not quite as large in the 'anterior length of the 

flippers' with 23% and the difference in fluke width, which amount only to 17% 

(Table 4.2). 
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Left Right 

A A 

B B A 

C (mm) Total lenQth anterior flipper lenQth fluke width 

A 2551.7 454.9 683.6 
B 2560.0 446.2 n/a 

I::,. 8.3 8.7 n/a 
/::,.% 0.3 1.9 n/a 

Figure 4.9. High-resolution scans of a typical good quality set of stereo photographs (A) 
right hand and left hand camera). (B) Another photograph showing the same individual, 
which could be identified using tooth-rakes on the body. Also visible are some of the marks 
on the deck of the boat that were used for the calibration of the relative orientation of the 
system.(C)The table gives the difference in millimeter and the difference in percent for the 
two photogrammetric measurements of the same individual. The width of the flukes was not 
calculated for B because they were partly obscured by spray. 
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Figure 4.10. Morphological proportions of stranded dolphins from Texas plotted against 
total body length. (A) Width of flukes, (B) anterior length of flippers. Also plotted is the 
linear regression for each distribution, its equation and the r2 statistic. The proportions of 
dolphins photographed (n=18) and 'tape-measured' (n=2) in OS are given for comparison. 
The values for the stranded (tape-measured) dolphins in OS are labeled with their ID-Code. 
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Figure 4.11. Predicted Gompertz growth curve for bottlenose dolphins in OS, fitted to the two 
individuals of known age. Birth size was assumed to be similar to the dolphins from Texas 
and asymptotic size was set to be equal to the size of the 7-year-old male (MN23). The 
photographically obtained mei3surements of 18 dolphins were fitted to the predicted curve. 
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Figure 4.12. Predicted Age-length curves for dolphins from OS using the Gompertz 
model for morphometric measurements of (A) the width of the flukes and 
(B) the anterior flipper length. The curves are based on age-length data from 
stranded bottlenose dolphins from Texas (Fernandez and Hohn 1998). The closely 
dotted line in the OS prediction on the right of the last data point in each graph 
is speculative. 
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Table 4.2. Differences in asymptotic size (cm) in 
morphometric measurements for the Texan dolphins and a 
preliminary prediction for Doubtful Sound. 

cm Texas DS (predicted) Difference Difference(%) 
Total length 250 320 70 28.0 
Width of flukes 64 75 11 17.2 
Flipper (anterior) 40 49 9 22.5 
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Discussion 

This chapter only provides very preliminary results due to the paucity of data 

from DS. The analysis of age-related measurements and the growth curves 

are based only on two data points - the two carcasses that were tape

measured in DS. 

However, comparison of tape-measured body proportions, cranial 

measurements and photogrammetric data in this study all suggest that the 

bottlenose dolphins in DS are considerably larger and more robust than 

bottlenose dolphins in study areas at lower latitudes. 

Genetic isolation of breeding stocks may be an explanation for morphological 

differences. Curry et al. (1994) described genetic divergence between inshore 

and offshore populations in the Northern Hemisphere. While offshore 

populations had some genetic exchange with each other, the inshore 

populations were more genetically isolated. However, in the eastern North 

Pacific this strong division between inshore and offshore was not obvious 

(Curry and Smith, 1997). 

Recent genetic work using control region sequences and cytochrome B 

sequences has opened the discussion about a revision of the taxonomic 

classification of the genus Tursiops (Curry an Smith, 1997, LeDuc et al. 1999). 

T. aduncus, which was previously considered to be a tropical inshore form of 

T. truncatus seems not only to gain species status, but is classified further 

away from T. truncatus than from the Delphinus and Stene/la genera (LeDuc 

et al. 1999). This taxonomic discussion probably does not affect the results 

reported here from Fiordland, since T. aduncus seems to favour tropical 

waters, but it shows that the huge plasticity of the genus may be partly 

explained by genetic drift and new species may still to be discovered. 

Additionally my results support Bergman's rule (Villee et al. 1984 ), that states 

that cold-water dolphins are larger than those living in warmer areas 
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(Mitchell 1970, Hersh and Duffield 1990), in order to reduce their surface

volume ratio. Furthermore Allen's rule says that specimen in higher (cooler) 

latitudes should keep the size and surface areas of their extremities small to 

reduce heat loss (Krebs 1994 ). The differences in the predicted growth curves 

for the total length is larger than those for the 'anterior flipper length' and the 

'width of flukes'. One could also expect that small calves that suffer most 

under thermal stress would grow faster in colder climates in order to reach a 

better surface-volume ratio. The predicted growth rates in DS support this 

hypothesis also. 

Read et al. (1993) published growth data of bottlenose dolphins of the 

Sarasota population in Florida. They yielded different asymptotic total length 

for females with 250 cm than for males with 263 cm using Gompertz models, 

suggesting sexual dimorphism. Also the growth rates showed distinct 

differences between the sexes. Tolley et al. (1995) confirmed moderate 

sexual dimorphism in the same population. Because the gender of the 

photographed individuals in DS was not known, all data were combined for 

plotting. With more emphasis on monitoring body marks, which are visible 

from above, it should be feasible to identify (and hence sex) the majority of the 

photographed dolphins in DS in a more thorough photogrammetric survey. 

Tolley et al. (1995) suggest an interesting hypothesis, according to which the 

level of male bonding in bottlenose dolphin populations around the world may 

be inversely correlated with body size and degree of sexual dimorphism. 

Small males would not be able to monopolize matings with aggregated 

females. Therefore in tropical waters they form complex coalitions like in 

Shark Bay, Australia (Connor et al. 1992), or at least bond with other males as 

in Sarasota (Wells et al. 1987). In higher latitudes, like in the Moray Firth in 

Scotland, these male bonds amongst the larger dolphins are not evident 

(Wilson 1995). Findings in my study support the hypothesis insofar that also 

no strong male coalitions were evident in DS (Chapter 8). However, some of 

the largest individuals in DS were known to be females (pers. observation). 

Also the relatively small size difference of 12% between the 7-year old 
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male measuring 320cm and the still physically immature female already 

measuring 282cm does not support the hypothesis of a stronger dimorphism 

in DS than in Florida. However, more data are certainly needed. 

In this study close-range photogrammetry allowed collection of data that, to 

my knowledge, could not have been collected non-invasively by other means. 

The errors (Figure 4.9) appear to be lower than the residuals of the regression 

that was fitted to the natural distribution of body-proportions in the Texan 

population (Figure 4.10). This means that one could make use of 

photogrammetric data to predict the age of a dolphin with the same accuracy 

as with tape-measuring it. This could help to answer demographic questions 

after an age-length curve is established in a given population. The most 

significant constraint of the method is the availability of known age dolphins 

with which to calibrate an age-length relationship. 

The comparison of my data to those from Texas and the US Atlantic coast 

allowed a first preliminary prediction of the size of physical maturity in the DS 

population, which could be of considerable interest for conservation issues. 

The portion of immature dolphins in a population gives insight into the likely 

productivity of the population. This chapter presents only a first 'test-run' for 

the noninvasive photogrammetric method to obtain morphometric 

measurements. The predictions for DS will improve as more stranded animals 

enter the database, providing more data points for anchoring the 

photographically obtained age-length curve. More photogrammetric work. is 

needed to collect measurements of more, preferably all, members of the 

population. If the set-up was available for the researchers in the field on a 

daily basis, it should be feasible to collect data even of the more elusive 

individuals which approach boats only rarely. 
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Chapter 5 
Moving About: Seasonal Distribution of Dolphins in 

Doubtful Sound 

Introduction 

Distribution and movement patterns of bottlenose dolphins have been 

investigated in many studies on different populations. Movement patterns 

range from year round residency (Wells et al. 1987) to transient populations 

(Weller 1998). Seasonal migrations exist in several populations (Kenney 

1990). A link between water temperature and seasonal migrations has been 

suggested for the Atlantic coast of the United States, with communities in the 

North migrating seasonally, and some populations in the tropical waters of the 

Gulf of Mexico being permanently resident (Wells 1986, Wells et al. 1990). Off 

the southern Californian coast water temperature has been implicated as a 

limiting factor for distribution as well, with warm El Nino years extending the 

range of dolphins northwards but no significant influence of seasons (Hansen 

1983, 1990). Resident populations, in which the animals stay within a limited 

area all year round, and for several years, have also been described. 

Examples occur on the West Coast of Florida (Wells 1991 ), the West Coast of 

Australia (Smolker et al. 1992) and in Scotland (Wilson et al. 1997). 

Most studies on bottlenose dolphins have been undertaken in warm 

(semi)tropical waters (eg. Leatherwood 1979, Wells et al. 1987, Acevedo 

1991, Brager et al.1994, Rossbach 1998). Very little is known about their 

ecology in cool temperate waters (Wilson 1995). The population in Fiordland, 

New Zealand is probably the southernmost of this species and about 67 

dolphins are resident in Doubtful Sound, the second longest of 14 fiords on 

the south-western coast of the South Island (see Chapter 2, General 

Methods). The surface layer of the fiord exhibits large seasonal differences in 
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water temperature (Pickrill 1987). This chapter documents the changes in 

distribution that accompany seasonal temperature cycles. 

Methods 

As part of a long-term study on a resident population of bottlenose dolphins in 

Doubtful Sound, Fiordland (on the south-west coast of South Island, New 

Zealand, 45°20'S, 167°00'E), observations of abundance and movements of 

dolphin groups were made from a 4.8 m outboard-powered aluminum boat. 

Each day I systematically searched the fiord for dolphin groups. Once a group 

was found, I followed it at close range to document group membership via 

photo and video identification, then moved further away (50-200m) to 

minimise disturbance while documenting movement patterns. Such 'follows' 

usually lasted several hours. Each month (except for August 94, May 95, May 

96 and June 96) I searched the entire fiord system to ensure that all dolphin 

groups were found. 

A 'group' was defined as an aggregation of dolphins that operated as a unit. 

Members of a group were heading towards the same general direction and/or 

were scattered over less than 1 km2 (Schneider et al. 1998). 

Seasonal conventions used in this chapter are: Summer (1 January - 31 

March), Autumn (1 April - 30 June), Winter (1 July- 30 September), Spring (1 

October - 31 December). 

Positions within the fiord system were determined using landmarks. Every 

half-hour the location of the group was noted, using landmarks to estimate the 

position of the sighting in a map grid, each square being equivalent to half a 

square nautical mile (n.mi.2) (Figure 5.1 ). The resulting sighting graph was 

superimposed on a chart of Doubtful Sound. In order to avoid plotting of data 

on top of each other, random decimals were generated for each data point, in 

effect spreading the sightings within each quadrant. An error occurred with 
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quadrants that were partly covered by landmass. In those quadrants some 

sightings were plotted on shore. The plots in these cases were moved to the 

water off the closest shoreline. 

Temperature data were collected by holding a calibrated thermometer (with an 

error of 0.05°C) approximately 10 cm deep into the surface layer of the fiord 

for at least 20 seconds before reading the display. 

To quantify differences in water temperature and dolphin abundance I divided 

sightings of dolphin groups into eight zones (Figure 5.2). All of them covered 

approximately the same surface area except for the entrance zones 5 and 8, 

which ended in line with the coast. The entrance zones were not routinely 

searched outside the coastline because of a high likelihood of rough seas (>2 

m swell) in that area (Pickrill and Mitchell 1979). 

To test whether differences in seasonal distribution were significant, the 

coordinates of one sighting for each field day (n=347) was randomly chosen. 

A log-likelihood ratio test was used to compare the frequency of sightings in 

the six equally sized zones of the fiord (omitting the unequally sized open 

coast zones 5 and 8) for each season. 
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Figure 5.1. Map of Doubtful Sound with overlaid grid that was used to locate sightings 
within the fiord system 
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Figure 5.2. Map of Doubtful Sound with borders for the eight zones used for quantitative 
assessments of temperature and sighting data. 
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Results 

During 347 field days I spent 1133 hours following dolphin groups to gather 

sighting data for identification of individuals and group behaviour estimates. 

During these surveys I covered approximately 12500 nautical miles in 

Doubtful Sound. A total of 2263 dolphin group sightings was collected 

between 21 July 1994 and 31 August 1997. 

Seasons and sightings 

The main body of the fiord was utilised by the dolphins during all seasons 

(Figure 5.3a-d). However, during the summer the dolphins spent almost all of 

their time in the upper parts of the fiord where they were almost never 

observed during the winter period. They were especially found in Hall Arm 

(Zone 1 ), Crooked Arm (Zone 2) and Gear Arm (Zone 6 - for the place names 

refer to Figure 5.2). During winter the dolphins spent a high proportion of time 

in the outer zones of the fiord system and often left the fiord for several hours 

before returning. The zones most often used in winter were the main fiord 

(Zone 2), Malaspina Reach (Zone 3), the 'Crossing' (Zone 3), the 'Gut' (Zone 

4 ), the outer parts of Bradshaw Sound (Zone 6) and Thompson Sound (Zones 

7 and 8). A log-likelihood test showed significant differences in dolphin 

distribution among seasons, except between autumn and spring (Table 5.1 ). 

The strongest differences were found between summer and winter. Autumn 

and spring represent similar intermediate situations between the summer and 

winter extremes. 

Seasons and temperatures 

Surface water temperatures are compared among the eight zones of the fiord 

system in Figure 5.4. The zones were grouped into the 'Inner fiord', being 

composed of zones 1, 2, 3 and 6 and the 'Outer fiord', consisting of zones 4, 

5, 7 and 8. The temperature curves vary considerably between the inner 
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Spring (823 sightings) 

Figure 5.3a. Dolphin sightings in spring collected in Doubtful Sound between 
21 July 1994 and 31 August 1997 
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Summer (729 sightings) 

Figure 5.3b. Dolphin sightings in summer collected in Doubtful Sound between 21 July 1994 
and 31 August 1997 
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Figure 5.3c. Dolphin sightings in autumn collected in Doubtful Sound between 
21 July 1994 and 31 August 1997 
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Figure 5.3d. Dolphin sightings in winter collected in Doubtful Sound between 21 July 1994 
and 31 August 1997 
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Table 5.1. Log-likelihood ratio test comparing seasonal usage of 
the six equal sized zones in Doubtful Sound (OF= 5). 
Significant with p< 0.001 = **, significant with p< 0.05 = *. 

summer (n=108) 

autumn (n=59) 

winter (n=67) 

spring (n=113) summer 

57.16** 

4.12 

18.93* 

autumn 

28.45** 
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fiord and the outer fiord, with the inner fiord showing more extreme values in 

summer and winter. The highest average temperature was reached during 

February in Zone 2 with 17. 7° Celsius. The lowest temperature of the year 

was again reached in Zone 2 during August with an average of 7.0° C. The 

difference between maximum and minimum amounted to almost 11 ° C. In the 

outer fiord the differences were more moderate. Highest temperature was an 

average of 15.4° C in Zone 4 in January and the lowest average temperature 

was calculated for Zone 7 again in August with 8.8° C. This effect was also 

shown in microcosm in the inner, middle and outer zones of Crooked Arm: the 

inner zone became warmer in summer, and colder in winter, than the outer 

zone (Table 5.2). Crooked Arm encompasses very different habitats, which 

explains some of the variation seen in Figure 5.4. The borders for the 'sub

zones' 'Inner Arm', 'Middle' and 'Outer Arm' in Crooked Arm are shown by 

dotted lines in Figure 5.2. 

Temperatures and sightings 

In general the location of most dolphin sightings was in good accordance with 

the highest water-temperature values (Figure 5.5a - d). The dolphins seemed 

to follow a temperature gradient. January and February were the warmest 

months, peaking in February. The 'Inner fiord', especially the upper arms of 

Hall Arm, Crooked Arm and Gear Arm were the warmest parts, peaking to 

more than 19°C. Beginning with March the system cooled down in the inner 

fiord. In winter the upper arms were the coldest parts of the system, 

occasionally thin ice sheets were seen drifting on top and in some cases 

these areas even froze over completely. The upper part of Crooked Arm was 

frozen over for three weeks during September 1994, for almost four weeks 

July/August 1995, and for three weeks in August 1996. The winter of 1997 

was very mild and Crooked Arm was covered with a thin ice sheet for a total 

of only four days. 

In September the fiord system slowly began to heat up, with the warmer outer 

fiord zones slowly expanding into the inner system. This process continued 
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Table 5.2. Mean temperatures and coefficient of variation for three 
zones in Crooked Arm throughout the four seasons. 

Inner Arm Middle Arm Outer Arm 
mean CV(%) n mean CV(%) n mean CV(%) n 

Spring 15.7 5.2 19 14.9 10.8 52 13.1 14.0 57 
Summer 17.6 11.1 67 16.5 16.8 170 16.1 16.8 109 
Autumn 8.9 33.0 11 10.6 23.9 10 11.8 12.0 19 
Winter 4.6 68.1 16 6.0 46.5 11 7.0 17.6 22 
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January (n= 307 sightings) 

February (n = 241 sightings) 

March (n= 181 sightings) 

Average surface temperature ( o Celsius) 

Unknown >7.0 >8.0 >9.0 >10.0 >11.0 >12.0 >13.0 >14.0 >15.0 >16.0 >17.0 

Figure 5.5a. Combined dolphin sightings for the summer months 1995 - 1997. Superimposed is the average 
temperature for each of the eight areas described in the text. 
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April (n= 161 sightings) 

May (n= 91 sightings) 

June (n= 66 sightings) 

Average surface temperature ( o Celsius) 

Unknown >7.0 >8.0 >9.0 >10.0 >11.0 >12.0 >13.0 >14.0 >15.0 >16.0 >17.0 

Figure 5.5.b. Combined dolphin sightings for the autumn months 1995 - 1997. Superimposed is the average 
temperature for each of the eight zones described in the text . 
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July (n= 189 sightings) 

August (n=85 sightings) 

September (n= 119 sightings) 

Average surface temperature ( o Celsius) 

Unknown >7.0 >8.0 >9.0 >10.0 >11.0 >12.0 >13.0 >14.0 >15.0 >16.0 >17.0 

Figure 5.5c. Combined dolphin sightings for the winter months 1994 - 1997. Superimposed is the average 
temperature for each of the eight zones described in the text. 
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October (n= 209 sightings) 

November (n= 283 sightings) 

Average surface temperature (° Celsius) 

Unknown >7.0 >8.0 >9.0 >10.0 >11.0 >12.0 >13.0 >14.0 >15.0 >16.0 >17.0 

Figure 5.5d. Combined dolphin sightings for the spring months 1994 - 1996. Superimposed is the average 
temperature for each of the eight zones described in the text. 
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Figure 5.6. Seasonality of the 11 births recorded during the study. Stillbirths are 
represented by the black bars. 
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until in December the cycle was complete with the arms being the warmer 

parts of the system. 

Especially from January to March the dolphins were most frequently seen in 

Crooked Arm and Hall Arm. Throughout the coldest months from July to 

October the dolphins gradually increased the time they spent in the open sea 

or the outer parts of the fiord system. When I left them before sunset in 

July/August, they were usually moving outwards towards the entrance. When 

they went into the inner fiord they tended to move up Bradshaw Sound or the 

main fiord, but only for brief visits up Hall Arm or Crooked Arm. From the 

second half of July into the first half of August a major part of Crooked Arm 

was frozen over and ice sheets were encountered in Gear Arm and Hall Arm. 

The seasonality of births 

The 11 calves that were born between 1994 and 1997 were all born during the 

summer season (Figure 5.6). Three of the recorded births were stillbirths or 

the calf died within hours after birth. All of the stillbirths were characterised by 

observations of the presumed mother carrying and pushing the dead calf 

repeatedly to the surface (in one case the presumed mother carried the 

corpse lying across her rostrum for at least three days). 
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Discussion 

Sightings of dolphins in the fiord were not distributed evenly over the seasons. 

Instead they showed a strong seasonal tendency in their habitat usage and 

seemed to follow a temperature gradient in the low salinity layer. In contrast to 

findings on the U.S. Pacific coast, where bottlenose dolphins extended their 

home range to the cooler north in warm el Nino years (Hansen 1983, 1990) 

the dolphins in Doubtful Sound always chose the warmest water that was 

locally available for their seasonal home. 

Scott et al. (1990) described differences in seasonal distribution for the 

Sarasota community (Florida) with the dolphins using the inner sheltered bays 

during summer and the more exposed passes and the Gulf waters from late 

autumn to early spring. They suggested three factors as possible reasons for 

these seasonal differences: " ... seasonal changes in prey distribution, predator 

pressure and reproductive requirements ... " (p.240). 

Wilson et al. (1997) conducted an ecological study on bottlenose dolphins in 

the Moray Firth, Scotland (58° N) and found local seasonal movements 

amongst the resident population of dolphins. They spent the summer in the 

warmer inner zones of the study site and roamed the outer Moray Firth in 

winter, when the inner zones became coldest. Wilson et al. (1997) found little 

evidence for predator pressure in his study area. They suggested that the 

inner Moray Firth might provide a sheltered nursery for calving (calving being 

as seasonal as in Doubtful Sound - Figure 5.6), or that unknown seasonal 

migrations of prey might be responsible for the dolphins' seasonal 

movements. 

Predator pressure is probably lower in the arms of Doubtful Sound than at the 

entrance or along the open coast. However, I found evidence of shark attack 

in the upper Crooked Arm in February 1996. At the time when three new-born 

calves were growing up amongst the pod a seven year old male dolphin was 

found dead in close vicinity of the young calves with large gaping wounds 
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(50 X 30 cm) in his underbelly. However, it could not be verified whether the 

wounds were the cause of death or inflicted post mortem. 

Unfortunately very little is known about the diet of the dolphins in Doubtful 

Sound (see Chapter 4). Not much more is known about seasonal movements 

of possible prey species in the fiord. Consequently it is possible that the 

dolphins' shifts in distribution are explained by shifts in prey distribution 

(Weller 1998). 

Doubtful Sound almost mirrors the Moray Firth in terms of latitude and water 

temperature. The dolphins of Doubtful Sound are the southernmost bottlenose 

dolphins that have been studied so far (Williams et al. 1993) and live right at 

the southern limits of the species (Shane 1990b, Leatherwood and Reeves 

1983). The fiord is covered by a low salinity layer of darkly stained rainwater 

runoff. Water exchange is very slow between the arms of the fiord and the 

main body. This and the greater surface area of the shallower arms lead to 

heating up during the summer months (M.J. Bowman, pers. comn.). The 

darkly stained colour of the low salinity layer probably amplifies the effect - like 

a solar collector. In winter the effect turns around and the greater heat loss in 

the arms even leads to occasional freezing over. 

Therefore water temperature is likely to have limiting effects on the distribution 

and movements of the dolphins. The strong seasonality in birth that was found 

in Scotland and in Doubtful Sound is possibly due to the large seasonal 

differences in water temperatures seen in both study areas. All new-born 

calves in Doubtful Sound were first encountered during the summer months in 

Crooked Arm. During the summer months the solar-heated surface layer in 

Crooked Arm would indeed provide a warm and sheltered nursery for the 

newborn calves. 

Diffuse birth peaks have been described in spring and summer by Mead and 

Potter (1990) for the central U.S. Atlantic coast, by Urian et al (1996) for 

Florida, by WOrsig (1978) for the Patagonian coast, and Urian et al. (1996) for 
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the Gulf of Mexico. Wells et al. (1987) reported two annual peaks, one in 

spring and one in autumn. Fernandez and Hohn (1997) describe a seasonal 

peak for strandings of neonates at the Texan coast in spring. However, this 

peak may describe premature births (Urian et al. 1996). One other study has 

described pronounced seasonality in birth in bottlenose dolphins. As in 

Doubtful Sound in the Moray Firth in Scotland calving is highly seasonal, 

occurring only in summer (Wilson 1995). The Moray Firth is the site where the 

northernmost long term study was conducted on bottlenose dolphins; Doubtful 

Sound is probably the southernmost study site with comparable water 

temperatures. Therefore a pronounced seasonal birth peak is likely to be a 

cool water adaptation. 

The calves are most vulnerable to thermal stress because of their 

unfavourable body volume to surface ratio. During winter even the adult 

dolphins may avoid the cold inner arms in order to reduce heat loss and avoid 

the possibility of getting trapped by ice. Ross and Cockroft (1990) found that 

the thermoneutral zone for bottlenose dolphins is above or close to a water 

temperature 20° C and a body mass of 155 kg. They also discovered that a 

small decrease in water temperature led to a substantial increase in food 

intake and in proportional mass of blubber during the winter months. However 

these findings were referring to the tropical waters of Australia and southern 

Africa. They hypothesised that the strategy of improving insulation would only 

help for small seasonal differences in watertemperature of a few degrees 

Celsius. Populations in high latitudes should migrate. However, the studies at 

the northern and southern limits of the species show that those dolphins do 

not migrate but are as resident than their tropical cousins, or more so. 

Perhaps migrating is a strategy that is successful in intermediate latitudes, 

where relatively small individuals of the inshore [warmwater] ecotype extend 

their range into temperate regions. Individuals that live offshore or in high 

latitudes grow larger following Bergman's rule (Hersh and Duffield 1990, Ross 

and Cockroft 1990, this study see Chapter 4 ). They may also keep the size of 

their flippers and fins small relatively to their body size, following Allan's rule. 

The seven year old male dolphin that was found dead in Crooked Arm 
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measured 320 cm in length and was therefore larger than the average adult 

offshore specimen in the tropics (mean = 289.3 cm; Hersh and Duffield 1990, 

this study see Chapter 4 ). The dolphins in Doubtful Sound also adapt their 

behaviour to the extreme seasonal differences in their habitat. Calving is 

strictly seasonal. Social interactions are costly and they are significantly 

reduced in winter (Chapter 7, see also Weller 1998 for a similar view). These 

dolphins truly appear to be close to their southern limit. 
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Chapter 6 
Making a Living: Diving and Feeding Behaviour of 

Dolphins in Doubtful Sound 

Introduction 

The feeding behaviour of bottlenose dolphins has been examined in different 

habitats around the world. In general it is highly versatile and adaptable within 

the constraints of the particular habitat. Feeding techniques of bottlenose 

dolphins range from highly cooperative feeding, in which fish are compressed 

against the shoreline or the water surface (e.g. Tayler and Saayman 1972, 

Leatherwood, 1975, Norris and Dahl 1980, Wursig 1986) to individual feeding 

in shallow waters (Irvine et al. 1981 ). 

While bottlenose dolphins frequently feed at the surface in other habitats, we 

have not seen this in almost a decade's research in Doubtful Sound. Indeed 

we have seldom seen schooling fish at the surface in this habitat, probably 

because of the 3-6m deep low-salinity layer on top of the denser salt water of 

the fiord. Feeding at depth is difficult to observe in any habitat, but particularly 

so when dolphins dive deeper than 1 OOm, such as they do in Doubtful Sound 

(OS). In this chapter I use a variety of indirect observations in order to make 

inferences about foraging behaviour. These data include identification of 

freshly dead and injured fish found near feeding dolphins, dive time 

recordings, observations of diving dolphins with an echo-sounder, and ROV 

observations of the habitat in areas and depths where dolphins regularly feed. 
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Methods 

Dead or injured fish are sometimes seen on the surface, after dolphins 

resurface from a dive (this study, Dawson pers. obs.). These frequently show 

bite marks and appear to have been taken by dolphins and lost before 

ingestion. When found such fish were examined and deep frozen for later 

identification. 

Synchronised diving has been described in combination with cooperative 

feeding (WOrsig 1986 for spinner dolphins, Bel'kovich 1991, Acevedo

Gutierrez 1997, Rossbach 1997 for bottlenose dolphins). In Doubtful Sound I 

observed synchronised diving occasionally. Also it was difficult to imagine that 

air-breathing mammals would dive synchronously for reasons other than for 

cooperative feeding (e.g. socialising). These two arguments led me to assume 

here that synchronised dives of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound were 

related to feeding efforts, maybe even to cooperative feeding, and 

subsequently quantitative data on synchronised dives were collected. 

Between October 1996 and June 1997 dive times and group sizes were 

collected from groups of dolphins that dived synchronously (all individuals 

dived within 15 s). Dive time was recorded from the last individual diving to the 

first individual surfacing. Therefore the times measured are conservative and 

give a minimum time for synchronised dives. Often young calves did not follow 

the diving regime and stayed on the surface or re-surfaced prematurely. 

Occasionally an adult dolphin accompanied these young calves. These sub

groups were excluded from the dive time measurements. It was often possible 

to anticipate synchronised dives because individuals dived steeply and lifted 

their flukes clear out off the water ('tailstock dive', c.f. Chapter 7, Shane 

1990a). 

Between November 1996 and July 1997 an echo sounder with colour video 

display (JRC JFV-850, dual frequency 50/200 kHz, 500W rms) was employed 

to monitor echoes of diving dolphins. The echo sounder was used on both 
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frequencies, but mainly on the 50 kHz setting to increase the chance of 

'catching' them in the beam of the echo sounder*. When dolphins were diving 

synchronously, I attempted to track them at depth using the echo sounder. If 

successful, the deepest recorded point of the trace was punched into the 

keyboard of the on-board palmtop computer, together with the bottom depth 

as indicated by the echo sounder, the coordinates of the location, group size 

and the habitat type at the dive location. The habitat was coded 'open water' if 

the dive was located more than 50 m away from shore, 'wall' when the dive 

was within 50 m of a steep rock-face, or 'beach' when gently sloping pebbly or 

muddy beaches were within 50 m. 

The dolphins would have been able to reach easily each of the three recorded 

habitat types in the fiord within one hour from everywhere in the fiord system. 

Therefore data independence was assumed, if simultaneous dives that were 

recorded on the same day were one hour or longer apart. These dives were 

tested in log-likelihood tests for three group size classes: 1-20, 21-40, and 41-

60 between the three habitat forms. 

A remotely operating vehicle (ROV; Phantom DS4, fitted with six 7 45W 

thrusters providing 82 kg of forward thrust), was deployed on five days from 

the 18 May 1997 to the 22 May 1997 off the research vessel 'Munida' in 

different locations in the fiord, to scan the bottom for fish aggregations (Figure 

6.1 ). The ROV was carrying two 500W lights and two 250W lights, and a Sony 

3000 3-Chip CCD broadcast-quality video camera. It was connected to the 

research vessel with an umbilical cord that contained fibre-optic cables for 

picture transmission and electric cables for power supply and control. A total 

of seven dives was undertaken (Figure 6.2): 

18-5-97: Dive on the Crooked Arm sill to a maximum depth of ?Om. The dive 

time was 2:26 hours. 

* The low-frequency setting (50kHz) provides a better penetration and a wider 
beam than the high-frequncy setting (200kHz) which in turn provides a better 
resolution. 
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19-5-97: Dive on the Crooked Arm sill. The dive had to be abandoned during 

descent due to thruster failure. 

20-5-97: Dive at the entrance to Bradshaw Sound to a depth of 250m. The 

dive time was 1 :07 hours. The bottom was not reached due to drag 

on the supporting cable (umbilical cord). 

Another dive was undertaken at the same location with a more 

sheltered anchorage. The ROV went down to the bottom at 300m. 

The dive time was 2:03 hours. 

21-5-97: Dive in Crooked Basin to the bottom at a depth of 197m. The dive 

time was 2:00 hours. 

Another dive was undertaken at the same location with a new 

anchorage for a night dive. The ROV went down to the bottom at 

197m. The dive time was 3:39 hours. 

22-5-97: Dive in Kellard Basin to the bottom at a depth of 269 m. The dive 

time was 1 :38 hours. 
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Figure 6.1. The ROV inspecting a black coral tree at shallow depth in DS. This 
photograph gives an impression of the typically steep walls that plunge into the fiord. 
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Results 

The tagging experiment 

In November 1995 a tagging experiment was conducted in Doubtful Sound. 

Several dolphins were tagged using a remotely deployed suction-cup tag. The 

tag carried a time - depth recorder to quantify the dive depth and profile. 

Unfortunately the attempt to tag the dolphins failed to provide information 

about their natural diving behaviour (Schneider et al. 1997, Appendix 1 ). Due 

to the strong aversive responses of tagged dolphins to the tag and to the 

tagging procedure the experiment was abandoned after ten days. 

Collection of dead and injured fish 

During the three years of this study five dead or injured fish, some carrying 

bite marks, were collected from the surface in the vicinity of the dolphins when 

they surfaced from a synchronous dive. These were: 

2 Spotties (Notolabrus celidotus), one carrying bite marks, 

1 Bollon's rattail (Caelorinchus bollonsi), 

1 Twobanded rattail (Caelorinchus biclinozonalis), 

1 Hoki (Macruronus novozaelandiae), carrying bite marks. 

Because all of these fish were gathered in the wake of a dolphin group, it was 

assumed that they were dolphin prey that had been lost. 
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Doubtful Sound 

22/5/97 

Figure 6.2. Locations in Doubtful Sound, where the remote operating vehicle (ROV) was 
deployed on five days in May 1997. 
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Table 6.1. Reactions of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound to attempts 
to record their echoes on an echo sounder. A total of 20 tests and 10 
controls was undertaken. Responses were measured according to 
(Weinrich et al. 1991) and Baird (1994 ). 

H1gn-1eve1 response Low-1eve1 response 
(leaps, high-speed (tail flick, change of comments 
surfacing) direction) 

50 kHz 
2x change of 

(n = 10) 
0 2 direction during the 

dive (60°, 90°) 

3x change of 
direction during the 

200 kHz 
0 4 

dive (90° [x2], 45°); 
(n = 10) 1 x tail flick of 'baby-

sitter' on the 
surface 

Control: 
2x change of 

no 
sounder 

0 2 direction during the 

(n = 10) 
dive (60°, 90°) 
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Testing the impact of the echo sounder method 

The echo sounder sometimes returned distinctive echoes of diving dolphins 

when the boat was manoeuvred above a synchronously diving group (Figure 

6.3). when possible, dolphins were tracked using the echo sounder for up to 

60s. The echo sounder allowed use of either 50kHz or 200 kHz frequencies. 

The 50 kHz frequency could detect objects at greater depth, and, because the 

beam is wider, made tracking dolphins easier, but provided less detail. The 

pulses however, are well within the hearing range of bottlenose dolphins (Au 

and Moore 1984 ). Therefore both settings were tested on 10 occasions each 

and behavioural responses of the dolphins rated using the criteria of Weinrich 

et al. (1991) and Baird (1994 ). A similar protocol (with the obvious difference 

that 'diving' was not considered a reaction in this case) had been used before 

for the tagging experiment (Schneider et al. 1997, Appendix 1 ). The controls 

consisted of similar boat behaviour but with the echo sounder switched off. 

No high level responses (leaps, high-speed surfacing) were recorded using 

either of the settings. Low level reactions (tail flick, change in direction) were 

observed six times in a total of 20 trials (Table 6.1 ). The observed tail flick of a 

'babysitter' on the surface was probably a response to the approaching boat 

that was following closely in its wake, rather than the beam of the echo 

sounder. The number of observed changes in direction was not significantly 

different between the control and the 200 kHz trial, and the data for the control 

and the 50 kHz trial were identical. I therefore concluded that the echo 

sounder was a reasonable tool with which to investigate diving behaviour. 

Dive depth 

On 170 occasions the echo sounder gave a trace of one or more diving 

dolphins. Most recorded dives were shallow (Figure 6.4). In 31 % of the dives 

the bottom was reached by the trace. Fewer than 10% of the synchronised 

dives were recorded in waters deeper than 100 metres. The diving dolphins 
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B. C. 

Figure 6.3. Dolphin traces, photographed on the screen of the echo sounder. (A) Five 
or more dolphins ascending and descending between surface and bottom at 46.3 m. 
(B) Two dolphins descending to the bottom at 97.9m. (C) Two dolphins ascending from 
the bottom at 90. 7m. 
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Figure 6.4. Histogram of observed dive depths (n=170). 
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were increasingly difficult to detect with depth (Figure 6.5). No dives to the 

bottom were observed in depths of greater than 180m; in these cases the 

trace of the diving dolphin was lost in mid-water. However, the deepest dive 

observed in mid-water was 222 metres. 

Dive duration 

A total of 308 synchronous dives summing up 4.5 hours of dive time were 

collected. The longest observed group dive lasted 201 seconds (3:21 min) 

(Figure 6.6). Mean group dive time was 50.9 s (cv = 74.8%, median= 44.0s.). 

Short dives were much more common than long dives. This is in good 

accordance with the distribution of observed dive depths (Figure 6.4 ); shallow 

dives were also much more common than deep dives. 

Locations of dives 

By far the largest proportion of synchronised dives was recorded in open 

water, away from the shoreline (Table 6.2). Synchronised dives off steep rock 

walls were observed about half as frequently, but again almost twice as often 

as dives off beaches. This broadly reflects the distribution of habitats in the 

fiord system (Figure 6.7). Beaches are restricted to river mouths and the 

heads of the arms, where sediment deposits have built up over time. The rest 

of the shores typically are steep rock walls. Not surprisingly, all deep water 

dives were recorded in open water only (Figure 6.8). But synchronised dives 

off beaches and rockwalls were much more frequently observed at a depth 

between 21-40 metres rather than in the most shallow class (1-20 m). 
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Water depth (m) 
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Table 6.2. Frequency with which 
synchronised dives were observed 
in different habitats. 

frequency (%) 

open water 96 56.5 
wall 45 26.5 
beach 29 17.1 
total 170 100.0 

Table 6.3. Results of a log
likelihood test with three group size 
classes ( 1-20, 21-40, 41-60) tested 
pair wise in three habitats (DF=2; 
n = 105). P<0.001 =**, p<0.05 = * 

beach 21.32** 

The majority of dives, especially deep dives, were observed in the main fiord 

(Figure 6.8). Almost no synchronised dives were seen in the entrance area of 

the fiord and in Thompson Sound. This may be due to the fact that the echo 

sounder was available only through summer until early winter (November -

July). The dolphins used to travel into these entrance areas preferably in late 

winter and spring (Chapter 5). 

The fact that more synchronised dives were observed in open water than in 

close proximity to shore, is in sharp contrast to how often the dolphins 
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were observed in these habitats in general (Figure 6.9). The dolphins spent 

70% of their time close to shore (not more than 50m from shore), except for 

winter when the times in open water and close to shore were about equal. At 

this time dolphins were diving individually (not synchronously) close to shore, 

but joined efforts when diving in open water. 

Group size and habitat 

In open water, synchronously diving dolphins were mostly seen in small 

groups of up to 20 individuals (Figure 6.10). Within 50m from beaches and 

walls they tended to form large groups (between 20 and 50 members) if they 

dived synchronously. Three classes of group size did not use the shore 

habitats 'wall' and 'beach' differently, according to a log-likelihood test (Table 

6.3). When 'open water' was tested against 'wall' and 'beach', the differences 

were both times significant (Table 6.3). 

The remote operating vehicle (ROV) 

Lack of anchorages and strong currents along the deep basins made it difficult 

to use the ROV. We achieved relatively little exploration of the bottom. During 

the first dive on the sill of Crooked Arm a school of Tarakihi (Nemadacty/us 

macropterus) was observed at a depth of 70 metres. This was the only time a 

school of fish was observed during our explorations in different locations. 

Individual sea perches (He/ico/enus percoides) and rattails (Cae/orinchus 

spec.) were observed at all locations at or close to the bottom. Also hagfish 

(Eptatretus cirrhatus) and one large Hake (Merluccius australis) were seen in 

the light beam of the ROV. These observations are useful in indicating what 

food might be available to dolphins, but they are necessarily qualitative by 

nature. We have no information on whether fish densities observed from the 

ROV are representative of normal densities in those areas (fish may have 

been attracted or scared away by the ROV's lights). 
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Figure 6.7. Locations of observed dives in the different habitats of the fiord. 
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Discussion 

The Solon's rattail and the Hoki that were found floating on the surface are 

usually found in depths of greater than 200m (Paul 1986). That these species 

may be included in the dolphins' prey was surprising. It also was a first 

indication that dolphins at least occasionally dive down to great depth within 

the fiord system. 

Cooperative feeding has been observed in bottlenose dolphins in different 

habitats around the world (e.g. Leatherwood 1975, WOrsig 1986, Bel'kovich et 

al. 1991, Rossbach 1998). Generally the observers seemed to have had good 

view through the water surface and described movements of dolphins and 

prey underwater. Occasionally also synchronised diving was described as a 

behavioural indicator for cooperative feeding (WOrsig 1986 for spinner 

dolphins, Bel'kovich, 1991, Acevedo-Gutierrez 1997, Rossbach 1997). 

Feeding could never be observed directly in Doubtful Sound due to the murky 

low salinity layer. However, the observation of synchronised dives in this study 

suggests that some cooperative feeding may occur in the population in 

Doubtful Sound. Synchronous diving was mainly observed when the dolphins 

were scattered in small groups in open water. Echo sounder traces showed 

that some of these dives were deep dives (> 200m) and the dolphins may 

have reached the bottom of the fiord. The small and scattered groups may 

communicate in mid-water (Dawson 1991) and share information about prey 

distribution. It is also possible that dispersed small groups of dolphins in the 

large water column are more successful in detecting prey than one large 

group would be. However, dispersion into smaller groups in open water areas 

does not necessarily mean that the dolphins were also hunting in small 

groups, since the next small group of dolphins was often nearby when a group 

was diving. It is possible that these groups met during the dive in mid-water 

and herded fish without being observed from the surface. My data also do not 

rule out that a group began a dive together but split up during the dive with 

each dolphin hunting individually. 
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The hunting strategies of the dolphins appeared different in shallow versus 

deep open water areas. Close to shore, where the dolphins spent most of 

their time (except for winter) synchronised diving was less frequently observed 

(44% of recorded synchronised dives, but 70% of observed time, Table 6.2 

and Figure 6.9). In these areas dolphins were probably feeding individually. 

Rock walls may provide a barrier against which to herd fish. Even individual 

dolphins may have been able to use this aid to improve their hunting success 

and cooperation may not be necessary. The fact that the habitat had a strong 

influence on the frequency of synchronised dives supports the "synchronous 

diving = cooperative hunting" hypothesis. It is difficult to see why dolphins 

would dive synchronously for any reason other than to feed cooperatively. 

Why, for example, would aquatic mammals choose to socialise, rest or travel 

at depth? A relationship between deep water and cooperative feeding and 

individual feeding in shallow water has also been found in a number of other 

studies. WOrsig and WOrsig (1979) described it for Argentina, Saayman et al. 

(1973) for South Africa, Irvine et al. (1981) and Wells et al.(1980) for the Gulf 

of Mexico. Individual shallow water feeding is exemplified in Georgia and 

South Carolina, where dolphins individually pursue fish onto mud banks 

(Hoese 1971, Rigley 1983); they do so quite similarly in Portugal also (dos 

Santos and Lacerda, 1987). 

It should be noted however, that synchronised diving does not necessarily 

always mean 'feeding'. In fact, during one of the rare occasions when lack of 

rain produced good visibility by minimising the low-salinity layer I observed an 

entire group of dolphins (- 20 individuals) swimming bunched up very slowly 

at a shallow depth of about 10 metres for 135 seconds before the first 

individual surfaced. It appeared that this group was resting. 

Synchronised dives were seen commonly in close inshore areas, especially in 

areas with a bottom depth between 20 and 40m (Figure 6.8). Since resting 

dolphins would probably choose a shallow depth (<20m) to avoid predators or 

show no preference for any depth at all, this result (most dives in the 20-40m 

category) points again towards cooperative feeding. The low-salinity layer 
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restricts fish abundance in the top 10 metres (depending on the rainfall) of the 

water column, which also reduces the probability of observing feeding 

dolphins in the shallows. The depth between 20 and 40m includes the '40 

metre band', beyond which light penetration into the water is minimal and 

insufficient to support photosynthesis. Fish abundances are expected to be 

highest within this '40 metre band' (Grange 1990). 

The use of an echo sounder to study diving bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful 

Sound produced good results only in shallow and medium depths to 180m, 

and only when the dolphins could be kept within the beam. Echo sounders 

have been employed before to measure dives of sperm whales (Backus and 

Sch evil I 1966, Gordon 1987, Mullins et al.1988, Papastavrou et al. 1989). 

Dolphin (1988) used an echo sounder to study diving behaviour of humpback 

whales on their dives. He found high resolution and good penetration within 

the top 260m of the water column when using a 120 kHz (14°) beam. To my 

knowledge the study in DS is the first to employ an echo sounders on small 

cetaceans. Results indicate that beyond 180m depth in DS even the 50kHz 

beam ceased to produce good results. Deep diving dolphins were usually lost 

(Figure 6.5). Dolphins are relatively small objects (compared to humpback 

whales or sperm whales) and are easily missed by the narrow beam. The low 

salinity layer on top of the fiord in DS forms a halocline between at 5-1 Om 

(Pickrill, 1987) and reflects some of the energy of the sounding pings, thereby 

reducing the effectiveness of the echo sounder. This reduced reliability may 

have biased some of my results (for example the dolphins probably dived 

more often to great depth than I could detect). Despite these restrictions the 

echo sounder produced an interesting qualitative result. Its use enabled me to 

verify that the bottlenose dolphins in DS are indeed diving to depths of more 

than 200m. 

In terms of energy management a diving dolphin has to weigh energy 

constraints, which rise with the depth of the dive, against the availability of 

prey. The diving dolphin should therefore always choose the shallowest 

possible dive to the highest density of prey to maximise its energy gain 
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(Houston and Carbone 1992, Acevedo-Gutierrez 1997). If this hypothesis is 

true, the bottlenose dolphins in OS must have found a valuable food source in 

mid water or on the bottom of the fiord that has so far remained undetected. 

Our attempts to investigate the bottom of the deep-water basins in the fiord 

with a remote operating vehicle (ROV) failed to produce answers on why the 

dolphins of Doubtful Sound go through the physical constraints and dive 200 

metres deep or more. However the ROV has important limitations. It must be 

used from an anchored tender, so it could be used only in areas where the 

"RV Munida" could anchor. In addition, the ROV, unlike the dolphins, lacks 

acoustic sensors and is slow. Hence the area that can be searched is very 

small. Our failure to find large aggregations of prey cannot be taken as 

evidence that those aggregations do not exist, or are uncommon. In fact the 

echo sounder occasionally showed 'scatter' or 'marks' in midwater, suggesting 

schools of squid or fish. 

Further thorough investigations of the mid-water and the sea floor in the fiord 

are required if we want to better understand the ecology of the deep-water 

basins. A particular weakness is an almost complete ignorance of fish and 

squid distributions and abundance within the fiord. 
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Chapter 7 
The Behaviour of Bottlenose Dolphins: An Analysis of 

Sequences of Single Surface Behaviour Events 

Introduction 

The science of ethology provides two main principal "windows" on social 

organisation. The first of these focuses on who associates with whom (see 

Chapter 8). In dolphins, the criterion of association is typically something like 

surfacing together. The second approach focuses on the behaviour of 

dolphins - not just who they associate with, but what they do. 

For practical reasons most studies on behaviour of cetaceans in the wild 

describe behaviour at the level of the group. Cetaceans in the wild are 

notoriously difficult to follow and detailed observations on an individual level 

are very difficult to achieve. Further, most studies describe behavioural states 

(eg. feeding, travelling, milling, etc.) of an entire group (Wursig and Wursig 

1979, 1980, Shane et al. 1986, Jefferson 1987, Heimlich-Boran 1988, Ford 

1989, Shane 1990a,b), rather than behavioural events (eg. lobtail, vertical 

jump, etc.) of individuals. These states have the advantage of providing the 

researcher with a straightforward and easily comprehensible description of 

the behavioural context at group level. Unfortunately the states are often not 

clearly defined. Additionally, the states are frequently interpretations of 

behaviour rather than observations of it. For example, many studies have 

described groups of diving dolphins as "feeding" despite not observing prey 

being taken. Hence behaviour states are often subjective by nature and not 

easily repeatable among researchers. 

On a more detailed level, single behaviour events like 'spyhops', 'lobtails' 
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and different kinds of leaps have been described in a subjective and 

qualitative attempt to assess their (communicative) meaning (eg. Pryor 1986, 

Shane 1990a). Only a few researchers have quantified their observations to 

the level of correlating specific leap types with surface feeding (Wursig and 

Wursig 1979) or behaviours with sound (Clark 1982), sexual behaviours with 

hormone levels (Wells et al., 1987)-or dive patterns with boat traffic (Janik and 

Thompson 1996). 

The problem of understanding group behaviour in detail may be tackled by 

understanding how it unfolds in time. Behavioural events are followed by 

other events performed either by the same individual or an interacting partner. 

This unfolding of behaviour in time can be analysed by sequence analysis. 

Sequence analysis is a quantitative and repeatable method of describing the 

temporal association between behavioural events. This method has been 

used successfully in research on mammals and birds (Altmann 1965, Delius 

1969, Baker 1973, Somers and Rasa 1997). Surprisingly, in cetacean 

research, sequence analysis has been employed only once at the level of the 

single behaviours, to define behaviour categories of Hector's dolphins in the 

wild (Slooten 1994 ). Other researchers have used sequence analysis on 

cetaceans in the wild to specify group behaviours or behavioural states 

(Osborne 1986, Barre 1994 ). In this chapter I have used a very similar 

approach to Slooten (1994) to describe quantitatively surface behaviour 

events of bottlenose dolphins in the wild. Sequencing behaviour on the level 

of single behaviour events can help to explain the function of some of these 

single behaviours by putting them into context. 

Sequences of behaviour events may also help to define behaviour states of 

dolphin groups. Therefore the detailed analysis of behaviour transitions was 

linked back to the more traditionally recorded group behaviour states. This 

approach was used to calibrate group behaviour categories quantitatively and 

also to develop a field key which may help to define and to compare those 

group behaviour states in future. 
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Methods 

Sampling in the field 

During 353 field days I spent 1133 hours following dolphin groups to gather 

sighting data, for identification of individuals and assessments of group 

behaviour states. Every half-hour I spent with a group of dolphins, the 

behaviour and the size of the group was estimated, doing a scan sample of 

the predominant behaviour. The group of dolphins was observed for five 

minutes to decide on the main group activity. For a list of group behaviour 

states see Chapter 2, p.18. 

In addition to the half-hour scan samplings, continuous focal group sampling 

was undertaken during 83 hours throughout southern summers of 1995/96 

and 1996/97 to obtain a dataset that could be used for sequence analysis of 

behaviour events. Days for behaviour recordings were arbitrarily chosen 

(depending on weather conditions and the availability of a research assistant). 

The boat was kept at the same speed as the group of dolphins being 

observed, and stayed alongside in close proximity of 5 to 20 meters. 

Like Gordon (1986, 1988) and Slooten (1994) I did not follow one focal animal 

as required by the focal animal sampling method (Altmann 197 4 ), since it 

seemed impracticable to follow one particular individual for an extended 

period of time. Instead I (observer/boat-driver) recorded continuously each 

behavioural event within a 'focal group', irrespective of which individual in the 

group performed it. Whenever one of the 33 mutually exclusive behaviour 

events (Table 7.1 and Figure 7.1) occurred, the observer called the two- or 

three letter abbreviation of the respective behaviour, while the assistant 

(recorder) punched it into a Hewlett Packard 95LX palmtop computer on the 

dashboard. Comments, including estimates of group size, weather conditions 

and location were added whenever changes occurred. The observer's 
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assessment of the group's behaviour state was recorded at the start of each 

recording and whenever a change occurred. A custom-written program on the 

computer automatically recorded the time of each behaviour event. At the end 

of the day the list of recorded events was downloaded to a desktop computer 

and transferred into an Excel (Version 5) spreadsheet. 

On each occasion behaviour observation continued for at least half an hour or 

until the group observed and/or the number of behaviours performed became 

too large to handle for either observer or recorder. Recording also terminated 

on the approach of another boat because alterations of behaviour may have 

occurred. I assume here that the observation boat had no impact on the 

behaviour of the dolphins: the dolphins were well adapted to the boat and to 

the boat driver and the boat was kept out of the way on a generally parallel 

course to the 'focal group'. Weather conditions during recordings consisted of 

a wind speed of Beaufort 2 or less, no heavy rain and no glare on the water 

surface. 

Usually the water visibility through the surface is poor(< 5m) in Fiordland, 

because of a stained low-salinity layer on top of the water column. Therefore 

all data reported here include only behaviour events that occurred at or above 

the surface. 

A "focal group" was an aggregation of two or more dolphins that were 

assigned the same behavioural state. It may include an entire "group" or a 

"subgroup", depending on the activity level and spatial spread of the dolphins. 

The 'focal group' was usually the entire group that was followed, unless 

dolphins became too active or too widespread to be observed as a whole. In 

these cases the closest subgroup to the boat was followed. 
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Sequence analysis 

An Excel macro program was used to examine the transitions between 

successive behaviour events. Behaviour transitions were scored using six 

different time-windows (Bakeman and Gattman 1986) of 10, 15, 30, 60, 90 

and 120 seconds. The aim was to find the suitable sliding time window which 

provided the best compromise between maximising the amount of data while 

keeping the time-window short in order to increase the likelihood of transitions 

observed actually being connected by meaning (Slater 1973). Since 

behaviours of focal groups were recorded, the size of the time window had an 

influence on the chance that randomly overlapping behaviour events were 

recorded in sequence, but which, in reality, belonged to different contexts. I 

minimised this chance (called type 1 error by Bakeman and Gattman 1986) by 

using only first order transitions (two-event sequences). This has the 

additional benefit of retaining sampling independence (Bakeman and Dorval 

1988). Cases in which a behaviour event followed itself (e.g. A-A) were 

excluded from the analysis (Castellan 1979). This way an over-sampling of 

one individual performing highly repetitive behaviours was avoided. 

For example a sequence like: 9:45:10 ss 
9:45:13 TOJ 

9:45:18 TOJ 

9:45:20 PN 

9:45:22 SN 

would have been scored as: SS-TOJ-PN-SN-.... 

My macro program generated z-scores for the transitions between each pair 

of behaviour events. These served as an index of the strength of association 

between pairs of observed behaviour events. Z-scores were calculated by 

dividing the difference between observed and expected frequencies of each 

transition by their standard deviation (Allison and Liker 1982, Bakeman 
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and Gottman 1986, Slooten 1994). Z-scores approximate a normal 

distribution and indicate whether the transitions between a particular pair of 

behavioural events occurred significantly more or less often than would be 

expected by chance (Bakeman and Gottman 1986). Here they are used in a 

descriptive sense, rather than a hypothesis testing sense to quantify strength 

of an association between behaviours. The sufficiency of the sample size of 

the number of tallies in each observed pair of behaviours was determined by 

the size of the Siegel score. A Siegel score >9.0 for a transition between pairs 

of behaviour is considered sufficient to include the data into the analysis 

(Siegel 1956, Bakeman and Gottman 1986). 

Transition diagrams were constructed showing all the behaviour pairs having 

z-scores of an absolute value of two or more (z-scores ::::1.96 and :::; -1.96 

represent statistical significance at the 5% probability level; Bakeman and 

Gottman 1986). Two sets of diagrams were constructed. In one set the two 

values for each transition pair (A-B and B-A) were averaged and only the 

averaged value is used in the diagram in order to keep it easier to interpret. In 

the other set the direction of transition is represented by an arrowhead. This 

set of plots is more difficult to read but allows a more detailed analysis of the 

transitions. The thickness of connecting lines represents how closely two 

behaviour events were associated. Behaviour events that were observed very 

rarely and recorded fewer than five times were eliminated from the analysis, 

even when the Siegel score was> 9. 

Analysis of group behaviour states 

At the start of each recording and whenever a change occurred during the 

recording, comments were included describing the 'group-behaviour'. In the 

field mixed behaviour states (eg. social-travel) were also recorded (Shane 

1990a) when it was not possible to assign a context clearly to one of the 

above states. For the analysis of behaviour contexts all mixed states were 

excluded in order to keep the differences between the states as clear as 
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possible. All sub-states of 'travelling' were joined together and analysed as 

'travel'. 

Activity analysis 

126 

The amount of surface activity is a strong indicator of group behaviour. 

Resting groups display far less surface activity than socialising groups. 

Therefore my macro program recorded in addition to the behaviour transitions 

and group-behaviour also the size of the group, the number of transitions 

observed and the duration the group stayed intact. Group size was pooled 

into five categories: very small: < 10, small: 10-19, medium: 20-29, large: 30-

39, very large:~ 40. For furth·er calculations the arithmetic mean of each 

category was chosen as divisor (e.g. 4.5, 14.5 ... ). An activity-score (a-score) 

was calculated: 

f 
a-score= 

d . t 

were f = number of behaviour events counted, d = number of dolphins 

(arithmetic mean of group size) and t = time of observation in hours. The a

score gives an averaged estimate of surface activity per hour for each dolphin 

in a group. 
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Results 

The size of the analysis window between behaviour events had a strong 

influence on the result of the analysis (Table 7.2). Some key behaviours, like 

'bite', 'defecate', 'suckling', which give clear clues on the observed context, 

were rather rare and had to be excluded from the analysis using the smallest 

window (1 Os) because they occurred fewer than five times. 'Defecate' even 

had to be excluded from the analysis in the 30s window. Figure 7.2 

summarises the relationship between sample size (number of transitions 

included in the analysis) and the size of the time window between one 

behaviour event and the next. The time windows depicted were chosen to 

give an impression of the range of variation between the smallest window 

analysed ( 1 Os) and the largest ( 120s ). The 30s window is depicted because it 

is located at the end of the steepest slope of the graph, indicating the 

combination of the highest sample size with a relatively short time window. 

For that reason it was expected to give the best resolution. The resulting 

transition diagrams for time windows of 1 Os, 30s and 120s in Figure 7 .2 

illustrate that these differences in window size have quite an impact, 

considering that the raw data are exactly the same. For these graphs the 

transitions between each pair of behaviours were averaged as in Slooten 

(1994 ), losing information about the direction of transition, but gaining ease of 

interpretation. In all three transition diagrams behaviours clustered into two 

almost separate groups of behaviour events. Differences between the 

diagrams are mainly found in the density of connections (transitions). The 

remainder of the analysis uses a time window of 30s. 
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Table 7.1. Analysed behaviour events with brief definition. 

Code 

AS 

BB 
BC 
BF 
BG 

Bl 
BP 

CD 
CH 

DE 
HB 

HBM 

HJ 

HT 
LO 

PN 

PO 
SF 
SH 

SN 

SP 

ss 
SU 

TF 
TO 
TOJ 
TSD 
TWJ 

TWS 
UD 
UL 
VJ 

WE 

Behaviour 

ACTIVE SURFACE (rapid surface roll with spray, a major part of the back is visible 
during surfacing, pressure wave is noticable) 
BUBBLEBLOW (exhaling forceful underwater, producing a stream of bubbles) 
BODYCONTACT (not forceful body contact between two or more individuals) 
BACK FLOP (Jump or partial jump landing on the back) 
BEAK-GENITAL PROPULSION (one dolphin pushes another dolphin by nudging the 
others genital area with its rostrum. The other dolphin lies on its side) 
BITE (another dolphin) 
BELLY PRESENT (one dolphin flicks its ventral side towards another dolphin for a 
very short period of time; see: SS) 
CHANGE OF DIRECTION (more than 45 °) 
CHASING (dolphin rushing at speed [AS] following another individual - occasionally 
both individuals may follow something else - prey?) 
DEFECATE 
HEADBUTT (two dolphins jumping simultaneously and hit their heads together; often 
one is leaping forwards in a VJ or TOJ, while the other is doing a BF) 
HEADBUTT MISSED (like HB but without visible or audible contact between the 
bodies) 
HORIZONTAL JUMP (dolphin leaves the water completely, keeps the body in a 
horizontal position and reenters water head first) 
HITTING WITH TAIL (Tailslap; - hitting another dolphin with tail - see: LO) 
LOBTAIL (forcefully slapping tailfluke on water surface; not directed towards another 
dolphin) 
POUNCE (forceful mounting-like contact between ventral side of one dolphin 
and the lateral or dorsal side of another) 
PENIS OUT (Erect penis visible at the surface) 
SIDE FLOP Uump or partial jump landing on side) 
SHARKING (swimming horizontally just beneath the surface with the dorsal fin 
visible above the surface) 
SNAGGLING (horizontal flexing while floating stationary on the surface. Dolphin 
seems to hold breath with airsacs in head inflated. Eyes visible above the water line. 
Often followed by a noisy exhalation) 
SPYHOP (dolphin standing vertically in the water with body partially out of the water; 
shallow, with only chin exposed or well past the eyes, often down to the pectoral fins) 
SWIMMING ON SIDE (dolphin is swimming on its side for several seconds; see: BP) 
SUCKLING (observed in mother-calf dyads only; two variations: 1. Stationary: 
mother floats stationary upside down below the surface, while calf is suckling from 
above, 2. In motion: calf swims 'in echelon' below the mother and turns upside down 
to reach the mammaries from underneath) 
THROAT FLOP Uump or partial jump splashing down on throat region; headslap) 
TAIL OUT (tailflukes lifted clear of the water) 
TAILOUT JUMP (shallow jump with the fluke lifted clearly into the air) 
TAILSTOCK DIVE (tailstock leaves the water while surfacing before a dive) 
TWISTED JUMP (animal twists itself around the longitudinal axis while leaping and 
reenters head first or belly first) 
TWISTED SURFACE (like TWJ but just a high surface roll) 
UPSIDE DOWN SWIMMING (dolphin swimming with its belly pointing upwards) 
UPSIDE DOWN LOBTAIL (like LO but upside down with belly pointing upwards) 
VERTICAL JUMP (dolphin leaves the water facing upwards and reenters the water 
head first in a vertical position) 
CARRYING WEED (seaweed or similar material picked up and tossed or trailed off 
beak, fin, flippers or tailfluke) 
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A 

B 

Figure 7.1.Photographed examples of two behaviour events. (A) 'headbutting' and (B) 'snaggling'. 
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Table 7.2. Total numbers for the 
observed 'following' behaviour events 
in time windows of 10s, 30s and 120s. 
Abbreviations are listed in Table 7 .1. 

10s 30s 120s 
AS 490 699 821 
BB 8 14 21 
BC 20 30 39 
BF 55 79 98 
BG 24 34 36 
Bl 4 5 5 
BP 53 74 90 
CD 43 79 105 
CH 127 170 190 
DE 2 4 6 
HB 52 66 76 
HBM 24 28 28 
HJ 122 157 182 
HT 22 26 29 
LO 183 262 316 
PN 72 93 110 
PO 11 13 13 
SF 86 122 149 
SH 38 55 68 
SN 144 231 317 
SP 68 103 125 
ss 58 75 89 
SU 3 5 5 
TF 180 240 312 
TO 161 208 252 
TOJ 460 610 728 
TSO 58 93 129 
TWJ 116 158 180 
TWS 98 150 173 
UD 40 54 73 
UL 11 18 23 
VJ 74 104 125 
WE 8 11 12 
total 2915 4070 4925 
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Figure 7 .2. Relationship of sample size and size of analysis time-window. Transition diagrams are 
included for time-windows with the most extreme sizes of 1 Os and 120s and for the time-window 
of choice with 30s length (enlarged). The strength of averaged z-scores is representedpy:'tner: 
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The 30s transition diagram in Figure 7.2 shows two distinct clusters. The 

cluster on the right contains all the observed aerial behaviours ('vertical jump\ 

'horizontal jump', 'head butt', 'head butt missed', 'twisted jump', 'tailout jump', 

'throat flop', 'side flop' and 'belly flop'). The cluster on the left combines all the 

non-aerial behaviours, which are labelled here as 'surface' behaviours. 

'Chase' and 'twisted surface' may best be described as linking elements 

between surface behaviours and aerial behaviours. 

Among the aerials, strong connections were found between 'tailout jump' and 

'active surface', behaviours that represent fast moving along the surface. Also 

strongly connected were 'back flop, 'side flop' and 'throat flop'. These three 

behaviours could be summarised as 'noisy jumps' as in Slooten (1994 ). Two · 

very different events that were not aerial behaviours at all were also found in 

this cluster. These were 'penis out' and 'carrying weed'. The larger 'surface' 

cluster on the left combined the rest of the observed behaviours. 'Snaggling' 

(Figure 7.1) occupied a central position here. It was a very peculiar behaviour 

that may link very different contexts. Its strongest link was to 'change 

direction', followed by 'spyhop', 'swimming on side' and 'sharking'. 'Lobtailing' 

and 'upside down lobtailing' did not connect with aerials in this representation. 

Therefore they were also categorised into the group of the surface 

behaviours. Another strong but not very surprising connection in the 'surface' 

cluster can be found between 'upside down swimming' and 'suckling'. 

The transition diagram for the 30s-window is depicted in more detail in Figure 

7.3 which includes the direction of transition between each pair of behaviours. 

The plot shows that when looking at the data separated for both directions, 

many more significant one-way connections appeared. These were not visible 

in the averaged diagram, because they were suppressed by the lack of 

connections the other way round. The diagram also makes clear that the 

transitions of some pairs with strong connections were heavily skewed one 

way. 'Upside down swimming' always followed 'suckling', which suggests that 

the calf usually initiated the suckling by probing the mammaries - then the 
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female turned upside down below the surface to ease the calf's access and 

its chance to breathe in between. 'Penis out' followed 'vertical jump' and not 

the other way round, because the penis only became visible after the dolphin 

launched himself for the leap. Other skewed connections were also obvious, 

but more difficult to explain. 'Spyhop' and 'swimming on side' followed 

'snaggling' much more often than the other way round, 'horizontal jumps' 

followed 'vertical jumps' more often than vice versa and also 'headbutt 

missed' tended to follow 'headbutting' (Figure 7.1) and 'carrying weed' always 

seemed to follow 'belly-flops' but never the other way round. These were only 

some of the more obvious asymmetries in the diagram. The value of the 

diagram in Figure 7.3 also lies in showing that some connections between 

pairs of behaviour were stronger than depicted in the averaged diagram of 

Figure 7.2. For example the averaged z-score for the transition between PO 

and VJ was only 2.8, whereas the z-score of PO following VJ was 6.1. These 

results led me to use the more detailed two-sided version for the rest of the 

analysis, despite it being difficult to read. 

The time observed and an activity score were computed for five categories of 

group size (Figure 7.4 ). The dolphins spent most of the observation time in 

large or very large groups (67% of the time I observed a group size of 30 or 

more) but showed very little surface activity (1-1.5 trans./h for each dolphin). 

Surface activity was higher (3 trans./h per dolphin) in small groups (10-19). 

Small groups, however, were encountered for only 17% of the observation 

time. Surface activity was highest in very small groups (<10) with 17 trans./h 

for each dolphin. However the sample size for these groups was very small; 

0.8% of the recording time (=44 min) and only 67 transitions in total (=1.6%). 
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Context specific analysis 

Table 7.3 presents the differences in the relative frequency for each single 

behaviour event. The 'diving' category was excluded in this table, because 

there were only 89 observed transitions in that category. 'Active surface' and 

'tailout jump' were by far the most common behaviours in each of the other 

contexts, together covering about 35% of the observed behaviour events in 

the travel - and in the social category. Both had their lowest values (12% and 

8%) in the 'rest' category. Using only the relative frequency of observations of 

single behaviour events it was not possible to differentiate between 'social' 

and 'travel'. Also 'mill' showed almost the same frequencies of 'active surface' 

and 'tailout jump'. In 'mill' and 'rest' however, 'snaggling' was the second most 

prominent behaviour with a frequency of 14 and 13% respectively. This 

behaviour was much less common in 'social' and 'travel' (1 % and 4% 

respectively). The differences between 'mill' and 'rest' were also not obvious. 

In the 'mill' context the transition between 'change direction' and 'snaggling' 

was the strongest (5% of the transitions) and worked both ways (see Figure 

7.5). 'Rest' is probably best described by a lack of strong transitions, with 

'sharking', 'pouncing', 'tailouts' and 'swimming on side' being the most 

common behaviours (-5%) after 'snaggling'. The relative frequency of single 

key behaviour events may help to differentiate between some contexts, but is 

definitely not unambiguous enough to describe and define observed contexts 

in the field. 
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Table 7.3. Relative frequency (in %, rounded) for each 
observed behaviour event in the different behaviour 
contexts (except diving). The total number of behaviour 
events (n) is also given for each behaviour context. 
Emphasised frequencies are referred to in the text. 

mill rest social travel 
n 470 314 660 1774 
BB 1 0 1 0 
BC 1 0 0 1 

Cl) BG 1 2 2 0 ,_ 
::, Bl 0 0 0 0 0 
'> BP 2 0 2 2 ro 
..c CD 5 3 0 2 (I) 
.0 
(I) CH 4 4 5 4 
(.) 
ro HT 0 0 2 0 't: 
::, LO 6 6 8 6 Cl) 

PN 1 5 4 2 
SH 1 5 3 0 
SN 13 14 1 4 
SP 4 4 2 2 
ss 1 4 3 1 
SU 0 0 0 0 
TO 4 7 6 5 
TSO 2 4 2 2 
UD 1 3 3 1 
UL 0 0 0 1 
AS 16 12 17 19 
BF 2 3 1 2 
HB 1 0 2 2 
HBM 0 0 1 0 

Cl) HJ 2 4 3 5 
co PO 0 0 1 0 ·;:: 
(I) SF 1 2 1 4 ro 

TF 6 5 3 6 
TOJ 15 8 17 16 
TWJ 3 1 3 5 
TWS 1 2 4 5 
VJ 3 1 2 3 
WE 1 0 0 0 
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Figure 7.7. Group behaviour sorted by behaviour state. The graphs on the left depict the 
influence of group size on activity level and the amount of observed time for each. On the 
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Therefore the absolute amount of time and number of transitions was 

observed for each context and separate sequence analyses conducted. 
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Figure 7.5 compares the amount of time that was spent in each context, with 

the number of transitions that were counted. Twenty-three percent of the 

transitions were excluded, because they fell into the mixed category. The 

travel context was by far the most common context observed, accounting for 

54% of the observation time. The other four behaviour states were observed 

between 5 and 10% of the time each. The data points for the observed time 

and the number of transitions counted had a very similar distribution except 

for the 'social' category. 'Social' accounts for only 5% of the observation time 

but for 16% of the transitions counted. 

Seasons and behaviour 

Throughout the study I recorded group behaviour states each half hour of 

2263 dolphin groups. The ratio of these behaviour states differed significantly 

between any two seasons (2 x 5 Log-likelihood ratio test; p. <0.001; Figure 

7.6). Summer and autumn were least different, but still significantly so (p. 

<0.05). Socialising occurred about twice as often in spring and summer than 

in the other seasons. Travelling was 10 to 20% more frequent in winter than 

in all other seasons. 

Quantifying behaviour states 

In order to find out if the behaviour states can be quantitatively differentiated, 

the three factors: 'sequence of events', 'group size' and 'level of activity' were 

drawn together for each behaviour state (Figure 7.7). The sequence analyses 

showed clear differences in the combinations of behaviours for the different 

behaviour states. However, some overlap between sequences of events 

occurred. In combination with the additional factors 'group size' and 'level 
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of activity' Figure 7.7 provides a model to quantify behaviour states of dolphin 

groups. For the two contexts 'social' and 'travel' the reciprocal sequence 

'tailout jump' - 'active surface' was most common (see also Table 7.3). The 

'social' context showed a high activity level and was primarily encountered in 

small groups. In contrast, 'travel' was found mostly in large groups and the 

activity level was low. The combination of the three factors enabled 

discrimination between the two contexts. The contexts 'rest' and 'dive' also 

showed low activity levels and occurred primarily in large groups but are 

distinguishable on the level of behaviour events. In 'rest' the event 'snaggling' 

was the most common behaviour (14%, see Table 7.3) and closely connected 

to 'sharking' and 'swimming on side', whereas in 'dive' hardly any surface 

activity was visible; additionally synchronous diving could be observed (see 

Chapter 6). In 'mill' the surface event 'snaggling' was common (16% see 

Table 7.3) and primarily connected with 'spyhopping' and 'change of 

direction'. The frequent 'change of direction' implied no steady movement in 

any direction, which discriminated this context clearly from 'travel'. The 

connection between 'snaggling', 'change of direction' and 'spyhopping' helped 

to differentiate the 'mill' context from 'rest', in which these combinations were 

not found. 

~··· 
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Discussion 

This study provides the first quantitative investigation of the behaviour of free

ranging bottlenose dolphins that focuses at the level of individual behavioural 

events occurring within a focal group. It provides a detailed understanding of 

how behavioural events relate to one-another, and hence gives insight into 

what behaviours mean. In a real sense sequence analysis allows the 

researcher to see what behaviours mean to the dolphins, because it is based 

not on human interpretations of behaviours, but on how dolphins use them. 

This is a significant step forwards from the subjective interpretation df 

behaviour states and events seen in most other studies (Mann, 1999), and 

provides a quantitative yardstick for future studies using similar approach. 

Focal group sampling provided the data used in sequence analyses. This 

sampling scheme has been criticised by Mann (1999), who sees it as having 

many of the problems of ad libitum sampling. I minimised or eliminated these 

problems by rigorously defining the behavioural events to be scored, 

restricting the focus of observation to a manageable level (so one does not 

get swamped), and routinely updating group size in the observed group (so 

that rates are correct). Additionally the behaviour of a group is not fully 

explained by the behaviour of the individuals within it - the whole is not 

merely the sum of the parts. Focal group sampling, because it operates on a 

different level to focal animal sampling, has the advantage of revealing 

different, naturally interactive features which might not otherwise be revealed 

(Gordon, 1986). Hence I argue that focal group and focal animal studies are 

complimentary rather than alternatives. A focal animal study, based on the 

results of work presented here, is being conducted in Doubtful Sound by Patti 

Haase. A comparison of her results with those presented here will shed more 

light on the methodological issues discussed by Mann (1999). 

Bottlenose dolphins in Fiordland seem to have a more complicated system of 

social interaction than the one described by Slooten (1994) for Hector's 

~··· 
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dolphins. Transitions between very different behaviours form a maze, which is 

difficult to understand. Several behaviours were observed in very different 

contexts and probably had very different meanings. Therefore it seemed more 

appropriate to leave the structure of the transition diagrams as open as 

possible for further debate. I will restrict myself to discussing some clusters of 

behaviours that were closely connected on a temporal level and therefore 

suggest a functional connection. Some of those findings may represent 

'Fiordland peculiarities', but some may be of general interest. 

The most obvious feature in Figure 7.2 is the split of the transition diagrams 

into two clusters, the 'aerials' and the 'surface behaviours'. This clustering of 

behaviours means it was more likely to observe aerials following each other 

than following surface behaviours. The same is obviously true for the surface 

behaviours. This clustering suggests a split into two general motivational 

states: high activity (many aerials) and low activity (no aerials). When looking 

at the behaviour transitions in Figure 7.3, which retain the original information 

about direction of transition, it becomes apparent that the web of connections 

between behaviours was actually more complicated. The two clusters were 

still visible, but many more significant one-way connections existed, some of 

which also crossed the border between the clusters. 

A central but ambiguous behaviour event that connected several very 

different situations among the surface behaviours in Figure 7.3 was 

'snaggling'. Shane's (1990a) 'head out' may be 'snaggling', but her 

description remained vague. Slooten (1994) described 'horizontal flexing' in 

Hector's dolphins and the term 'snaggling" may have its origin as a 

description of behaviour of the bottlenose dolphins in Shark Bay, Australia 

(Connor, pers. comm. to Dawson). A very interesting feature about 'snaggling' 

was its body posture (Table 7.1, Figure 7.1 ). It enabled the dolphin to 

orientate itself above the surface with much less effort than with 'spyhopping', 

which may serve the purpose of orientation (Pryor 1986). The highly 

significant connections to 'spyhopping' and 'change direction' suggest that 
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it also may serve the purpose of orientation and so facilitated 'decision 

making' about which direction to head next. Its disadvantage compared to 

'spyhopping' would be that it would have a shorter range, because the head is 

not lifted clearly out of the water. In Fiordland, dolphins may rely on 

landmarks above the surface for orientation, because there are almost always 

landmarks available. The marks are usually close by, and within the fiord 

wave height seldom hinders sight. Also, in the narrow fiord the dolphins need 

to make decisions about their further heading at certain points - dolphins 

indeed come to 'crossroads' in Fiordland. That may be one of the reasons 

why 'snaggling' was such a common event in the 'mill' context. 

The combination 'hitting with tail', 'bite' and 'upside down lobtail' connected by 

'upside down swimming' may represent an aggressive context (Figure 7.3). 

'Beak-genital propulsion', 'belly present', 'upside down swimming' and 

'sharking' may describe a sexual context (Figure 7.3, Figure 7.7 - 'social'). 

This possibility is supported by the fact that 'beak genital propulsion' is the 

only behaviour that significantly follows 'penis out'. However, the connections 

between the 'aggressive' and the 'sexual' cluster point out the problem with 

static groupings. A hypothetical example: Individual A approaches dolphin B 

in a 'sharking' manner and attempts 'beak-genital propulsion'. Dolphin B 

either responds by 'presenting belly' or it turns away by 'swimming upside 

down'. This may be followed by 'upside down lobtailing', or dolphin B reacts 

even more directly aggressive by 'hitting with tail'. The act of 'beak genital 

propulsion' in this example may serve as a switch between a sexual and an 

aggressive context. An unwelcome advance provokes an aggressive 

response. 

A good example of a behaviour event having different meanings in different 

contexts is shown by 'upside down swimming'. This can occur as avoidance 

behaviour in a sexual or aggressive context, as described above, but it was 

also frequently observed just below the surface as a reaction to a 'suckling' 

attempt by a small calf. In the latter case it facilitates access to the 
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mammaries, because the calf can breathe easily during suckling. 

In the cluster of aerials were two behaviours, which at first glance do not 

seem to belong there. These behaviours are 'penis out' and 'carry weed'. 
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The appearance of 'penis out' in the cluster of aerial behaviours may be an 

artefact, explained by the better visibility in air. Because of the poor visibility 

through the water surface the likelihood of an observer seeing an erection is 

probably higher during aerial displays. 

However, also a motivational (or proximate) explanation seems reasonable in 

this context. Erections signify sexual arousal and aerials are probably linked 

to a high motivational state or excitement. When male dolphins are sexually 

excited, they leap while having an erection. 

It is possible that some types of aerials also fulfil a signalling function and 

serve at least partly to communicate with other dolphins (Norris and Dahl 

1980b; WOrsig and WOrsig 1979 and 1980, Slooten 1994 ). I would further 

argue that they serve well to show the fitness of the performer. A series of 

'vertical jumps' may reveal that the performer is in good health - especially 

when showing off an erection at the same time. 

It may be no coincidence that 'carry weed' was connected solely to aerials in 

my study, not to surface behaviours. WOrsig and WOrsig (1979) connected 

"kelp tossing" with social behaviour. So did Slooten (1994 ), when she 

described 'playing with weed' as play behaviour. On an 'ultimate' level 'carry 

weed' may again fulfil a display function, may communicate (or show off) the 

fitness of the performer. Balancing weed while swimming along is probably a 

delicate operation, which requires fine-tuned swimming skills by the 

'performer'. Again also a 'proximate' explanation is available: The performing 

dolphins may also be simply amusing themselves, as is implied by the 

popular expression "play". As Sherman (1988) pointed out, explanations 

~ ..... 
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on different levels ('proximate' and 'ultimate) are non-alternative. Therefore 

they both can have their justification. 

One last behaviour I would like to discuss in connection with aerial displays, is 

'headbutting', a fairly common behaviour in the community of Doubtful Sound. 

Two or occasionally more dolphins leap in a synchronised manner butting 

their heads together in mid air (Figure 7.1 ). Occasionally the impact could be 

heard some 20 metres away. Combined with 'head butting missed', the less 

potentially injurious variation of 'head butting', it accounted for 104 transitions 

observed during this study (Table 7.2, Figure 7. 1 ). Unfortunately in only four 

cases was it possible to document the gender of one of the participants 

successfully on video or photograph. These individuals were all males. 

Unfortunately the sample size is too small to draw conclusions. It would be 

interesting to find out in another study whether 'headbutting' is a sexual 

display, exhibited by two males, who perform some kind of 'sparring' and 

compete in order to enhance their mating chances. 

Group Size and Activity 

The dolphins in Fiordland spent much more time in big groups than in small 

groups (Chapter 3, 60% of the time the dolphins were observed in groups 

containing more than 20 individuals). Only the 'social' context was more 

common in small groups, and its frequency decreased rapidly in bigger 

groups. Size and activity levels of dolphin groups were closely linked. Very 

small groups were much more active than bigger groups. At the same time 

very small groups were encountered rarely. The extremely high activity level 

in very small groups may be an artefact. When the activity level increased in 

the field, I was occasionally forced to abandon gathering data because of 

being unable to record all observed behaviours. In these cases an active 

subgroup was chosen as focal group. This may explain why activity levels 

were so high in very small groups. Nevertheless I would argue that this 

~.: 
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effect depicts exactly what happened in a dolphin group. High activity levels 

were always expressed by small discrete subgroups. Large groups of 

dolphins seemed to split up into small discrete subgroups in the same general 

vicinity for intense social activity. 

Social behaviour peaked in spring and in summer. This coincides with a 

distinct seasonality in giving birth (see Chapter 5), which contrasts with the 

extended calving seasons in warm-water populations (Urian et al. 1996). The 

gestation period in bottlenose dolphins is thought to be about 12 months 

(Schroeder 1990). Hence the social activity during spring and summer is likely 

to contain a high percentage of mating activity. The relative absence of social 

behaviour in winter (7.5% compared to 16.3%, Figure 7.6) is an indicator that 

mating behaviour is seasonal as well. Maybe the dolphins in Doubtful Sound 

abstain during the coldest part of the year. 

This analysis shows that there were no simple 'key-behaviours' that were 

used solely in a certain context. Several behaviour events seemed to be used 

in a variety of contexts and may carry a different meaning, depending on the 

situation. Nevertheless a few of the behaviour events in this context specific 

analysis emphasise their possible function, discussed above. 'Snaggling' 

showed only clear links to 'change direction' in the 'milling' or 'travelling' 

context, and 'spyhop' was the most frequent behaviour to follow 'snaggling' in 

these categories. These were the contexts in which decision making about 

the travel direction was required. In 'resting', not too surprisingly, no clear 

pattern evolved. I would speculate that the active behaviours that occurred in 

this context, especially those amongst the aerials, depicted mostly activities of 

subadults and calves, which often did not follow the resting regime. In 'social', 

but also in 'travel' the sexual/aggressive cluster around 'beak-genital 

propulsion' becomes more obvious and so do the 'display'-behaviours 

amongst the aerials. This result implies that the distinction between 'social' 

and 'travel' context may be relatively arbitrary. This issue had already been 

pointed out by Barre (1994), who stated that all different behaviour states 

·.~····.···.·.··.·······.• .. • .. •.·.·.··.·· .• ·· .. · .. ···· .. ·.· .. ·.·· .. ·.·· .• ·· ...... · .. · .. · .. ·.· ... •·.·.· ... ··.· ... · ..•. · .... ·;: ...... ,.,.,_, ___ ,_ ·:,.; 
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are separated artificially and inherently include some degree of travel. Despite 

this critique I would argue that this traditional description of behaviour states 

of dolphin groups continues to have validity for describing behavioural 

contexts in the field. It is a practical method that can be applied by every 

researcher everywhere in the world and therefore facilitates comparability, but 

only if behavioural states are explained clearly and applied consistently in 

accordance with a clear sampling protocol. The following is a first attempt to 

minimise observer bias and make group behaviour observations more 

comparable. 

Analysing Group Behaviour States in the Field: A Key based on Group 

Size, Activity and Behaviour Events 

The results of this study show clearly that different group contexts cannot be 

described easily by a few key behaviour events. However, the different 

contexts had fairly different activities and time budgets. By combining the 

observed activity levels and group size with the most common behaviour 

transitions, I developed a key which might help to assess group behaviour 

patterns of bottlenose dolphins in the field (Appendix 2). 

The strength of a field key like this is primarily that it enables the observer to 

quantify some observations and that comparability among different observers 

is easily achieved. Using key-behaviour events is the traditional way of 

labelling group behaviour states. This approach is not abandoned but 

augmented with valuable additional information. The level of activity is an 

important aspect of dolphin behaviour, which is usually not quantified in 

observations of dolphin groups in the wild. The key provides the opportunity 

to quantify activity in relation to the size of the group under observation. 

This proposal is based entirely on the results of this study and will need some 

testing and refinement in the field. In its present form it will only apply to 
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the dolphin population in Doubtful Sound and perhaps to other communities in 

Fiordland. It would almost certainly need to be modified for other areas of the 

world. For example the group size categories do not seem to apply to areas 

where the average group size is much smaller than in the population 

described in this study. Nevertheless I would like to encourage other 

researchers to test the proposed key and try to fit it to their findings in the 

field. Within each one population the use of a key would help to eliminate 

observer bias in assigning behaviour states to an observed dolphin group. 

Adapted variations of the same key would provide field researchers all over 

the world with a tool to compare different populations quantitatively at least on 

the level of behaviour states. 
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Chapter 8 
The Who's Who of dolphins in Doubtful Sound: The Social 

Structure and Organisation of Bottlenose Dolphins in a 

Temperate Deepwater Habitat 

Introduction 

The social organisation of dolphins is of special interest due to their large 

brains (Morgane et al. 1986), complex behaviour (Connor and Norris 1982), 

and aquatic specialisation. Bottlenose dolphins are especially interesting in 

this regard, since they are arguably the most ecologically adaptable of all 

marine mammals, occurring in a diverse range of habitats ranging from 

shallow tropical to deep cool-temperate. Additionally, they are well studied in 

captivity, and have been the subject of two long-term studies in shallow, semi

tropical environments (Sarasota Bay, Florida, Wells et al. 1987, Scott et al. 

1990, and Shark Bay, Australia, Smolker et al.1992). The latter two studies 

have shown that groups within the community change compositions on a daily 

basis, resembling fusion-fission societies in some terrestrial mammals (e.g. 

primates, Struhsaker and Leland 1979) but that individuals show long-term 

associations based primarily on sex and age. Females in the wild seem to live 

in natal 'bands' or 'cliques' (Wells et al. 1987, Scott et al. 1990, Smolker et al. 

1992) whereas males leave their natal group, moving between different 

female groups. They seem to be the vectors for genetic exchange (Duffield 

and Wells 1991 ). This type of social organisation is also typical of many 

primate societies (Dunbar 1988). 

Very few detailed data are available to describe dolphin social systems in cool 

temperate environments. The study site in Doubtful Sound, Fiordland, is very 

near the southern limit of bottlenose dolphins' distribution. It is also very deep 

(mean depth 200m, max= 434m), steep sided, and relatively unproductive 
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(Grange 1990). In these characteristics it is in stark contrast to the Sarasota 

and Shark Bay sites, and hence is an especially interesting site at which to 

quantify social organisation. 

Hinde (1976) and Hinde and Stephenson-Hinde (1976) suggested that 

analysis of group structures in primates must focus on relationships among 

individuals. They argued that definitions of social systems are abstracted 

views of groups created by the observer. The meaningful categories for the 

individuals observed are not those groups, but rather networks of 

relationships at individual level. This approach has changed the perception of 

primate societies over the past two decades. Social systems in dolphins are 

usually described by analysis of pair-wise associations ( e.g. Wells et al. 1987, 

Smolker et al. 1992, Slooten et al. 1993, Wilson 1995, Rossbach 1997). 

Results are very frequently plotted using cluster analyses, maximum spanning 

trees, or multidimensional scaling. To gain meaningful sample sizes, these 

analyses typically combine all data over several seasons, and hence obscure 

any temporal change in associations (Whitehead 1995). While Whitehead's 

methods for testing for temporal change are a significant step forwards, they 

do not reveal the nature of changes at the individual level. 

The population of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound numbers around 67 

individuals (Figure 3.7), and is semi-resident; most individuals are present 

year round and apparently leave the Sound only occasionally, and for limited 

periods (at daytime usually very few hours; Schneider, unpublished data). In 

order to describe the social system quantitatively, and to show how it changed 

over my study period, here I present separate analyses of associations in 

summer and winter in each of three years. 
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Methods 

Field methods 

I conducted systematic surveys of Doubtful Sound (Figure 2.5, Chapter 2) on 

353 days between July 1994 and July 1997, using a 4.8m aluminium boat 

powered by a 45hp outboard motor. On encountering dolphins, I took notes of 

location, weather and general behaviour, then documented as many 

individuals as possible via photography and (1995 onwards) videography of 

identifying body marks and fin nicks (see .WOrsig and Jefferson, 1990). 

Twenty-three very obviously marked individuals were counted as identified if 

observed visually but not recorded on video or photographs. After all group 

members had been recorded, I stayed further away (20-150m) to minimise 

disturbance while recording behaviour and ecological data. Close-range 

photo/video scans were repeated every four hours, or whenever groups 

merged or split. These records provide the data for association analyses. 

A group was defined as an aggregation of dolphins that operated as a unit. 

Members of a group headed in the same general direction and/or were 

scattered over less than 1 km2 (Schneider et al. 1998). Once each month 

(except for August 94, April and May '95, May and June '96) I conducted a 

complete survey of all arms of the fiord in order to find and identify dolphins 

that were not with the main group(s). 

A 'subgroup' was an aggregation within a group comprising individuals which 

stayed noticeably closer to each other than to other dolphins (less than two 

body lengths) for at least two surface-intervals. 

Gender of dolphins was determined via observation of the genital area by eye 

or via underwater video (Chapter 2), or inferred from consistent association 

with a calf. Gender, if not documented by video or photography, was 

considered "presumed" until confirmed by a second observation. 
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Data Analysis 

For this analysis dolphins were considered resident if I had observed them in 

more than half of those months of fieldwork in the years 1995 or 1996 when I 

spent five or more days in the field (Table 3.1, Chapter 3). 

Dolphins recorded together in a group or subgroup were assumed to be 

associated. An individual may occur several times on a given day in the as

sociation database, in different groups, when group composition changed 

between scans. Calves which were born during the observation period and 

those less than one year old (that were present at the start of the fieldwork) 

were excluded from the association analysis. 

Association data were analysed in three ways. Firstly I ran Monte Carlo 

simulations (Manly 1995, Bejder et al. 1998) to determine whether the 

associations found could have occurred by chance. Secondly I computed 

time-lagged association rates (Whitehead 1995) to get an understanding of 

the longevity of associations and to enable comparison of these among 

species. Thirdly I chose a subset of residents that had been seen at least 100 

times, computed their association indices, and used these to plot how 

associations changed by season and year. The three analyses are referred to 

in separate sections below. 

Monte-Carlo simulations 

I run Monte-Carlo simulations (Manly 1995, Bejder et al. 1998) to assess the 

likelihood of observed associations occurring by chance. The simulations 

were run on groups and on subgroups in three seasons (winter 1995 between 

the 1 April and 30 September, summer 1995-6 between 1 October and 31 

March, and winter 1996 with the same boundaries as winter 1995). To 

maintain independence among data, group samples were collected at least 

four hours apart, but more usually on different days. Subgroups were sub-
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samples within the groups. Here, over the course of a day, one dolphin could 

occur in several subgroups and hence statistical independence cannot be 

guaranteed. P-values were calculated for group samples and subgroup 

samples, running 5,000 and 10,000 randomisations three times on each 

sample. 

Time-lagged associations 

To gain an understanding of the longevity of associations and to enable 

comparison of these among species, the data on compositions of 308 groups 

seen on subsequent field days were run through a Macro program (Visual 

Basic for Excel) which calculated intermediate and lagged association rates 

(Whitehead 1995). The intermediate association rate estimates the probability 

that associates stay associated between the first and the last mutual sighting. 

The lagged association rate describes the proportion of remaining 

associations and/or the rate of re-associations after a given time span 

(Whitehead 1995). 

Seasonal changes in association patterns 

Sixty-three adult dolphins out of 108 individuals included in the catalogue 

were identified from both left and right sides and considered "resident", 

because they had been more often present than absent during the core years 

1995 and 1996 (Table 3.1a, 3.1b). To maximise the information content, I also 

used a sub-sample of 44 adult dolphins that fulfilled all the requirements for 

"resident" dolphins but had also been observed on more than 100 days within 

the observation period between July 1994 and July 1997. This sub-sample 

was used for a detailed analysis of individual associations. 

As criterion for 'data choice' an arbitrary cut-off level of 80% identification was 

used. All groups observed with at least 80% identified members were 

transferred into an occurrence matrix, by running an Excel macro on the 
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original database. This macro program paired each identified individual with 

each other in the same group and stored the number of co-occurrences in a 

matrix. It then calculated both the simple ratio association index (Ginsberg 

and Young 1992) and the half-weight association index (Cairns and Schwager 

1987, Wells et al. 1987): 

Simple ratio association index: __ _,X....__ __ 

Half-weight association index: __ ____._.X'----

X +0.5(Ya + Yb) 

Where X is the number of sightings that included both dolphin a and dolphin 

b, Ya is the number of sightings that included dolphin a but not dolphin b, and 

Yb is the number of sightings that included dolphin b but not dolphin a. Cairns 

and Schwager (1987) used the additional factor Yab in the calculation of both, 

the simple ratio - and the half-weight index. Yab describes the number of 

sightings both individuals were located in different groups. The observation of 

this case requires two observers simultaneously monitoring different groups. 

This possibility did not apply to my study in Doubtful Sound - therefore Yab 

was omitted in my analysis. The simple ratio index (SRI) gives the number of 

times individuals A and B were seen together divided by the number of times 

that they were seen apart. The half-weight index (HWI) has been used more 

commonly in dolphin studies (e.g. Wells et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992), 

because of the likelihood of the SRI underestimating joint sightings (Slooten et 

al.1993). The HWI corrects for that bias by dividing the time A and B were 

seen apart by two. Ginsberg and Young (1992) argue that the HWI controls 

the direction but not the extent of the bias. They favour using the SRI instead. 

Both association indices were calculated for each possible pair in each group 

for the years 1995 and 1996. The distribution of indices was compared in 

order to decide which index to use for the rest of the analysis. 
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For the detailed analysis the data set of three years was subdivided into six 

seasons, three summer- and three winter seasons. The "winter" seasons 

lasted from the 1 April to the 30 September. "Summer" seasons were from the 

1 October to the 31 March. 

Maximum Spanning trees (Morgan et al. 1976) were drawn for the six 

consecutive summer - and winter seasons between summer 1994-5 and 

winter 1997. The following rules apply to maximum spanning trees (Morgan et 

al. 1976): 

1. no closed loops are allowed to occur 

2. each point is visited by at least one line 

3. all points are connected by the tree 

Each individual is connected with an arrow to the individual with the highest 

degree of similarity. The individual in the centre of a maximum spanning tree 

should have the highest association index and/or the highest number of close 

associates. I did not observe high levels of aggression towards dolphins in a 

central position. Individuals in the centre did not seem to have high indices 

because they were 'beaten up' by other dolphins. Therefore it is assumed 

here that a central position in a maximum spanning tree is a measure of 

popularity. 

The maximum spanning trees were overlaid with modified 'sausage shapes' 

(Morgan et al. 1976), representing different levels of association. Morgan et 

al. 1976 had created 'sausage shapes' to combine scaling data with 

groupings they derived by cluster analysis. Because the groupings that result 

from cluster analysis are somewhat arbitrary (Wilson 1995), I decided to use 

the HWI indices directly to define the groups. Each individual within a 

'sausage' is connected to at least one other individual within the group on the 

respective HWI level of 0.5 or higher. 

Since maximum spanning trees always come up with a central animal, which 

marks the root of the tree by definition, it seemed appropriate to run a 
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scaling analysis on the same data set. The scaling operation should show 

whether the data are indeed centred on one individual or around a group of 

individuals with more or less equal standing. 

A non-metric multidimensional scaling (MOS) was calculated, using the 

procedure developed by Kruskal (1964 a, b). The MOS procedure attempts to 

map relationships among points in n-dimensional space into fewer 

dimensions, typically two or three, so that they can be visualised. Inevitably 

this causes some distortion, known as stress. Kruskal (1964a) suggested as a 

rough guide that a stress of 10% is "fair" and a stress of 20% is "poor" etc. 

The analysis was confined to two dimensions in this thesis to ease 

interpretation. 

The MOS plots were also overlaid with "sausage shapes" (Morgan et al. 1976) 

using borders from 0.5 to 1.0 similarity in the half-weight association index. 

The form and length of the "sausage shape" also provide an indication of how 

well MOS has represented the social structure. Short "bubbly" shapes suggest 

good representation, while long, convoluted ones suggest the opposite. 
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Results 

Over the period of three years the composition of 432 groups and 2295 

subgroups comprising a total of 16,918 records of pair-wise associations 

fulfilled the criterion of a minimum of 80% identification. The low number of 

rejected groups and subgroups (5%) implies that most individuals in the 

community were identified. Data on group composition were mostly collected 

on different days to maintain data independence. Additional group data were 

only collected on the same day after an interval of four hours or more when 

major re-groupings had occurred. Out of 432 groups 308(= 71 %) were 

recorded on different days. 

The sex ratio 

The sex ratio among residents seems to be skewed towards females. More 

than 50% of all dolphins are known to be female, and only 20% known to be 

male (Figure 8.6). Since female gender can be inferred from close association 

with a calf, it is almost inevitable that the sex ratio will be observer biased 

towards females. However, even if all individuals of unknown sex were male, 

a 1 :1 sex ratio would not be achieved. 

Monte-Carlo randomisation 

The results of the Monte-Carlo randomisation tests for groups and subgroups 

within the pod show that associations are significantly non-random for both 

data sets (Table 8.1 ). 
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Table 8.1. P-Values for Monte-Carlo randomisations on the data sets of three 
successive seasons. Shown here are the results for each season for three runs with 
5,000 randomisations and for three runs with 10,000 randomisations. For the group 
data most observations (75% or more in each season) were made on different days 
to maintain independence. Also given are the p-values for subgroups (which may 
have changed several times each day), and the mean and the coefficient of 
variation (cv) for each run. 

Winter 1995 
n=55 grps. n=94 su r s. 

Summer 1995-6 
n= 107 grps. n=307 sub rps. 

Winter 1996 
n=39 grps. n=136 subgrps. 

P-Values subgroups 
2 
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Time-lagged association 

To characterise the consistency of long-term relationships for 308 groups 

seen on separate field days between July 1994 and July 1997, the time

lagged association (Whitehead 1995) was calculated considering all 108 

individuals (including calves) of the catalogue (Figure 8.1 ). Both the lagged 

association rate and the intermediate association rate were stable throughout 

he entire study (Figure 8.1 ). Individuals in this population maintain some long

term relationships which do not seem to change much, even over a period of 

three years. 

Seasonal association patterns 

The first step of analysis was to determine whether to use the half-weight - or 

the simple ratio association indices in the examination. The years 1995 and 

1996 are the only complete and continuous years in the study. Therefore they 

were chosen and similarity matrices for both years calculated, comparing the 

SRI and the HWI. The highest index for each individual, calculated with the 

simple ratio - and the half-weight index for both years is plotted in Figure 8.2. 

For detailed analysis of association patterns I chose to use the HWI, because 

its distribution was smoother than that of simple indices. In addition the use of 

HWI facilitates comparison with other studies (e.g. Wells et al.1987, Smolker 

et al. 1992. Wilson 1995 used both indices). 

To maximise the information content of the analysis I decided to run the 

detailed association analysis only on a core group of 34 resident dolphins, 

which had been observed in the fiord on more than 100 days during the three 

years of the study (Figure 8.3). 
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Figure 8.1. Lagged association rate for 308 groups observed on different field 
days between July 1994 and July 1997. Plotted is the lagged association rate and 
the intermediate association rate with logarithmic trend. 
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Figure 8.2. Histograms of the distribution of maximum simple ratio indices and half
weight indices for 63 resident dolphins in 1995 and 1996 
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Figure 8.3. Number of sighting days for 96 individuals in the catalogue over 
the three-year observation period. Calves are excluded. 
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Maximum Spanning Trees 

Figures 8.4 a-c give the results for six seasons from October 1994 to July 

1997. In summer 1994-5 about twice as many females than males were found 

within the 0.5 association level (12 females compared to 5 males). All females 
\ 

with calves (two born in that summer - and two of the year before), were 

found inside the light grey boundary. The centre was occupied by MN38, a 

large animal of unknown sex. 

In winter 1995 the situation changed. MN25 a large and possibly old, post

reproductive female, replaced MN38 in the central position. In this winter the 

groupings with more intense associations of 0.6 split into several clusters with 

MN38 on one side and MN25 on the other. 

In summer 1995-6 the picture became more fragmented. MN25 was still in the 

centre, but MN38 had moved to the edge of the plot. The centre was actually 

split into two or three separate groups not only at the higher levels of 

association, but even at the 0.5 level of association index. 

In winter 1996 the social organisation seemed to settle. One large cluster 

could be found at the 0.5 level but still several clusters at 0.6 and higher. 

MN25 lost her position in the centre and moved into the periphery, as MN38 

did the season before. MN38 disappeared completely, and is now presumed 

dead (Table 8. 1 ). The new individual in the centre was SN15, one of the 

mothers which had a year-old calf. A group of five females was connected 

directly to her. Also very much in the centre was MN30, another female. 

Including the individuals for which gender was presumed, we find 4 males and 

14 females on the 0.5 level in the centre cluster. 

Three calves were born in summer 1996-7. Two were born into the female 

band offive, by SN40 and SN13. SN13 took over the central position. She 
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O :mother with young calf(< 1 year) 
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summer 1994/95 
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missing: 8 

winter 1995 
(1097 records) 

Figure 8.4a. Maximum spanning trees for 44 resident individuals in Doubtful Sound 
for summer 94-95 and winter 95. Overlaid 'sausage shapes' represent half-weight 
association indices. 
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8 

Figure 8.4b. Maximum spanning trees for 44 resident individuals in Doubtful Sound 
for summer 95-96 and winter 96. Overlaid 'sausage shapes' represent half-weight 
association indices. 
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Figure 8.4c. Maximum spanning trees for 44 resident individuals in Doubtful Sound 
for summer 96-97 and winter 97. Overlaid 'sausage shapes' represent half-weight 
association indices. 
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gave birth to her calf very late in the season on 11 April. The third calf was 

born by SON 101, a female that had been near the edge of the plots before 

and moved centrally only after the birth of her calf. The mothers with older 

calves, while still connected to the younger mother-calf-pairs - slowly moved 

towards the periphery. Also still in the periphery was MN25. Like in the 

summer before the centre was split at the 0.5 level, this time into two halves, 

one female dominated and one male dominated. 

In winter 1997 most animals were again united on the 0.5 association level. 

Now female MN30 moved into the central position with all mothers with calves 

clustered around her. The previously central MN25 disappeared, just as 

MN38 a year before. Neither MN25 nor MN38 have been seen again. 

Considering their constant presence until disappearance (Table 8.1) both are 

presumed dead. 

The examples depicted in Figure 8.5 indicate that the position in the maximum 

spanning tree does reflect popularity. Individuals had the highest number of 

associates (>=0.5) when they inhabited the centre of the tree. The graph also 

shows the deterioration of social contacts for MN38 and especially MN25 

before their disappearance. 

Some long-term male-male relations exist within the population. SDN80 and 

DN63 formed a very stable dyad and SN90, DMN82, SDN8, and SMN2 were 

often found together, in changing combinations. 
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MDS 

Maximum spanning trees necessarily impose a hierarchical structure. By 

definition there will always be an individual in the centre. Therefore I chose to 

run multi-dimensional scaling (MOS) on the same data. 

The result of the MOS for the six seasons is depicted in Figures 8.7 a-c. The 

overlaid 'sausage shapes' again represent the HWI and are directly 

comparable to the maximum spanning trees in Figures 8.4 a-c. The same 

individuals are in the centre of the clusters indicating good general 

agreement. In summer 1994-5 it was MN38, in winter 1995 MN25 took over, 

while MN38 moved to the outer in summer 1995-96 and disappeared 

subsequently. MN25's journey from the centre in summer 1995-96 to her 

disappearance in winter 1997 is documented in a very similar way to the 

maximum spanning trees. The plots show an important difference however. In 

all of them there were a number of dolphins grouped in the centre, and the 

individual at the centre of the tree was not as clearly identified as the 

maximum spanning trees suggest. 
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Figure 8.5. Number of associations with a HWI equal or larger than 0.5 for the individuals that 
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Figure 8.6. Ratio of sexes in 'bands' connected by a HWI of 0.5 or 
higher. Dyads excluded because of the high percentage of mother - calf 
pairs amongst the dyads. The separated "total"-column gives the overall 
ratio for "residents". Then values give the number of dolphins included in 
the analysis. 
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Figure 8.7a. Nonmetric multidimensional scaling of similarities for 44 resident dolphins 
in summer 94/95 and winter 95. Overlaid 'sausage'- shapes indicate groups, which are 
connected by an half-weight association index of 0.5 or higher. 
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Figure 8.7b. Nonmetric multidimensional scaling of similarities for 44 resident dolphins 
in summer 95/96 and winter 96. Overlaid 'sausage'- shapes indicate groups, which are 
connected by an half-weight association index of 0.5 or higher. 
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Discussion 

Some societies of animals form networks which are comprised of frequently 

changing sub-units. A key feature is that for a major part of the day the group 

is dispersed, foraging in small groups, at some stage reforming into one large 

group (Struhsaker and Leland, 1979) This form of society (fusion - fission 

society) has been suggested to exist in species as diverse as chimpanzees 

(Wrangham 1986), spider monkeys, talapoin monkeys (Strusaker and Leland 

1979), Przwalski horses (Rubenstein 1986), lions (Schaller 1972), humpback 

whales (Clapham 1993) and bottlenose dolphins (Connor et al. 1992b, Wilson 

1995). It is thought that this form of society may develop when patchy food 

sources of different size and quality are available (e.g. Wrangham 1977, 

Bertram 1978, Rubenstein 1978, Dittus 1984, Wilson 1995). 

The population in Doubtful Sound does not fit the criteria for a fusion-fission 

society. Fission into smaller groups occurred, but the groups were too large 

(mean = 26. 7; c.f. Chapter 3) to fulfil Struhsaker and Leland's (1979) criterion 

for fusion-fission. Instead the dolphins moved usually in one or two large 

groups extensively through one part of the fiord - in summer often for weeks -

before the entire community switched to another part of their home range (see 

Chapter 5). 

Some male - male associations were as long-lasting as male - female 

associations (for example SDN80 and DN63). maintained a very steady long

term relationship (Figure 8.4 ). Herding of females as observed in Shark Bay, 

Australia (Connor et al. 1992a, 1992b) was not seen and was not reported 

from the Moray Firth in Scotland (Wilson, 1995), which is very similar to the 

Doubtful Sound site in latitude. Herding was also not reported from Sarasota 

in Florida, where long-term relations among known individuals have been 

observed for almost 30 years. Some males in Doubtful Sound seem to 

associate closely, and over long periods, to fem~les as well as other males. 

These associations may be connections between mothers and their older 
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male calves. The combination SN64 and SN96 may be an example for this, 

because the male SN96 is still relatively small (Table 3.2a). 

Females with young calves maintain close relationships with each other. They 

were not only found in the centre of the MST/MOS-plots, but also formed 

distinct clusters of females with calves of approximately the same age (Figure 

8.4 ). This is in accordance with findings in Florida, where close associations 

between females are based on age and presence of calves (Wells et al. 1987, 

Wells 1991 ). 

The most interesting result of the maximum spanning trees is probably the 

changing of the occupants of the central position at the root of the tree. During 

MN25's journey into the periphery the central position changed each season. 

Five dolphins were found in the central position throughout the three years of 

study. Four of them were female and only one - MN38 - was an individual of 

unknown sex. MN25 and MN38 were both large scarred individuals and 

assumed to be elders. Also MN25 was never observed with a calf or having 

very close relations to a smaller dolphin (unlike SN64 to SN96) - therefore 

she was assumed to be post-reproductive. The other females in the centre 

were all females, which were pregnant and gave birth during that time (SN13) 

or had young calves (SN15). MN30 was large, rotund and was also heavily 

scarred. She was often observed with mothers and small calves, but was 

never observed having a calf or having very close relations to a smaller 

dolphin - just like MN25. It is possible she was an elder as well. 

Females with calves generally tended to occupy a central position in the plots 

(Figure 8.4 ). Females who were about to give birth, or which had young 

calves, usually occupied the centre of the group. This is not very surprising; 

an effect of lactation is that mothers and calves necessarily form the basis of 

mammalian social systems. Being physically in the centre of a group can 

facilitate to have the support of the adults and protection from predators 

(Leatherwood, 1977). But does being in the centre of a maximum spanning 

tree mean to be physically in the centre of a group? It can, but it does not 
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need to be. The root of the tree is an indicator for popularity; having multiple 

tight long-lasting relationships. Females with small calves were often found in 

the front of the group and may set the travel speed of the group and even lead 

the way (unpublished observations). This behaviour presumably increased 

exposure to predators. This exposed positioning of the calves may be an 

indicator of a relative lack of predators in the fiord and may help explain the 

steady presence of the dolphins in the fiord. 

This study indicates an important social role for elder members of the pod like 

MN25 (and maybe MN30 and MN38). During three of five field-seasons MN25 

was positioned in, or very close to, the centre of the group and had a very 

high number of social partners. Marsh and Kasuya (1991) suggest post

reproductive female pilot whales may have a rearing and nursing function. No 

indication for this role was found in MN25. Her mammary glands were not 

swollen and she was never observed nursing or fostering a calf. Haenel 

(1986) assumed allomaternal care as role for post-reproductive females in 

killer whales. Bigg et al. (1990) suggested genealogical links between post

reproductive females and reproductive females. Karen Pryor in Norris and 

Pryor (1991 p. 288) favours the role of "grandmothers" as a "repository of 

cultural information, such as the whereabouts of feeding grounds". Indeed, the 

older females may share lifelong experience, add to the protection of the 

calves or show authority in decision making. 

In the matrifocal community of Doubtful Sound there may be competition 

amongst the females. Perhaps 'grandma' does rule the pod, until younger 

competitors take over. At this time one can only speculate about the reasons 

why MN25 suddenly shifted into the periphery of the pod and finally 

disappeared. It seems possible that she lost social influence, and may have 

been the victim of a coup d'etat by the young female band. However, there 

was no evidence of aggressive encounters between other females and MN25. 

Indeed she may have shifted to the periphery just because she could no 

longer keep up with the pace of the pod. MN31, a crippled male with severe 

scoliosis usually lagged behind the pod alone or with a few companions 
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when the dolphins covered greater distances, probably because he could not 

keep up with the speed. After catching up with the other dolphins he was 

usually found amongst the others and did not appear to be an outsider. In the 

maximum spanning trees and the scaling diagrams however he always 

appeared on the outer (Figure 8.4, Figure 8.7) - because in data collected in 

travelling situations he was often missed. This resulted in lower indices than 

probably appropriate in terms of social contacts. The cases of MN25 and 

MN38 may reflect a similar situation. 

The bottlenose dolphin community in Doubtful Sound is not as segregated by 

age and sex as has been found in the Sarasota community (Wells 1991 ). 

Males and females are found together in a fairly large, stable community 

(Figures 8.4, Figure 8.6). However, the sex ratio appears skewed towards 

females indicating that females may be more resident, while the males tend to 

move around more. However, it appears that more females were absent for 

periods of time than males in Doubtful Sound (Table 3.1 a). In Sarasota 

females tend to stay, and the males move around (Wells 1991 ). However 

Wilson (1995) found in Scotland that males were resident rather then roving. 

He suggested a seasonal mating system to be responsible for this strategy. 

Referring to Whitehead (1990) he pointed out that a comparatively short and 

seasonal oestrus or a great travel time between female groups may lead 

males to give up a roving strategy and employ a more resident approach with 

males accompanying female groups over extended periods. The community 

in Doubtful Sound may support both strategies. Some males adopt a resident 

strategy. They accompany the females throughout the year. However many of 

those unsexed transient individuals in Table 3.1 b may represent males, which 

travel between different fiords - and dolphin communities (Brager and 

Schneider 1998) - on a seasonal basis. These dolphins provide the genetic 

exchange between populations. The female SN1 and her one-year-old calf 

showed however, that those dolphins do not necessarily need to be males. 

The mother-calf-pair disappeared in winter 1996 for a period of six months 

and probably left the fiord during that time (Table 3.1, Figure 8.4 b ). During 
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summer 1996-7 both returned and stayed with the pod until the end of this 

study. 

Because of the very large data set of associations between dolphins, this 

study offers quantitative analyses that show how associations changed within 

and between years. The large data set also allowed analysis of the changing 

social status of individuals. Hence the approach used here is much more 

revealing than analyses which combine data over long periods (often made 

necessary by sparse data due to limited field effort, low resighting rates or low 

mark rate) because it shows the dynamics of associations and offers 

considerable more detail about relationships. 
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Chapter 9 
General Conclusions 

''The truth is like a lizard's tail. You might seize it in your hand, meanwhile, the 

lizard moves on, creating a whole new tail." 

(Kikuyu proverb) 

The study of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound (OS) has provided 

significant new insight into their ecological and behavioural flexibility. The 

unique combination of bottlenose dolphins being resident in the atypical 

environment of the fiord ( cool and deepwater) was responsible for most of my 

insights. The following aspects were crucial for the success of the study: 

• The long narrow waterways of Fiordland, New Zealand made finding and 

following of dolphin groups very predictable. Groups of dolphins were 

found in 98.3% of the surveys undertaken (Chapter 2, Chapter 3). 

• Residency of a large portion of dolphins within the fiord, which resulted in 

extremely high re-sighting rates (Chapter 3, Chapter 8). Therefore a large 

amount of data could be collected for many individuals. 

• The sheltered waters made a prolonged presence around the dolphins 

possible, habituating them to the research boat. This approach in return 

allowed for a fine scale analysis of behaviour (Chapter 7) and social 

organisation (Chapter 8). 

• The high latitude of Fiord land at the southern limit of the species provides 

an interesting comparison to tropical studies and showed clear adaptations 

in morphology (Chapter 4) and behaviour (Chapter 5) of the dolphins. 
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Population size was estimated to be 67 (cv=1.9%) and was very stable over 

the three years of my study (Chapter 3), about 16% higher than in Williams et 

al. (1993). Immigration from other populations or the much higher survey effort 

in this study may be responsible for this difference. Dolphin groups in OS were 

usually much larger (mean 26.7) than in other resident inshore populations 

and more similar to group sizes encountered in transient or oceanic 

populations (Norris and Dahl 1980, Wells et al. 1980; but see Scott and 

Chivers 1990 for a different view). This effect may be due to the deep water 

that is encountered in the fiords (max. 421 m), which renders the habitat more 

pelagic than inshore in terms of prey distribution (see Chapter 6). 

We developed a new method to measure bowriding dolphins photographically 

which yielded a first estimation of growth rate and asymptotic size for the 

dolphins in Fiord land (Chapter 4 ). These estimates indicate that Doubtful 

Sound dolphins are considerably larger and bulkier than in lower latitudes, 

following Bergman's rule (Vil lee et al. 1984 ). The estimated increase in size of 

their appendages is not as large as the increase in total length, which is in 

accordance with Allen's rule. Both rules explain strategies that help warm

blooded animals to reduce thermal stress in cold climates. Large seasonal 

differences in surface water temperature occur in Doubtful Sound (see 

Chapter 5). These may present a considerable ecological stress for the 

dolphins which they overcome by morphological adaptation. 

Movement patterns of dolphins within the fiord system were highly seasonal 

and predictable (Chapter 5). The dolphins followed a temperature gradient of 

the surface water layer, preferring the warmest area in each season. In 

summer they were predominantly found in the upper arms of the fiord, where 

the surface layer was sometimes more than 20° C. During the coldest months 

of winter, when the upper arms were occasionally covered with ice, the 

dolphins were predominantly found near the entrance of the fiord. Autumn and 

spring showed intermediate situations. This result supports the findings of 

Chapter 4, suggesting that thermal stress is a limiting factor for these 

dolphins, living at the limits of their species' distribution. However, it is also 
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possible that seasonal prey movement is the primary trigger for the seasonal 

movements of the dolphins. Unfortunately almost nothing is known about the 

seasonal movements of fish and squid in the fiords. Here, lots of work still 

needs to be done. 

The diving behaviour of the dolphins was analysed to make inferences about 

their foraging behaviour (Chapter 6). A variety of methods was employed to 

collect information about synchronous dives (all members of a group dive at 

the same time), which are thought to indicate cooperative feeding. These 

methods included collecting and identifying of fish with bite marks from the 

surface, attaching time depth recorders via suction cups to the dolphins 

(Appendix 1 ), deploying of a remote operating vehicle (ROV) to explore the 

bottom of the fiord, and tracking of diving dolphins with an echo sounder. The 

results of these attempts showed that the dolphins sometimes dive to 

considerable depth (>200m) and that a mixture of individual and cooperative 

feeding takes place in Doubtful Sound. However, our attempts to investigate 

the bottom of the fiord with a ROV in order to explain why the dolphins go 

through the physiological stress of diving deep, failed to produce a satisfying 

result. 

For the first time surface behaviour events of free-ranging bottlenose dolphins 

were analysed in the time domain, using sequence analysis (Chapter 7). Two 

clusters emerged in that analysis. A 'surface' cluster and an 'aerial' cluster 

which may describe different motivational states. Possible functions of some 

key behaviour events were discussed. The combination of some key 

behaviour events combined with group size and a quantification of activity 

level (a-score) of the group provided the key for a new and quantitative way to 

describe group behaviour, which may hopefully lead to better comparability 

between different studies (Appendix 2). 

The large amount of data on associations collected by video-scanning groups 

of dolphins led to a fine scale analysis of associations amongst the most 

resident dolphins (n=44) and how those relationships changed over six 
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consecutive seasons (Chapter 8). An analysis using maximum spanning trees 

and multidimensional scaling revealed that both females and males had long

lasting associations with each other, but also that most of strong associations 

were female-female. The most popular dolphins, with the highest social status 

in the centre of the clusters, were all females (in one case the gender was 

unknown) - either old and possibly post-reproductive, or mothers with young 

calves. Loss of position and consecutive replacement in the centre of the 

social organisation became visible at this fine scale of analysis. Two old 

dolphins which had been very popular slowly moved to the edge of the plots 

and disappeared within the three years of study. Each of them was 

consequently replaced by another large and probably old individual. For those 

cases in which the sex of these individuals in the centre was known, all were 

females. The analysis of associations amongst the resident dolphins in OS led 

me to the conclusion that this community is matrifocal with males either in the 

periphery associated with other males or close to the centre - associated to 

females. This finding is in marked contrast to those of other resident 

populations in which males form coalitions to bully females (Connor et 

al.1992a, b ), females form small natal bands and males rove (Wells et al. 

1987) or individuals of both sexes are loosely connected in a fusion-fission 

society (Wilson 1995). 

What next? First of all we need to ensure that research on the bottlenose 

dolphin population in Doubtful Sound continues. The data from this study and 

that of Williams (1992) provide a basis for a truly longitudinal study, which 

could monitor the dolphin population closely in the years to come and add to 

the knowledge of the social structure of this community. The special location 

and the unique environment of Fiordland deserves much more attention from 

the scientific community. Since methods have been developed recently to 

gain tissue samples of bowriding dolphins withdut much invasive impact 

('polypad'-sampling) genetic techniques could provide information about the 

family relationships within the community. Also it would shed an additional 

light on the associations presented in this study. 
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Acoustic communication amongst the dolphins in Doubtful Sound is an 

interesting topic that is worth pursuing. The acoustics in the fiord are 

excellent, the steep mountain walls provide a natural amphitheatre - even 

underwater. Water noise and boat traffic are less than any other study location 

I know of. The context analysis provided in Chapter 7 of this study and 

especially the field key in Appendix 2 could be particularly useful for assessing 

the context of acoustic recordings. 

The focal group observations used here in the behaviour analysis (Chapter 7) 

can be extended to traditional focal animal observations (Altmann 197 4 ). 

Careful choice of the focal animals could provide true time budgets of 

individuals and a detailed profile of contacts and associations for well marked 

selected individuals. 

It also may be time to have a look at the bigger picture. At least two more 

separate and possibly resident populations of bottlenose dolphins exist in 

other fiords of Fiordland in the north and south of Doubtful Sound (Brager and 

Schneider 1998). The stark contrasts in Fiord land with heavy boat traffic in 

Milford Sound on one hand and extreme remoteness in the southern fiords on 

the other hand could provide a perfect background for a comparative study on 

impacts of tourism and dolphin watching operations. 

A weird mix of legislation in New Zealand protects the complete landmass of 

the Fiordland National Park, which is also an assigned world heritage area, 
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but leaves the fiords themselves unprotected, except for two small marine 

reserves, one in Doubtful Sound and one in Milford Sound. The dolphins, like 

all cetaceans in New Zealand are fully protected by the Marine Mammal 

Protection Act. However, this is not the case for their environment and the 

resources that form their prey. The commercial fishery in place focuses almost 

exclusively on potting for crayfish. Since no gillnetting is involved in catching 

the bait, by-catch of dolphins is not a problem. However, private boat-tourism 

and recreational fishing have dramatically increased in the last few years in 

Doubtful Sound (pers. observation) and may alter the dolphins' behaviour if 
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these impacts continue to grow. Recreational fishers may compete directly 

with the dolphins for scarce resources (Grange 1990), whereas the boat

tourism targets the dolphins for 'dolphin watch' purposes. Several studies 

have shown that 'whale watch' tourism can have a heavy impact on the 

behaviour of the targeted cetacean, when guidelines are not in place and also 

enforced (e.g. Boo 1990, Blane and Jaakson, 1995, Constantine and Baker 

1996). This study will hopefully present a baseline for future comparisons, if 

the tourism industry continues to grow. 

The proverb by the East-African Kikuyu at the beginning of this chapter may 

describe best my feelings as I write the last pages of this thesis. I may have 

caught a few tails, but the lizard is elusive, constantly moving on. I just heard 

reports of nine calves being born this summer season (1998/99) in Doubtful 

Sound, three times as many as I had observed in any of the years before. 

This demonstrates that there is much more to really understanding this (any) 

community of dolphins in the wild than spending just three years with them. 

This year has been a "la Nina" year, a blazingly hot summer with little rain and 

high surface temperatures in Fiordland, following the cold and stormy "el 

Nino" in summer 1997/98. Maybe these calves had a better chance of survival 

because of higher surface temperatures, maybe several females became 

sexually mature at the same time. Patti Haase, a new student has moved into 

Deep Cove, continuing and further developing this project. She will monitor 

these calves, see how they will survive the coming winter, she will hopefully 

gather yet another jigsaw piece of the puzzle; another lizard's tail. 
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In recent years there has been an increase in the use of telemetry in the study of cetacean 

behavior (~. Martin and Smith 1992, Goodyear 1993, Baird 1994, Martin et al. 1994, Baird and 

Hanson 1996). Despite convincing evidence that tagging sometimes produces substantial effects on 

behavior, energetics and survival in other animal groups (~. White and Garrot 1990, Culik et al. 

1994, Walker and Boveng 1995) this problem has received little detailed attention in studies of 

cetaceans. In many studies the number of tagging attempts has been small, or on individuals which 

are not resighted, so that the potential effects of tagging or tagging attempts on individual behavior 

remain unclear (see Scott et al. 1990, for review of such studies on small cetaceans). 

Research on bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in Doubtful Sound (45° 30'8, 1570 

OO'E), on the south west coast of the south island of New Zealand, has been ongoing since 1990 

(Williams et al. 1993). The population numbers about 70 individuals, most of which are identified 

photographically and seen on a daily basis year-round. Typically, these dolphins are seen in "groups" 

of 10-50 animals which travel cohesively for several hours, and which are spread over less than 300 m 

(Schneider, unpub. data). As part of an investigation of behavior and ecology of these dolphins (by 

KS) we wanted to study their diving behavior using time-depth recorders (TDRs). To reassure 

ourselves that the data from the tags represented "normal" behavior, we documented behavior before 

and after tagging attempts. The purpose of this note is to describe the reactions of bottlenose dolphins 

to tagging and tagging attempts. We observed and recorded the immediate responses of both the 

tagged individuals and other dolphins within the same group, as well as the behavior of these dolphins 

when they were encountered on subsequent days. 

The tag used (designed by J. Goodyear) was a modified version of that used by Goodyear 

(1989) with several species of baleen whales, and was the same tag as used by Baird (1994) with 

killer whales (Orcinus orca). The tag contained a VHF radio transmitter (Telonics, Mesa, AZ, USA 

Model Dart-4, 164.132 MHz, 70 pulses/min, 12 mw power output) attached to a 3-V lithium battery and 

a 44 cm custom-built wire antenna, and a time depth recorder (Wildlife Computers, Redmond, WA, 

USA; Mk5, 250 m maximum depth, 1 m depth resolution), all encased in a housing made of syntactic 

foam (Billings Industries, Falmouth, MA). The housing and antennae were covered in a thin layer of 

plastic (Plasti Dip, PD! Inc, Circle Pines, MN, USA). The tag body (weighing 250 g and measuring 17.5 

x 6 x 3.2 cm) was attached to a 7.5 cm diameter rubber suction cup (Canadian Tire, used for 

automobile roof racks) using flexible plastic tubing. A magnesium-release mechanism was 

incorporated into the suction-cup to limit the maximum duration of attachment. The suction-cup was 

lubricated with silicone grease (Dow Corning 111 valve lubricant and sealant) before deployment. 

Tagging attempts (summarised in Table 1) were made between 24 - 29 October 1995, using a 

crossbow or a 2.5 m long pole. Tagging was only attempted when the dolphins were moving slowly 

and within 2 m of the bow of the tagging vessel. Two boats were used concurrently: a 4.3 m rigid

hulled inflatable powered by a 60 hp Yamaha outboard carried a tagger and a driver, and a 4.5 m 
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aluminium boat with a 45 hp Honda outboard carried a driver/observer, recorder, and videographer. 

The observation boat was kept within 30-50 m of the tagging vessel during tagging attempts. The 

tagging vessel was operated in a similar manner to that of our routine photo-ID sessions. Note that 

these dolphins are acclimatised to having small boats amongst them for several hours at a time 

(before the first tagging attempt KS had spent a total of 457 hours over 16 months photo-identifying 

and collecting behavioral data on these dolphins from the aluminium boat above). Frequency of leaps 

within the group, and the group's speed (noted as engine rpm to keep pace, and later calibrated to 

knots), were recorded before and after tagging for 17 tagging attempts on six different days. We also 

attempted to record each tagging attempt on videotape to check and add detail to the behavior notes. 

We recorded only the immediate response of the tagged animal because once the tag fell off we could 

not be sure which dolphin had been tagged, nor was it feasible to collect focal data on one individual 

and then attempt to tag that individual. Because our objective was to examine short-term response, 

we restricted comparisons to a maximum of 20 minutes immediately before and 20 minutes after 

tagging attempts. In seven cases 20 minutes of data were not available. These comparisons were 

made, instead, between equal time periods before and after (mean = 15.6 min; SD = 6.0; See Table 

1 ). 

The tag contacted a dolphin in 10 cases, and remained attached (for >10 sec = "successful 

attachment") in five of these. Group speed increased in each of these five cases. The number of leaps 

increased in four cases, but declined in one. In five more cases the tag contacted but failed to attach, 

or detached within 10 sec (= "unsuccessful attachment"). Group speed also increased for four of the 

five unsuccessful attachments, while the number of leaps increased in three cases, but declined in 

two. Responses to misses (n = 7), in which no contact was made, were more variable. We recorded 

elevated frequencies of leaps in two cases, a much lower frequency in one case, and relatively little 

change in the other four (Table 1 ). Group speed also changed little for misses. 

In 16 out of 17 tagging attempts the immediate reaction of the targeted dolphin was rapid 

departure from the bow of the tagging vessel, or an immediate dive. In the remaining case (a miss) no 

reaction was visible. In each of the five cases in which the tag contacted and stuck, the tagged animal 

immediately began a bout of high-energy behaviors, apparently to dislodge the tag. In three of these 

the dolphin leapt vertically 1, 3, or 4 times (see Fig. 1 ), and in the other two cases the dolphin moved 

underwater at very high speed away from the tagging vessel. Tags remained attached on these 

dolphins for periods of about 10 seconds to about three minutes. TOR data were collected from two 

tag deployments (depth sampled once per second). In one case the dolphin sped away from the bow 

and leapt vertically four times, with dives between each leap to 11, 14 and 21 m before the tag 

detached. Maximum short-term rate of descent (calculated using the program Dive Analysis, Wildlife 

Computers) was 8.0 m/s (15.5 knots). In the other case the tagged dolphin leapt vertically three times 

and in between dived to 29 m, 9 m and 6 m before the tag detached. 
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For the purpose of comparison with other studies, we also classified immediate reactions of 

the targeted individual using the criteria of Weinrich et al. (1991) and Baird (1994), taking into account 

both the intensity of the reaction and its duration. Reaction intensity was classified as either: 1) low 

(fast dive, tail flick, change in direction); or 2) high (vertical leap, horizontal leap, high speed 

surfacing). Reaction duration was categorised as either: 1) short (less than 5 minutes); or 2) long 

(equal or greater than 5 minutes). Low-level reactions were of low intensity and short duration. 

Moderate-level reactions were either low intensity, long duration reactions, or high intensity, short 

duration reactions. Strong-level reactions were those which were both high intensity and of long 

duration. We note that two problems exist with this classification system, however: 1) the behaviors 

which make up the high and low intensity categories may not accurately reflect the reaction of the 

animals (for example, does a horizontal leap always indicate a higher level response than a direction 

change?) and 2) maintaining prolonged(> 5 min) observation of the targeted dolphin was not possible 

due to the large group sizes involved. Group reactions were categorised using the same method, with 

the additional criterion of bunching together (decreasing inter-individual spacing) being classified as a 

moderate-level reaction. In one event the targeted dolphin's reaction was classified as low-level, 

whereas the group reaction was classified as moderate-level, because the targeted dolphin was lost 

from sight. Classifications of individual and group reactions are given in Table 1. 

In general, reaction intensity decreased in the following order: successful attachments > 

unsuccessful attachments > misses (Table 1 ). No obvious differences in reactions to attempts using 

the crossbow versus the pole deployment were apparent. 

Throughout our previous work with this population, and for the first three days of tagging 

attempts, dolphins regularly bowrode at both slow(< 3 knots) and higher speeds. After the first three 

days of tagging attempts, dolphins bowrode rarely and only for short periods (on both, the tagger - and 

the observer vessel). Surfacing within two meters of the boat (which regularly occurred before and 

during the first three days of tagging) decreased to the point that it became much more difficult to 

deploy the tag successfully. Dolphins that did bowride typically moved three or more metres away 

from the boat to surface, and then would return to the boat. This behavior remained consistent 

throughout ten more days of field work immediately following our last tagging attempt and changed 

only slowly back to "normal" over the next two months (KS, unpublished observations). 

Due to the paucity of reports and differences in methods, it is difficult to compare reactions of 

Doubtful Sound bottlenose dolphins to those of other cetaceans. Many studies utilising radio telemetry 

have involved capturing individuals or using individuals incidentally caught in fishing gear, and others 

have used tags which penetrate the skin (see Scott et al. 1990). In most published studies reactions to 

tagging are not discussed in sufficient detail to facilitate comparisons. Baird (1994) discussed 

reactions of killer whales to tagging attempts using the same tag, and a crossbow deployment method. 

These reacted less strongly than Doubtful Sound bottlenose dolphins, showing no moderate or high 
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level reactions ( defined as above), and no reaction by other group members (Baird 1994 ). Baird and 

Hanson (1996) used a very similar tag and the same pole-deployment method with Dall's porpoise in 

Washington state and British Columbia. Reactions by Dall's porpoise appeared to be less intense than 

those of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound. No reaction was observed for misses, and individuals 

regularly returned to bowride after unsuccessful tagging attempts. As with bottlenose dolphins, 

reactions to successful attempts were stronger and of longer duration than unsuccessful ones; 

evidence collected from a TOR on one individual suggested the reaction was sustained for about eight 

minutes (Baird and Hanson 1996) 

Though our sample size is small, the reactions exhibited both by individual dolphins and those 

in the surrounding group, and the inability of the suction-cup tag to remain attached during leaps and 

high speed swimming, suggest that suction-cup tagging of this population of bottlenose dolphins is not 

feasible. Even if modifications to the tag allowed longer-term retention, reactions exhibited by tagged 

individuals imply that data from the tag are unlikely to be representative of the natural behavior of 

these animals. It seems to us that unless tagging studies incorporate investigations of potential 

tagging effects, the validity of the data from the tag is open to question (see also White and Garrot 

1990 for a similar view). This could be argued to be less of a problem with invasively attached tags 

which stay in place for several weeks, as presumably the animals habituate to the tag. Suction-cup 

tags may stay attached on small cetaceans for several hours (Baird 1994, Stone et al. 1994). While 

being attractive because they cause no injury, they may not stay attached for long enough for the 

animal to habituate to them. 
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Figure 1. Dolphin leaping with suction-cup tag attached. Still 

frame taken from video. 
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Table 1. Summary of tagging attempts and apparent reactions to them 
Key: D = dolphin, TD = targetted dolphin, bow= bow of tagging boat, immed. = immediate, U/W = underwater 

Tag Hit Attached Observation Group size # # Leaps Speed Speed Reaction level of Notes 
deploy- target? (for time (minutes; (approx) Leaps after immed. immed. targetted dolphin 
ment >10sec)? 50% before, before before after (reaction level of 

50% after) (knots) (knots) group) 

pole y y 40 35 3 11 2.5 7.1 strong TD moved away from bow at high 
(strong) speed and leapt vertically 3 times in 

quick succession before tag detached. 
Group dived immed., turned 
180°bunched and increased speed to 
fast travel (high speed surfacing) for 
eight minutes. They then slowed to 3 
knts and reverted to original direction. 

pole y y 40 35 8 >50 2.9 8.0 strong lmmed. high speed departure of all Os 
(strong) from bow. TD leapt vertically 4 times 

before tag detached. Group increased 
speed to fast travel (high speed 
surfacing), covering 3.5 n.mi in 17 min 
(av.= 12.3 knots). 

pole y y 40 15 0 1 2.0 5.0 moderate Vertical leap by TD, immed. dive of all 
(moderate) Os for 2 min, then high speed surfacing 

for another two min. 

pole y y 34 38 3 9 4.6 7.1 moderate TD departed bow at high speed U/W. 
(moderate) Group high speed surfaced for 4 min, 

slowed and bunched together (for 12 
min). 

pole y y 10 30 7 0 3.1 3.4 moderate Sharp turn and high speed U/W 
(low) departure from bow by TD. lmmed. 

short dive of all Os near bow. 

pole y n 40 30 3 10 2.3 2.7 low Sharp turn with tail flick by TD, immed. 
(moderate) dive of all 9 Os near bow. Group 

bunched together for 15min. 



Table 1 (continued) 

pole y n 16 17 0 8 2.6 7.1 moderate Tail flick by TD then high speed 
(moderate) surfaced away from boat with four 

companions. Group high speed 
surfaced for two min. 

crossbow y n 40 30 14 2 4.6 6.1 moderate lmmed. dive by TD. Group increased 
(moderate) speed to fast travel, covering 3 n.mi in 

20 min (av.= 9 knots). 

pole y n 30 25 10 13 3.9 4.0 low lmmed. dive by all Os around the boat 
(low) for about 2min. Surfaced 300m away 

from boat, then started slow travel. 

pole y n 30 22 13 10 5.7 6.1 low lmmed. dive by all Os for 1 min, then 
(low) 90°change of direction with fast travel 

for 4 min. 

crossbow n n 10 30 1 0 4.8 4.8 low lmmed. dive by TD and a companion 
(no reaction observed) close by. No visible group reaction 

except for three lobtails 1 min after 
tagging event. 

crossbow n n 40 35 10 0 2.3 2.5 low lmmed. short dive by all dolphins (< 1 
(low) min), then slightly faster travel. 

crossbow n n 32 22 2 21 3.5 3.8 low 
(no reaction observed} 

lmmed. dive by TD. 

crossbow n n 40 28 11 33 5.9 6.7 low lmmed. dive by TD. No immed. group 
(low) reaction, but 35 s after tagging group 

changed direction by 180°. 

pole n n 10 30 1 2 2.3 2.3 no reaction observed All Os continue slow travel as before 
(no reaction observed) tagging attempt. 

pole n n 40 35 2 1 4.3 4.3 low TD left bow at high speed, group dived 
(low) immed. for 1:15 min. 

pole n n 40 35 5 0 6.1 6.1 no reaction observed Group dive 15 s after attempt. 
(no reaction observed) 
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This key uses estimates of group size, the average activity for each dolphin 

(activity score) and some selected surface behaviours to assess the overall 

group behaviour. The idea behind this key is not to eliminate group behaviour 

categories like 'social', 'rest', 'mill' or 'travel' but to reduce observer bias in 

using them. 

First the group size should be estimated. The group activity can be calculated 

by observing the group for 5 minutes. During this time all observed behaviour 

events at the surface (except for surfacing itself!) should be counted. From 

then follow the instructions below. 

1. Estimate group size 

a) very small group(< 10) ~ 2 

b) small group (10-19) ~ 3 

c) medium group (20-29) ~ 4 

d) large group (30-39) ~ 5 

e) very large group (= 40) ~ 6 

2. Estimate activity score in transitions/hour for one dolphin 

(= number of behaviours observed in 5 minx 12 / 4.5) 

a) high or very high (= 5 trans/h) 

b) low to medium(< 5 trans/h) 

3. Estimate activity score in transitions/hour for one dolphin 

7 

8 
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(= number of behaviours observed in 5 minx 12 / 14.5) 

a) high (= 5 traris/h) 

b) low to medium(< 5 trans/h) 

4. Estimate activity score in transitions/hour for one dolphin 

(= number of behaviours observed in 5 min x 12 / 24.5) 

a) high (= 5 trans/h) 

b) low to medium(< 5 trans/h) 

5. Estimate activity score in transitions/hour for one dolphin 

(= number of behaviours observed in 5 min x 12 / 34.5) 

a) low to medium(= 2 trans/h) 

b) very low(< 2 trans/h) 

6. Estimate activity score in transitions/hour for one dolphin 

(= number of behaviours observed in 5 min x 12 / 44.5) 

a) very low to medium(= 1 trans/h) 

b) very low(< 1 trans/h) 
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7. a) No coordinated forward movement of the group. Changes in direction 
occur frequently (-5% of observed events). Snaggling' is a very common 
event (-13%) that is closely connected to changes in direction 

~ 'mill' (rare; 1 % of mill situations, and 10% of very small group 
sightings) 

b) No or little coordinated forward movement. 'Snaggling' is not a very 
dominant event. A high variety of events is shown with emphasis on 
interactive events, like BG, HT, PN, LO and aerials 

~ 'social' (fairly rare; 7% of social, but 40% of very small group sightings) 

8. a) Little activity. Few or no aerials. If any behaviour event is shown at all, 
'snaggling' is the most common event (-14%) that is closely connected to 
'sharking' or 'swimming on side' 

~ 'rest' (fairly rare; 7% of rest, but 45% of very small group sightings) 

b) No prominent behaviour, steady movement with occasional surface event 
or aerial 

~ 'travel' (very rare; has not been observed at all) 

c) No prominent event, hardly any surface activity, synchronized dives 

~ 'dive' (very rare; has not been observed at all). 

9. a) No coordinated forward movement of the group. Changes in direction 
occur frequently (-5% of observed events). Snaggling' is a very common 
event (-13%) that is closely connected to changes in direction 

~ 'mill' (rare; 2.8% of mill situations and 1.5% of small group sightings. 

b) No or little coordinated forward movement. 'Snaggling' is not a very 
dominant event. A high variety of behaviour events is shown with 
emphasis on interactive events, like BG, HT, PN, LO and aerials 

~ 'social' (common; 57% of social and 17% of small group sightings). 

10. a) Little activity. Few or no aerials. If any behaviour event is shown at all, 
'snaggling' is the most common event (-14%) that is closely connected to 
'sharking' or 'swimming on side' 

~ 'rest' (fairly rare; 12% of rest and 3.9% of small group sightings). 

b) No prominent behaviour, steady movement with occasional surface event 
or aerial 

~ 'travel' (common; 17% of travel and 54% of small group sightings). 

c) No prominent behaviour, hardly any surface activity, synchronized dives 
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~ 'dive' (fairly rare; 13% of dive and 4% of small group sightings). 

11. a) No coordinated forward movement of the group. Changes in direction 
occur frequently (-5% of observed events). Snaggling' is a very common 
event (-13%) that is closely connected to changes in direction 

~ 'mill' (fairly rare; 24% of mill situations, 11 % of medium group 
sightings. 

b) No or little coordinated forward movement. 'Snaggling' is not a very 
dominant behaviour event. A high variety of events is shown with 
emphasis on interactive events, like BG, HT, PN, LO and aerials 

~ 'social' (fairly rare; 13% of social and 4% of medium group 
sightings). 

12. a) Little activity. Few or no aerials. If any event is shown at all, 'snaggling' is 
the most common event (-14%) that is closely connected to 'sharking' or 
'swimming on side' 

~ 'rest' (fairly rare; 15% of rest and 6% of medium group sightings). 

b) No prominent behaviour, steady movement with occasional surface event 
or aerial 

~ 'travel' (fairly rare; 13% of travel and 49% of medium group 
sightings). 

c) No prominent behaviour, hardly any surface activity, synchronized dives 

~ 'dive' (very rare; has not been observed at all). 

13. a) No or little coordinated forward movement. 'Snaggling' is not a very 
dominant event. A high variety of behaviour events is shown with 
emphasis on interactive events, like BG, HT, PN, LO and aerials 

~ 'social' (fairly rare; 13% of social and 4% of medium group 
sightings). 

b) Little activity. Few or no aerials. 'Snaggling' is the most common event 
(-13%) that is closely connected to 'sharking' or 'swimming on side' 

~ 'rest' (fairly common; 32% of rest and 7% of large group sightings). 

c) No coordinated forward movement of the group. Changes in direction occur 
frequently (-5% of observed events). Snaggling' is a very common event 
(-13%) that is closely connected to changes in direction 

~ 'mill' (common; 34% of mill situations, 11 % of large group 
sightings). 

14. a) No prominent behaviour, steady movement with occasional surface event 
or aerial 
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~ 'travel' (very common; 24% of travel and 51 % of large group 
sightings). 
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b) No prominent behaviour, hardly any surface activity, synchronized dives 

~ 'dive' (fairly common; 40% of dive and 8% of large group 
sightings). 

15. a) No coordinated forward movement of the group. Changes in direction 
occur frequently (-5% of observed events). Snaggling' is a very common 
event (-13%) that is closely connected to changes in direction 

~ 'mill' (fairly common; 34% of mill situations, 8% of very large group 
sightings. 

b) No or little coordinated forward movement. 'Snaggling' is not a very 
dominant event. A high variety of events is shown with emphasis on 
interactive events, like BG, HT, PN, LO and aerials 

~ 'social' (rare; 5% of social and 1 % of very large group sightings). 

16. a) Little activity. Few or no aerials. If any behaviour is shown at all, 'snaggling' 
is the most common event (-14%) that is closely connected to 'sharking' 
or 'swimming on side' 

~ 'rest' (fairly common; 34% of rest and 5% of very large group 
sightings). 

b) No prominent behaviour, steady movement with occasional surface event 
or aerial 

~ 'travel' (very common; 46% of travel and 63% of very large group 
sightings). 

c) No prominent behaviour, hardly any surface activity, synchronized dives 

~ 'dive' (fairly common; 48% of dive and 7% of very large group 
sightings). 




